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In Our 94th Year

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, December 19, 1973
UK Professor Says

Laird Resigns; Calls For
Vote On Nixon Impeachment
WASHINGTON (AP) — Melvin R. Laird resigned today as
President Nixon's chief domestic counselor and called upon
his former colleagues in the
House of Representatives to
vote by March 15 on an impeachment resolution.
Laird said the continuing controversy over Watergate and
other issues was hurting America's foreign and domestic policies and said it is time for
House members to "accept
their constitutional responsibilities" and vote on whether
Nixon should be unpeached.
Laird predicted the impeachment resolution would fail.

Laird told a White House
news briefing of his decision to
leave Nixon's staff effective
Feb. 1 after seven months as
the President's chief domestic
counselor.

"There's no reason why they
"This is the time I can make
the break and I do not believe can't pass judgment in the next
this should be interpreted in 60 days," he said.

Winter Storm Drives 250,000
From Connecticut Area Home5
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
An estimated 250,000 people
huddled in temporary shelters
in Connecticut early today after
being driven from frigid homes
in the aftermath of a severe
winter storm, officials said.
And more snow was on its
way to the beleaguered East
Coast area tonight or early
Thursday, forecasters said.
"I'd .say over a quarter of a
million people are in hotels,
schools, fire houses, or family
or friends' houses," said Alan
Hekking, chief of operations for
the Connecticut Office of Civil
Preparedness. "I'm trying to
get an emergency generator for
a hospital and a guy's asking
me for a generator to keep his
cows alive."
Despite repair efforts, Connecticut power companies estimated that 84,400 customers
were still without electricity towhere temperatures
day
plunged to just above zero
overnight.
At least three storm-related

WEATHER
FORECAST
Warmer today, with rain likely by afternoon and high ternperatures in the upper 40s.
Rain likely tonight, but changing to light snow by morning.
Lows in the low 30s. Colder
again Thursday with occasional
light snow and highs in the mid
30s.
Winds southeasterly increasing to 10 to 18 miles an hour
today, then gradually shifting
to northeasterly tonight. The
outlook for Friday is cloudy
and cold, with snow flurries.
Precipitation probabilities are
80 per cent today, tonight and
again Thursday.
Very cold Friday through
Sunday. Snow ending Friday,
becoming generally fair Saturday through Sunday. Highs in
the 30s. Lows in the 20s Friday,
lowering to the teens Saturday
and Sunday

deaths were reported today on
Long Island, N.Y., where an estimated 45,000 persons were
still without electricity becanse
of Monday's storm. And new
deaths also were reported in
Massachusetts, Rhode Island
and Colorado.
In the Midwest, snow continued to fall. Officials said up to

Local Student
Participates In
'Skylab Program'
Mark West, 11, a sixth grade
student at the Murray State
University School, has returned
to Murray after participating in
a televised "Skylab Program"
in the Kentucky Educational
Television studios in Lexington
Dec. 5.
More than 100 selected
students from across the state
participated in the program,
which featured appearances by
Astronaut Pete Conrad, the
third man to walk on the moon,
and Bob Snyder, director of the
Skylab project.
The son of Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Curry, 1315 Vine Street,
Mark and the other students
had the opportunity to talk with
Conrad and Snyder and to ask
them questions about their
work.
Selected for the trip by his
teachers on the basis of enthusiasm, interest and abilities,
Mark, along with Billy McCort,
won the grand award at the
Murray State University
Science Fair last spring with
of
demonstration
their
chronography, light and color.
The project also won a gold
medal in the physics division of
the fair and was judged the best
elementary project shown.
Mark's trip to Lexington was
sponsored by the Murray State
University Education
Association, and he was accompanied by his parents.

State May Not Be
Able To Afford A
Veterinary School

any way that I am a quitter,"
said Laird, who served as secretary of defense during Nixon's first term.

Laird said he had not expressed to Nixon his view that
dis- the House should set a deadline
have
don't
"I
appointments" in departing to for voting on an impeachment
become senior counselor for na- resolution.
tional and international affairs
But Laird said the White
of the Reader's Digest Association, Laird said in rejecting House had made available exreports he was unhappy be- tensive information on which
cause Nixon had failed to heed the House could base its decision.
his political advice.

seven inches of new snow fe
in some areas of Minnesota by
midmorning.
Traffic on major Eastern
roads approached normal after
being crippled because of the
storm, but driving was still
hazardous in some areas because of icy roads. The Long
Island Rail Road, which had either canceled trains Tuesday or
reported delays ranging up to
three hours, said operations
were near normal this morning.
In Rhode Island, where more
than 100,000 residents were
without power for some period
during the storm, officials said
only 400 homes still were still
lacking electricity.
In Detroit, a private jet
skidded off a snow-covered runway and smashed through a
fence, striking a tree. The two
persons aboard were not injured, officials said. Snow continued falling in Michigan and
accumulations of up to three
inches were predicted.
Power company crews working 24 hours in New Jersey still
had not restored electricity to
about 4,000 customers in separate sections of the state.
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Judge Robert 0. Miller exchanges a 1100 donation to the MSU
Forensics Fund for a commemorative plaque from Dr. Jerry
Mayles, forensic director.

Forensics Fund Is
Established At MSU
Judge Robert 0. Miller was
one of the first contributors to a
newly-established Forensics
State
Murray
Fund at
University.
Judge Miller was given a
plaque for his $100 contribution
to the forensic fund.
The MSU Forensic program
has recently concluded a successful first half of the
collegiate season. The team
captured four trophies at five
tournaments, including a
runner-up trophy for debate at
Western. Trophies were also
taken at Morehead, Marshall
University, and the Kentucky
Colonel Classic at Bowling
Green.
The-team also finished second
in the OVC competition in debate and prose interpreation.
Sophomores Keith Russell and
Steve Darnall took second place
honors in varsity debate, while
Jane Rice took second in prose.
Plans for forensic participation during the spring
include tournament competition
in Georgia, Florida, New York,
Ohio, Indiana. and Illinois. -

Dr. Jerry Mayes, MSU
director of forensics, commented on the effect of the
energy crisis on the program by
saying, "The situation is
changing so rapidly that it is
very risky to make any
projection. However, it is my
understanding that our gasoline
supply has been reduced ten per
cent. We hope thatmost of this
can be absorbed by adhering to
the 50 mile-per-hour speeding
limits. If we can, there should
be little net effect.Dr. Mayes expressed concern
over the general belt-tightening
policy of institutions of higher
In
education
statewide.
reflecting on the overall effect
on forensic activities, Mayes
commented that, "extracuricular activities are usually
the first to feel the pinch of
The
tightened
budgets.
forensics program is already
operating on a minimal budget
and any decrease in funding
would certainly have an adverse effect on debate and other
speech activities."

Preliminary Work On
'Campus Lights' Underway

Pieces are beginning to fit fromLorain Ohio, is the director
Record low temperatures
together
as the 37th annual of the show, and Bruce Boone, a
were reported in some New
of
"Campus junior from Henderson, is the
York State towns. The lowest production
the
traditional assistant director.
reading, although not a record, Lights,"
Colter expressed satisfaction
was 31 below zero at Saranac February musical produced by
students at Murray State with the development of the
Lake.
show in its early stages. He said
The midcontinent storm University, takes shape.
activities
Behind-the-scenes
he is hopeful the company can
dropped six to eight inches of
have outdo all past performances in
snow across Nebraska and during the fall semester
the audience "an
included the writing of the affording
South Dakota.
script, musical arrangements, opportunity for an evening of
enmusical
cast tryouts, and the selection of fun-filfed
Inside Today's Ulnae
the staff and special units for tertainment."
Dear Abby. . .....2
Centering on the joys and
the musical comedy scheduled
2, 3
Women's News
tribulations of typical family
Feb. 21-22-23.
4
Editorial
Most of the company of about life, the script, according to
4
Seen & Heard
150 students involved in the 1974 Coller, matches the seasoned
8, 9
Sports
version of "Campus Lights" veterans the parents) with the
10
Comics
will return to the campus early tenderfeet the newlyweds),
10, 11
Classifieds
from the Christmas holiday with a devilish uncle thrown in
12
Crossword
break to begin builcling sets, for laughs.
12
Written, performed and
Deaths & Funerals
learning music and spot
19
directed by university students,
Horoscope
rehearsing.
senior
a
Coller,
(See 'Lights', Page 12)
Ed

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The chairman of the veterinary
science department at the University of Kentucky says the
state might not be able to afford the cost of establishing a
vet school of veterinary medicine.
Dr. John T. Bryans said in an
interview Tuesday that he
doubts the state will ever approve construction of such a facility because of capital costs,
operating expenses, and the difficulty of recruiting qualified
faculty.
The cost of constructing a
new veterinary medicine school
for from 60 to 80 students is
generally estimated at from $20
million to $24 million, while annual operating costs are estimated at about $2.5 million, Dr.
Bryans said.
Veterinary medical education
is costly because faculty salaries are high and because of
the cost of maintaining laboratory animals and facilities for
research in such a facility.
Apart from financial considerations, Dr. Bryans said Kentucky would be faced with a
highly competitive situation in
regard to hiring faculty.
"Getting quality faculty is
the problem," he said. "There's
a terrific competition already
among veterinary schools."
There are now several undergraduate programs in pre-veterinary medicine in the state,
and Murray State and Western
Kentucky universities have expressed an interest in starting
veterinary schools.
Under the Southern Regional
Education Board (SREB) plan,
Kentucky cooperates with
schools of veterinary medicine
at Auburn University and Tuskegee Institute. Kentucky students also attend Ohio State
University under a separate cooperative agreement.
Kentucky shares in the cost
of operation at each of these
schools so that out-of-state fees
are waived for Kentucky residents.
"We pay a lump sum per student per year," said Dr.
Bryans, "so students are exempted from paying out of
state fees. "The subsidy ranges
from $3,000 to $5,000 per student per year, depending on the
school.
Bryans and Dr. Ward Crowe,
associate professor of veterinary science, said national statistics show that 60 per cent of
entering students opt for the
pre-veterinary
curriculum.
However, many re-orient their
career goals when they discover how tough the corn-

petition is going to be, Dr.
Crowe said.
While the studies show that
there's a shortage of graduate
veterinarians in the nation, a
report issued this year by the
SREB stresses that "no other
SREB state should move forward with plans for an additional new veterinary school for
a few years until a better perspective can be achieved of the
effects of the current and impending expansion of enrollment capacity until further
evaluation can be made of alternative manpower projections."
Bryans noted that construction of a vet school at Louisiana State University this year
and projected construction of a

Preliminary OK
Given Annexation
Of Paducah Areas
PADUCAH, Ky. ( AP ) — The
Paducah City Commission has
given preliminary approval to
an annexation ordinance that
sharply increase the size of the
city.
The city approved the ordinance on first reading Tuesday
and now plans to wait 30 days
to allow for filing of any lawsuits opposing the annexation.
If none is filed, the commission
will give final approval to the
annexation which would probably take effect next July.
The ordinance calls for annexation of three major subdivisions, known as Cherokee Highlands, Conrad Heights and Jonqilavrn, located south and west
of the present city limits.
About 10 residents of the area
proposed for annexation showed
up at the commission meeting
Tuesday to question the proposal and express concern at the
possibility of higher taxes.
City Manager J. William
Howerton told the group that
lower water, electric and sewer
rates and decreased fire insurance would, in most cases, offset any tax increases.
If the annexation goes
through, the city's territory',
now 12.09 square miles, would
be 16.65 square miles. The
city's population would increase
by about 3,000.
COURTHOUSE CLOSED
County Judge Robert 0.
Miller has announced that the
County Courthouse offices will
be closed all day December 24
and 25 in observance of the
Christmas holiday.

school in Florida should open 35
to 45 additional places for Kentucky residents over the next
few years.
Dr. Bryans said construction
of an in-state school wouldn't
necessarily mean improved animal care in Kentucky, because
the graduates of the school will
go wherever the best jobs are.
He said Indiana is a case in
point: construction of a medical
school there in the 1950's has
not resulted in much of an increase in the number of vets in
that state.
Despite the fact that Kentuckians must leave the state to
attend vet school, there's a retention date of sponsored students of 62 per cent, Dr.
Bryans said. At Indiana,
there's only a 40 per cent retention rate.
"So there's no guarantee that
by starting a vet school in the
state you'll increase the nun(See Veterinary, Page 12)

General Tire
Contract Vote
Is Scheduled
Some 1,300 members of Local
665, United Rubber Workers,
will vote tonight (Wednesday)
on a new three-year contract
with the General Tire & Rubber
Co, Mayfield.
A tentative agreement was
approved Monday by both the
union's negotiating committee
and eicutive board, and now
goes to the membership for a
ratification vote.
George Miller, Local 665
president, has announced that a
meeting of the union will be held
Wednesday at 6 p.m. in the
auditorium of the old Mayfield
High School building on South
7th Street for the purpose of
voting on the new contract
proposal.
Neither company or union
officials would comment on the
terms of the proposed new
contract pending Wednesday
night's meeting. If the pact is
ratified, the plant could resume
operations later this week.
The plant has been struck
since midnight, Aug. 31, when
the old contract expired.
Since that time, plant
management and salaried
personnel, about 350 of them,
continued to operate the big tire
factory, but production has
been very *limited.

Seventh and Eighth Grade Bachelors Shiver Through Burgoo At City Park Monday
Brrrrrr! Burgoo?
Despite lack of cooperation
from the weatherman, about 65
seventh and eighth grade
bachelors from the Murray
Middle School shivered through
a noonday burgoo Monday in
the city park.
Members of three exploratory
home economics classes, the
boys defied below-freezing
temperatures to march to the

park on schedule for the burgoo.
They had been planning the feed
for several days under the
watchful eyes of Mrs. Margot
McIntosh and Mrs. Sandra
Turnbow, their teachers.
Joe Tom Erwin, sports information director at Murray
State University and wellknown outdoorsman, supervised the long cooking process
for the concoction that included
squirrel, wild duck and venison

donated by several individuals
in town, along with a variety of
vegetables.
Pots first began simmering
on the stoves in the home
economics laboratory at the
school last Thursday. The
savory odor that wafted through
the building stirred considerable interest—and elicited
numerous avowals of faculty
participation when the feeding

hour finally arrived
But only a handful of the
hardiest stock chose to
challenge the chill as the
mercury hovered in the mid and
high 20s when Monday noon
rolled around and the makings
were transported to a shelter in
the park.
Lending assistance to Erwin,
Mrs. McIntosh and Mrs. Turnbow were Mrs. Kaye Peebles,

Mrs. Martha Shirley and Mrs.
Mary Jane Littleton, all
teachers at the middle school.
On hand as special guests,
admittedly "just to eat
burgoo," were Fred Schultz,
school superintendent, and
Robert Glin Jeffrey, middle
school principal.
A roaring fire built by Gary
Hohman,, city recreation
director, in the pavilion

fireplace took the edge off the
cold and kept the two big pots of
burgoo hot until it had disappeared. Many of the youngsters
admitted to having never eaten
burgoo before. Appraisals of the
new experience were varied—
ranging from downright refusal
to taste it to the observation of
one lad of bolder ilk as he
spooned through his third bowl
"Man, this ain't bad."

• K. •

TESTING TIME—Several of MS
blen bivalved
the Mgr*
settle down at the table to test the thimble prildnet. Many of them said
It was the first time they had ever tasted the old Southern dish.

MOOG IT O4—Mr. Margot. McIntosh, one of the'lleme
eemleedui teachers at the middle school, presides over the steaming
bargee Oat. Her dress is indicative of the cold temperatures, which
hovered In the 20s during the feed at noon Monday

CHOW LINE FORMS—Some of the boys to the dilate-Which
brewed the burgoo line up at the city park to be served. Assisting are
Mrs. Kay Peebles (left) and Mrs. Martha Shirley, both teachers at the
middle school.

SUPERINTENDENT'S SAMPLE—
Fred Schultz, superintendent of the
slut-raj, City smock- sYktein, taistpia &argue prepared by &Tel Murray MiddleSchool seventh and eighth grade exploratory home economics classes for
boss.
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District PTA
Board Meets

Foy-Gill Vows Read At Salem Church

The board of managers of the
First District Parents and
Teachers Association met in
the board room of the Paducah
Board of Education. Mrs. Melvin Earles called the meeting to
order with a reading of the poem
"My Role."

The Clean Teens of Calloway
County High School held the last
meeting of the semester in the
library of the school with the
president, Amanda Hoke,
presiding. The opening pledge
was recited.
Members discussed projects
and
programs for
the
remainder of the school year.
Students were recognized who
participated in the leaf-raking
project for persons unable to do
it themselves. This project was
sponsored by the Home
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Plans for a Christmas party
were made.
The closing creed was recited
and the meeting adjourned.

After the business session,
Mrs. Earles announced the following committees; nominating
committee, Mrs. Robert Johnston, McCracken County, Mrs.
M. D. Bowden, Graves County
and Mrs. Pat Allen Cooper, Livingston County; Spring Conference program committee, Mrs.
E. M. Fuller, Mrs. A. G. Belt,
Mrs. M. D. Bowden and Mrs.
Melvin Earles;
Program Book committee for,
Spring Conference. Mrs. Perry;
Norsworthy, Mrs. Norman Blakely and Mrs. Earles; Life Membership committee, Mrs. Jame,
Dawson, Mrs. M. D. Bowden,
Glynn Wilson and Mrs. Melvin
Earles.

Watch Your

FAT-GO

The board elected Glynn Wilson, Mrs. John Wilkerson and
Mrs. James Garritson to serve
on the executive board for the
next two years.

Lose ugly excess weight with the
sensible NEW FAT-GO diet
plan. Nothing sensational just
steady weight loss for those that
really want to lose.
A full 12 day supply only $2.50.
The price of two cups of coffee.

Mrs. Earles announced the fol• lowing dates, Smoking Educa
- ion Week Jan. 14-18; First District Spring Conference April 2,
at Mayfield High School at 7
p.m.; Kentucky State Convention April 23, 24 and 25 at the
Galt House at Louisville.

Ask HOLLAND DRUG STORE
about the FAT-GO reducing plan
and start losing weight this week.
Money back In full If not completely satiated with weight loss from
th• very nrst package.

DON'T OWLAY
gas PAT-GO today.
Only $2.50 at Holland Drug Co

Board members present were
Mrs. Perry N. Smith, secretary;
Mrs. M. D. Bowden treasurer;
Mrs. W. L. Bennett, parliamentarian; Mrs. Henry Anderson,
character and spiritual chairman; citizenship and international chairman, Mrs. James
Garritson; membership chairman, Mrs. John Wilkerson;
juvenile protection, Mrs. James
Dawson;

Chishokm And
Wedding Vow:
Be Read On f
Miss Jerry Lou
daughter of Mrs.
Chisholm, Benton,
plated plans for her tr
William Lyn Dunn,
and Mrs. George
Murray.
The double ring
will take place at
December 21, at ten
the morning at I
Shepherd
United
Church (Hwy. 121 S.
Harvey Elder officia
Miss Chisholm, wi
in marriage by her I
Chisholm of Alice, 'I
has chosen Miss
Chisholm as her mail
Miss Pamela Chia
Miss Holly Chisholm
bridesmaids. All are
the bride
Best man for Mr.D
Jimmy Burkeen, an
Chisholm will I
groomsman.
A reception will be
the ceremony.
All friends and rdl.
invited to attend th
and reception
PADUCAH PAT
Charles A. Jeffrey
Route One has been a
the Western Baptist
Paducah.
LOURDES PAT
William Claxton o
c
been
has
from
Lourdes
Paducah.

HOSPITAL PA1
Recently dismis
Lourdes Hospital,
was Donald G. Scott

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gill

Miss Patricia Foy, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Foy
of Lynn Grove, became the
bride of Harry Gill on Wednesday, November 21, lit a
Pre-school, Mrs. John Esselexhibits ceremony at the Salem Baptist
SANTA CLAUS visited the children at the party held by the Kappa Department of the Murray styn; publication and
chairman, Glynn Wilson; read- Church.
Wotnaa's Club and gave each one a gift while listening to their requests for Christmas. In the bottom
Rev. Edgar Sadler, uncle of
ing and library chairman, Mrs.
perform
"animals"
as
photo fear persoosfrom the Murray State University production,"The Race,"
the bride, officiated at the
City
Paducah
Johnston;
Robert
antics and sing songs with the children. Mrs. John Paulk led in group singing of Christmas songs with Council president, Mrs. A. G. ceremony read at three o'clock
Mrs. Dick Hutson as piano accompanist. Christmas cookies and punch were served by the hostesses, Belt, and McCracken County In the afternoon.
Mesdames Bob Bithagbia, Richard Knight, John Paulk, Stuart Poston. Dwain Taylor, and Robert president, Mrs. John Yancey.
The vows were said before the
Warren.
traditional wedding arch
covered with ivy leaves flanked
on either side with vases of
yellow mums, yellow gladioli,
and orange daisies with white
candles. The family pews were
marked with orange and yellow
bows.
Rick Barrow presented the
music for the wedding.
Bride's Dress
The bride was lovely in her
wedding gown of white knit
designed with a rounded
neckline and empire waist. The
dress had long sleeves with the
cuffs covered with lace. Her
headpiece of a semi-moon shape
mother, and I would have told her to get
her
be
to
enough
By Abigail Van Buren
was of two layers of white net.
bum!
the
rid of
She carried a bouquet of
his
When she begs him to w-rite because she's worried,
daisies with green velvet
yellow
response is: "If I die, the service will inform you " Abby,
streamers tied in love knots.
DEAR ABBY The advice you gave "Letterless." that
his cruelty is surpassed only by yours. He's not her teenMrs. Dorthy Palmer served
poor wife whose husband is away in the service and hardly
aged son, he's her husband, and the father of her children.
as matron of honor. Her floor
ever writes to her, was nothing less than cruel. I am old
She has every right to worry about him, and demand that
length gown was of yellow knit
he write. And you tell her to write him "cheerful, newsy,
and she carried a yellow mum
entertaining letters." Why should she? She's at home being
with orange and yellow
both mother and father to their children, and has far less
BIG 98' Welding and
streamers.
Abby, I do believe your compashas
he
than
write
to
time
Cutting Outfit
Serving as bridesmaid was
sion and brains are in your rear end!
BIG 98 welding and cutting outfit
DISAPPOINTED IN BUFFALO
Miss Paula Foy, sister of the
gives you great versatility- You
bride, who wore a gown of
DEAR DISAPPOINTED: Sorry. but I still think I'm
can handle bulky scrapping lobs or
yellow knit and carried a flower
right. Your "fight-fire-with-fire" philosophy would be a sure
weld delicate sculpture. Ideal for
identical to that of the matron of
way to consign marriage to a heap of ashes.
honor.
Gene Lamb served as best
DEAR ABBY. My husband and I have been married
profitable addition for any factory. Highly recommended for
for about six months and we live a long way from his parfarms, repair shops, or professional pipe welders who deents and mine.
mand high performance from a low cost outfit.
We have t new two-bedroom home, but only one of the
bedrooms is furnished. [Ours.] My parents want to come to
Tips supplied with the BIG 98 will weld up to /
4" steel: cut
1
visit us and see our new home We don't know whether we
up to 34" steel. Additional tips available provide greater
should give them our bed and rent something for us to
capacities: you can weld i/8" steel and cut steel up to 3
sleep on, or keep our own bed and rent something for them
inches thick. Torch body has ball style needle valves for
Entertaining friends and
to sleep on while they are here.
positive gas control and shut-off. Silver soldered joints on
relatives is always a special
this?
about
say
books
What do the etiquette
torch body and cutting assembly provide solid, dependable
iart of the holidays, but it
NEEDS ADVICE
construction. "Slip-in" cutting and welding tips change
can also be expensive. espequickly in just seconds ... no wrench needed.
,ially with today's higher
DEAR NEEDS: Who cares what the etiquette books
food prices.
Plain. old-fashioned consideration and respect for
say
Exclusive patented F/olrotff feature in cutting assembly
one's parents can tell you to give them the more comforta‘Vlien planning a shopprovides extra safety. H1700 series single stage regulators
ble sleeping accommodations.
ping trip to the slipermarkhave double filters and sensitive rubber diaphragm.
it it's wise to keep a few
DEAR ABBY: My ears have been ringing almos6 conguidelines in mind — not
A complete line of special purpose cutting and welding tips
tinuously for a year. I went to a physician. He looked in my
lost for the holidays, hot all
are available to extend the usefulness of the BIG 98 and
ears, said he couldn't see anything wrong, but maybe I
.ronnti:
VIKING welding and cutting outfits.
should consult an ear doctor.
• Plan ineims carefully
Well, I went to an ear specialist. He looked in my ears,
and completely in advance.
SILVER STAR SPECIAL
and even took X-rays, but he couldn't see anything either.
For holiday guests, be sure
nothing.
for
Abby, I know my ears can't be ringing
Welding and
include party foods and
to
Something must be causing it. I worry all the time over it.
Cutting Outfit
beveraws.
I am tired of having people tell me to forget it, it's only
• Prepare a shopping list
WORRIED
my imagination. Any suggestions?
SILVER STAR SPECIAI provides
'
and try to stick to it.
excellent performance at a
much
how
Determine
•
' dollar stretching price Includes
DEAR WORRIED: See another doctor. This time, an
[matey you have to'spend
the same high quality Silver
ear, nose and throat specialist. Worrying about what it
and sta within your budget.
COULD BE is sometimes more serious than what it IS.
Star torch body plus three "Slip-In" heavy wall copper weld
• When practical, shop
mg tips for welding up to If.- steel and a cutting tip for up to
around to find the best
s/x" steel. The 90' head cutting assembly is entirely silver
CONFIDENTIAL TO "LOVING WIFE IN HARTprices, but don't burn up
soldered and features in-tip mix for maximum safety.
FORD". Sorry. but I can't help you get a Vietnamese
your food saving in gasoline.
Popular all purpose HI 700 series single stage regulators
orphan to be "used" as a -Christmas present to surprise
• Don't Jiop when you're
provide dependable performance for Silver Star Special
your husband. A child is not a toy, neither is it a pet.,
hungry — everything will
components
look good and you'll buy
Problems? You'll feel better if you get It off your chest
items you don't nerd.
.ierrstaral iepi,•, vedtelerASZT. gas
P
.
tote. Endese stsoptat, -sgf
,
arldzassod ea-vele:fae,
Richard E. Chi rem of
-satDexter has been dismissed from
Hate to write letters? Send $1 I. Abigail Van Bum,'
" R. R. Ave. Murray
Phone 753-3841
the Western Baptist Hospital,
13) Lasky Dr.. Beverly Hills. Cal. 15212 for Abby's booklet.
Paducah.
"How to Write Letters for All Ocearknis.-

man for the groom. The ushers
were Hal Banks and Steve
Waggner.
Mrs. Joyce Bogard kept the
guest register.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Foy wore a street length
dress of blue knit with a blue
Lace vest. Her corsage was of
white carnations.
Reception
Following the ceremony a
reception was held at the home
of the bride's parents.
The bride's table was covered
with a white linen cloth and
centered
with a lovely
arrangement of yellow mums,
orange daisies, and yellow
galdioli. The three tiered

THE MCI

wedding cake was decorated
with yellow roses and was
topped with a bride and groom
statuette. The crystal punch
bowl was placed at one end of
the table with the cake at the
other end and nuts and mints in
the center.
Serving the guests were Mrs.
Larue Sledd, Mrs. Sharon
Hopkins, and Miss Renee Sledd.
After the ceremony the couple
left with the bride wearing a
blue pant suit.
Rehearsal Party
Following the rehearsal the
wedding party was entertained
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Cleveland Foy. Cake, nuts,
mints, and Cokes were served.

Right not to write
up to her GI husband

Jain
JAEN
crION
A GM in Good

For the School Teal
She spends her day
Karen a Rick teach
them new tangled a
metic, Want to makt
Christmas merry,G
her a gilt of
food- from
Jerry s'

Every
inch
today.
Fine textured
leather shaped into
the great look of
today. With five
brass eyelets, a
knob toe and tall
heel. Try a paii
You'll be in good
standing

Thru
TUE.

So. 12th Street

Colors: Blue—Black
Brown Black & Grey
'Brown & Tan—Burgandy

ADAMS
West Side Square
Murray, Kentucky
I Lath,.

V

How to Ease
Holiday
Food Costs

When you know It's for keeps
Select the perfect symbol of the love you share. A
beautiful Murray-McKenzie solitaire handcrafted in
14K gold and set with a perfect diamond. Murray.
McKenzie ... there is no finer diamond ring.

Big Selection
Open Til 8:30
fact Night
Paris, Tenn.

K
I

The
soot
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Chishole And Dunn
Wedding Vows To
Be Read On Friday

Wednesday, December 19
Christian Men's Fellowship of
First Christian Church will
have a potluck dinner party at
the fellowship hall of the church
at 6:30
Christmas program and
potluck supper will be at Coles
Camp Ground United Methodist
Church at seven p.m.

Miss Jerry Lou Chisholm,
daughter of Mrs. Jerry D.
Chisholm, Benton, has completed plans for her marriage to
William Lyn Dunn, son of Mr.
and Mrs. George Dunn of
Murray.
The double ring ceremony
will take place on Friday,
December 21, at ten o'clock in
the morning at the Good
Shepherd
United Methodist
Church (Hwy. 121 S.), with Dr.
Harvey Elder officiating.
Miss Chisholm, will be given
in marriage by her father, Pat
Chisholm of Alice, Texas. She
has chosen Miss Tamaris
Cnisholm as her maid of honor.
Miss Pamela Chisholm and
Miss Holly Chisholm will be her
bridesmaids. All are sisters of
the bride.
Best man for Mr.Dunn will be
Jimmy Burkeen, and Townley
Chisholm will serve as
groomsman.
A reception will be held after
the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and reception.

United Methodist
Women Of Goshen
Meet, Bell Home

Kirksey United Methodist
Church will hear Rev. A.H.
McLeod, Jr., at seven p.m. A
social hour will follow.
Thursday, December 29
All Master Masons and Wives
will have a "dutch treat" dinner
at Seven Seas, formerly Captain's Kitchen, at seven p.m.

Thomas Rushing

Thomas Rushing Is
Speaker At FBLA
Chapter Meeting

Senior Citizens of Murray and
Calloway County will have a
potluck luncheon at the Ellis
The FBLA Chapter of the
Center. Gifts will not be exMRS. RICHARD L. MELTON, left, was presented with an
Murray Vocational School held
changed.
engraved -Sons of Liberty Bowl" by Paul Revere at the Christits regular monthly meeting on
mas party held by the WFC's. Mrs. Palmer A. Peterson, right,
Friday, December 21
Tuesday,December 11, with the
honorary president, made the presentation on behalf of the Cadre
Shopping day for Senior
president, Sharon Darnell,
Citizens will be held with the
wives.
presiding.
downtown
in
the
bus to run to
morning and to Big K in the
Thomas Rushing, chairman
afternoon. For transportation of the Business and Office
call 753-0929.
Advisory Committee, was guest
Mrs. Larry Wilson speaker at the meeting. He
and
Mr.
Lieutenant
in
the
as
a
Second
The WFC's (Wives and
PADUCAH PATIENT
whose trailer home was spoke on banking opportunities
U.S. A. my.
Charles A. Jeffrey of Dexter Fiancees of ROTC Cadets) held
be and emphasized the irtiportance
Mrs. Melton as destroyed by fire will
Succeeding
their
Christmas
party
on
Friday
Route One has been a patient at
honored with a household of appearance, education,
president
for
1974
will
be
Mrs.
the Western Baptist Hospital, evening, December 7, at
initiative,
and
the American Legion ability,
Winslow Cafeteria. Members of Edith Cunningham. She has shower at
Paducah.
cooperation as essential for
Hall from seven to nine p.m.
the Cadre and husbands also served as secretary since June
success in office work.
Sunday, December 23
attended. Thirty persons en- of this year and was also
LOURDES PATIENT
The FBLA Chapter sold
Puryear Baptist Church will
William Claxton of Murray joyed a delicious potluck sup- selected as WFC for the month
candles Saturday, December 1,
of
present
December.
its
annual
per.
Christmas
dismissed
has
been
and would like to thank the
The next meeting of the cantata, "The Story of
Mrs. Palmer A. Peterson,
Hospital
Lourdes
from
townspeople for cooperating
honorary president, presented WFC's will be held Tuesday, Christmas," at seven p.m. at with them in this sale.
Paducah.
Mrs. Richard L. Melton with an January 15, at 7:30 p.m. at Mrs. the church.
HOSPrTAL PATIENT
engraved "Sons of Liberty Jan Cannon's home, 203 College
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt
The members voted to give
Recently dismissed from Bowl" by Paul Revere. Mrs. Court.
a reception in Christmas gifts to two children
Mathis
will
have
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, Melton has served as president
Mrs. Melton expressed her
golden wedding during the Christmas season..
was Donald G. Scott of Murray. for the past year. The bowl was sincere appreciation for the honor of their
anniversary at the Dexter- Plans were made for chapter
a gift from the Cadre wives in cooperation from the club Hardin United Methodist members to earn their
appreciation of Mrs. Melton's members for the past year.
Church from two to four p.m. respective degrees.
dedication and service to the
organization.
Mrs. Melton is the youngest
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Downing, Benton. She
is a graduate of Benton High
School and attended Murray
State University where she
received an Associate of Arts
A SR in Good Taft
degree in secretarial-acience in
For the School Teacher
June 1971. She has been emShe spends her days with
ployed for the past two years as
Karen & Rick. teaching
a compugraphic typist by the
them new tangled arithMurray Ledger Sr Times.
metic' Want to make her
Christmas merry Give
Mr. and Mrs. Melton will be
her a gift of
moving to Christian County
food— from
after Mr. Melton's graduation
Jerry's,
from MSU on December 20
where he will be commissioned
J15

Mrs. Melton Is Honored At Meet

demy's

cjaiRR,

8.. 1211i Street

TO VISIT HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H.
Hamilton
and
children,
Christine and Charles Andrew,
of Winter Park, Fla., and Mrs.
Sara Rhodes Hinman and three
sons, Andy, Charles, and Kelly,
of Columbus, Miss., will spend
the holidays with Mrs.
Hamilton's and Mrs. Hinman's
mother, Mrs. Christine Rhodes,
and aunt, Miss Mayme Whitnell.

Deborah Landolt & Gay Crass Visit Stephens

Mrs. Julia Bell opened her
home to the Goshen United
Methodist Women on Wednesday, December 12, for the
group's Christmas meeting.
Mrs. Sue Archer selected and
presented the devotion entitled
"One Solitary Life."
Mrs. Sue Anne Hutson, who
was in charge of the program,
lead the group in the singing of
carols. She exChristmas
plained and showed Christmas
decorations which will be used
on the church's tree. All the
white and gold decorations on
the tree will represent Christian
symbols.
Mrs. Carman Horton and
Miss Agnes Wright were
presented life pins on behalf of
the United Methodist Women by
Mrs. Agnes Watson.

Gay Crass of 501
Beale attended classes, lived in.:
Street, Murray, and Deborah dormitories, and toured the);
Jene Landolt, 1318 Wells campus facilities.
Stephens
is
unan
Boulevard, Murray, were two of
resideutial;
about 100 high school girls from dergraduate
throughout the country who women's college enrolling 1,8501
visited Stephens College, students and offering B.A.,*
Columbia, Mo.,during the semi- B.F.A. and A.A. degrees.
College -wide modular
annual College Preview held
curriculum and an optional
recently.
three-year bachelor's degree
The guests met with Stephens program will be implemented in
students and administrators, January.

FREE SHOW!!

CENTRAL

Sat.-Sun. 1-6 p.m.

My Side Of
The Mountain

FREE TICKETS at:
Western Store 753-9885
ernon Boot & Shoe Store

Grecian Steak House

North Arcadia Center

Hwy.641 N. 753-4419
(North 12th St. Ext.)

The Wild Raspberry
753-0859
North Arcadia Center

After the business session
conducted by the president,
Mrs. Sue Anne Hutson, the
group exchanged gifts and
revealed sunshine friends for
the past year.
welcomed
The
group
Mesdames Dorothy Dodd,
Norma Edwards, Jo Lovett,
Ruth Potts, Becky Miller, Jo
Fteeder, and Shelby Suiter as
new members and drew names
for sunshine friends for the
new year. Mrs. Obena Hale
dismissed the group with
prayer,
Approximately thirty-eight
members and guest enjoyed
refreshments served by Mrs.
Julia Bell and Mrs. Anna
Wright.

Lubie and Reba's
Superburger

Marimak Supoly

1100 Chestnut 75

No. Arcadia

CHARLES
BRONSON.
The STONE
KILLER R
CINEMA 2

Now Showing!

A MiRACI.E0FA
MCME MUSICAL! ,

Turkey Hints
Don't thaw turkey quarters before you cook them.
Place a large sheet of heavy
duty aluminum foil in a shallow roasting pan. Place a
frozen turkey quarter, skinside up, in the center of the
foil. Brush with cooking oil,
sprinkle with salt and pepper. Bring the foil up over
the top and seal with a double fold. Leave the ends
open but cupped to hold in
t h e juices as the turkey
cooks.

OINAII/A MAIM Priterer•i...arr.../00e....111•••• 0.00.4.01

Now Showing

CINEMA 1
ism OOOOOOO
•

Bonus
••• Feature
••OOOOOOO•••
Bob Hope
in
"CANCEL MY
RESERVATION"
FG-1

Save Energy
Make sure the Christmas
tree lights are turned off
when you leave the house.
Leaving them on wastes
energy; it also may lead to a
fire.

VERNON'S, Inc. of Murray
Next to Central Shopping Centel
•
CLASS DONATION—Rebecca Dublin's Sunday School Class, fifth and sixth grade, of First
Christian Church has recently completed a class project of selling Christmas cards and notes. The
class made a total of $79.21, and they donated this amount to this Comprehensive Day Care Center of
Murray. Class members pictured with Miss Dublin, center, are Bradley Wells, Janet Cole, Mark
Austin, Stacy Fulton, Jill Austin, and Linda Apperson. Other class members working on the project
were Susan Crass, Vic Marshall, David Hopkins, Joanna Fleming,and Paul Austin.

Children Are Entertained At Concerts, MSU
The school children of Murray
and Calloway County were
treated to a Christmas concert,
Thursday December 6, at the
Lovett Auditorium. The concert
was sponsored by the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club in cooperation
with the Music Department of
MSU.
The stage set the festive
Christmas mood with candles,
huge gingerbread men, brightly
decorated Christmas trees, and
a chimney especially erected
through which Santa Clause
could make a quick return to the
North Pole.
The choir which entered
carrying lighted candles and
singing "Angels We Have
Heard On High," was under the
direction of Professor Robert
Saar of the MSU Music
Department. They then sang

"Holy, Holy, Holy" "Mary, Sat
by
Spinning," arranged
Christiansen. The children were
asked to listen carefully for the
drum while "Carol of Drum"
was sung
The choir which entered
carrying lighted candles and
singing "Angels We Have
Heard On High," was under the
direction of Professor Robert
Baar of the MSU Music
Department. They then sang
"Holy, Holy, Holy" by Mendelssohn,"Lo How A Rose E'er
Blooming" by Praetorius and
Spinning."
"Mary,
Sat
arranged by Christiansen The
children were asked to listen
carefully for the drum while
"Carol of Drum" was sung.
Adding to the pleasure of the
children was the arrival of
Santa Claus who tossed candy
as he made his way to the stage

and was warmly greeted by
Professor Bear.
For Santa's entertainment,
the choir sang "Jingle Bells"
and then "Upon the Housetop"
with two guest conductors from
the audience and the children
joining in. To conclude Santa's
visit they sang "0 Little Town
of Bethlehem" and "Joy to The
World." Professor Baer then
wished everyone a "Merry
Christmas" and invited them to
join in singing "Silent Night" to
conclude the concert.
Miss Melissa Wilkins was
choir accompanist.
The concert was arranged by
Mrs. Donald Story and Mrs.
William Porter and decorations
were made by Mrs. Robert E.
Johnson and Mrs. Donald
Burke, all of the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.

Grand Opening
Savings up to 50% and more for the entire family!
Vernon's Gigantic Truck Loads of Merchandise helps beat
inflation!

r sigoE
—

WOE

REPAIR

Ladies, Girls & Boys

7 Saddles

BOOTS

1 0%Over Cost

All Sizes Asst Colors & Styles
From $350 Up

Hours: 9-10
Mon.-Sat
1 to 9 Sunday
Until Christmas

Dingo Royal Baron's

Men's Dingo All-Leather Uppers
Side Zipper

BOOTS

BOOT

Reg. '56.00 $3 1 97

Reg. '29.97

$ 1 460

Men's All Leather Dingo Brand Name

DRESS SLIPPER
Reg. '27.97

Special!

$

360

40% OFF
—Rancher Coats —Marburo Coats —Motorcycle Coats
—Latest style 3 in I coats
—Suede leather, smooth leather with zip-out lining, reversable with belt
—Leather Sport — Dress — Casual Coats, mens and vromens
—All assorted styles — colors.

GRAND PRIZE DEC. 24
For-each member of Immediate Family only. 1 Pr. Each, Fashion Shoe or
Dress Shoe
Retail Value Up To $250.00
.icott .h o
rom
ri
4. r

.KING2$ DEN-..,.
[ 'The Store For Men - .
Southside Shopping Center
0

PROF. ROBERT HAAR,director of the MSU Choir, talk' with children at the-Children's Concert
held at the Lovett Auditorium by the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club in cooperation
with the Music Department of Murray State University.
1

Register for Daily Drawings
No Purchase Necessary-You do not have to be present to win
Total amount of giveaway merchandise during Grand Opening is $1400.
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Elf Who Couldn't
JUNIPERPERPER The
Do Anything Right

GUEST EDITORIALS
Shale Oil Ace
One of the most potentially valuable by-products
that may stem from the fuel crisis is the exploitation
of our vast untapped supplies of shale oil.
A step toward this has now been taken in an experimental program approved by Interior Secretary
Rogers C. B. Morton, which, he says, will "allow us
to learn whether our 600-million-barrel shale oil
reserves can be developed at acceptable economic
and environmental costs."
UNDER THIS program, six tracts of publicly
owned land in Colorado, Utah and Wyoming will be
leased to private companies. If all goes well, and
full-scale operations get underway, more oil can be
produced from domestic shale than the Arab
countries were supplying us before the embargo.
The problems are difficult. Not the least of these is
the possible effect on the environment. A ton of the
richest shale rock produces only a barrel of oil,
leaving a gigantic residue of marble-sized gravel.
This must be "landscaped" and made to support
new vegetation through intensive fertilization.
Then, too, there are chemical by-products that
could pollute air and water, endangering human and
wild life, unless they are neutralized.
FINALLY, the extraction and processing of shale
oil requires enormous amounts of water. Some could
be provided by the Colorado River, but at the
ultimate expense of the irrigation projects it feeds.
However, there is hope that sufficient water lies at a
great depth under the shale beds to supply the
projected needs of the new industry.
Difficult as the problems are, the urgency of our
energy needs is so great that shale oil production is a
high priortty if we are ever to reach the President's
goal of no longer being dependent on foreign oil
sources.
The environmental requirements must be met, of
course, and hopefully this can be done if enough
ingenuity and money are spent—as we must
presume they will be.
—The Cincinnati Post
AUseful Look
The following editorial appeared in the December,
1973, issue of Nation's Business. It is being reprinted
here for the interest of our readers.
Once again, Congress is providing a whopping-11
per cent—election-year increase in Social Security
benefits.
Much less publicized is the tax increase that will
accompany the benefit rise. It's useful to know what
it will cost you,as an employer or employee.
This year, a worker making $10,800 paid a $631.80
-.Social Security tax. The employer, of course, had to
• pay an equal amount for each worker.
Next year, the wage base is being raised to $13,200.
An individual making that amount or more will pay
$772.20 per year. Again, his employer will match the
tax. That's an increase for each of them of $140.40.
All this is effective Jan. 1.
Happy New Year!
Predicters of Evil
A government study came out predicting that this
winter will be colder than last year, thus putting
further strain% fuelsupplies....Modern science is
amazing, especially when it proceeds in accord with
that basic truth that if anything bad can happen, it
probably will. — Atlanta (Ga.) Journal

10 Years Ago Today
A chilling cold descended on Calloway County last
night and the weather promises no relief tonight as
the mercury is expected to drop to five below zero
here. It was five above zero early this morning.
Danny Kemp son of Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Kemp,
member of the Murray College High F'FA Chapter,
has been named Purchase FFA Federation Star
Farmer.
Deaths reported are Robert H. Smith, age 70,
yesterday, and Reuben Rose, age 75, today.
Births reported at the Murray Hospital December
16, to 18 include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert J.
McCoart.

20 Years Ago Today
Committee chairman appointments were made
last night by Murray Mayor George Hart at the
regular meeting of the City Council. Earl Littleton
was appointed to fill a vacancy on the power board.
J.Y. Brandon of Detroit, Mich., died December 14.
Rites were held here yesterday.
Dale Alexander hit for 24 points for Murray High
School as they beat Trigg County 57 to 44 in a
basketball game.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel S. Adams are the parents of
a baby boy, Samuel Ed, born December 18, at the
Murray Hospital.
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By Bob Boyle
The next morning he was too
„
excited to eat breakfast.
"What's wrong," said Mrs.
Santa."Don't you feel well?"
:
111lb-*
"Sure. I feel fine, Mrs.
Claus," he replied.
"Well, you're not eating your
breakfast," she said. "You had
such a good appetite the past
two days. Here let me feel your
(15?/4
----forehead. I hope you're not
coming down with something."
''1 guess I'm just excited
about working on the ski test
run this morning," he replied.
She laughed as she said, "I
can understand that. It certainly is a fun place to work.
1
But you better eat and,keep
"le
your strength up. It's hard
working skiing all morning."
elit•
After breakfast, Santa said,
ww•erg .41.4.*
"Okay, Juniperperper, let's
walk over to the ski factory. I
bet you'll have your best day
-Help, help. I'm going too fastl"
yet at the North Pole."
"I hope so. I sure hope so,"
kitchen. What am I to do with
to work with you."
Juniperperper replied.
"Mmmm," Santa said. "I you?"
Once inside, Juniperperper
"Please give me another
don't know what to do with
saw thousands of pairs of skis
you, Juniperperper. First the chance, Santa," he pleaded.
all lined up near a ski run.
Santa said, "Well, all right.
bicycle shop, then the toy fire
-It looks swell, Santa, but "engine shop and now the ski After we have this mess
are you sure you trust me to
shop. You certainly have prob- cleaned up you can get rid of
test the skis?" Juniperperper
lems. I don't know what I can the snow on the back walk, It
asked.
leads from the kitchen to the
have you do."
"I'm certain,- Santa replied.
Santa and Juniperperper reindeer barn."
"I'll be glad to, Santa.walked back to the house and
When Santa had left, Juniperperper got out a pair of skis
when Mrs. Claus saw them Juniperperper said.
More torn orrow
coming she said, "Hello Juniand tried to put them on. He
perperper. Did you have fun on
had one ski going one way and
the ski slope?"
the other went the other way.
Juniperperper put his little
"This doesn't look right," he
head down and sobbed. "No. I
said to himself.
broke all the skis and I fell."
He tried again and had one
ski in front and the other facSanta said, "Do you have
ing the side.
any idea on where we can use
"My, oh, my," he thought.
Juniperperper? I don't want to
"What am Ito do?"
send him back to the magic
Finally he got them both on
forest, but unless I can find a
correctly and looked down at
job for him to do here, I might
the slope.
have to. He's willing and I
Putting his hand in front of
would like to keep him. But evBy James C Williams
his eyes he said, "Well, here I
erythinglhe has done so far has
go.''
Mrs. Butterworth down at the
turned wrong."
Swish, he took off.
Bank of Murray was fixing up
"Help, help, help," he
cans-o-cash for people. Neat
"Well, why not let him help
yelled. ''Help I'm going too
idea. You put what you want in
me?" Mrs. Claus asked.
fast!"
"Great, gee thanks, Mrs. the can and she seals it up with
The other elves in a nearby
Claus," Juniperperper said.
a regular top. There is a plastic
room heard his cry and came a"I'll be a big help to you."
running. They arrived in time
top fixed on the bottom that you
Mrs. Claus went to the sink
to see Juniperperper go head
put on the top when you take the
and washed the dishes as Juniover heels off the slope and into
top off so the can will have a top
a pile of skis.
parperper dried and stacked
and bottom and you can make a
them on the table. When Mrs.
Keplunk, crash, he went.
bank out of it. Surely there is a
Claus was finished, she said,
The skis broke into a million
"You finish drying them and
pieces. One of the elves picked
more concise way to say that.
put them on the top shelf. Be
up the red phone and called,
careful now."
"Emergency, Santa. You'd
When we left there, we went
"I will Mrs. Claus," he rebetter get over to the ski test
upstairs to the Holiday Room
plied.
run right away."
and got some coffee and
Whe she had left, JuniperSanta came running Over perper took a big stack of
cookies. Marilyn Mason and
and when he arrived, he saw dishes and climbed on a chair
Marilyn Wilson were there
Juniperperper sitting in the
The chair began to wobble.
pouring coffee and otherwise
middle of a big pile of splinacting as hostesses. Nice
tered wood.
"My, oh, my." he yelled,
conversation with Keys Keel,
"Are you hurt?"Santa asked. "here Igo!"
"No, Santa, I'm not," JuniWith a crash, he fell from the
Bethel
Don Henry and
perperper replied. "But it sure chair and knocked over all the
Richardson. A very nice service
is a mess here."
dishes.
of the bank.
Santa picked up Juniper-Now, what?" Santa called.
perper and said, "I though you
"Are you hurt, dear?" Mrs.
Also got a calendar, and
could ski."
Claus said.
registered for something.
"I can't," the elf replied.
"I'm sorry," Juniperperper
"But I didn't want to tell you said. "I tried so hard.'
because I thought you would
Santa stroked his beard and
Who knows, we might win. We
send me back to the Magic said, "Well, I don't know. We
found a five dollar bill the other
Snow Forest and I do so want can't have you working in the
day with Lincoln's picture on it.
•

;•4' r•4'

•

•
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TERMINATION OVERDUE

Controls gum up works
In the hullaballoo of the national
energy shortage with its conflicting array of expert advice, uncertainty and confusion, Americans
appear to have given little attention recently to wage and price
controls.
No small part of the neglect
may result from the fact that the
controls appear to have so little
effect on the daily inflation in our
lives. The price of everything continues to skyrocket, high wage
settlements are a way of life and
even with the plethora of complex
Phase IV controls we learn that
many companies appear to be
making excessive profits.
Nevertheless, it it fact of life
that Phase IV of a succession of
controls which began on Aug. 15,
1971, is still very much with us. It
also is a fact that the Economic
Stabilization Act, which authorized the controls, expires in a little
more than four months; that the
federal government is toying with
ideas relating to the nature of a
Phase V.
Unfortunately, the trumpet in
Washington sounds an uncertain
note. Trial balloons floated by
principal economic advisers in
the administration, which range
from proposals for an extension of
the present controls to jawboning
councils, have failed to arouse
public interest.
This is unfortunate. Only
heightened public attention can
prevent the nation from continuing on with controls that do not really work, but which at best can
only provide a vague feeling of security. We believe a powerful case
can be made for total removal of
the Cost of Living Council from
the national scene so that the dis-

ciplines of a freer market can help
correct the new problems that
confront us.
The benefits that market freedom could exert are not inconsiderable. Even with controls, for example, the price of food rose
sharply. Finally, the Cost of Living Council had to let prices rise
or see jobs erased and businesses
go under. The rising prices in turn
increased the production of goods
— wheat and beef as an example.
In other words, the law of supply
and demand was allowed to work
to a limited extent and the price of
food already is dropping at the
wholesale level.
By the same token, we are not
among those who believe that the
Cost of Living Council can benefit
the country by attempting to halt
the rapidly rising prices of gasoline and heating oil. If it stopped
trying to do so, prices would rise
to the level that achieves the objectives of conserving gasoline,
putting people into buses and reducing smog. As one economist
doted, there are no shortages in a
completely free market.
All in all our experience has
shown us that the first price
freeze in 1971 had a temporary
astringent effect on the American
people. Since then controls have
been largely hobbles on economic
forces that could help us to solve
our problems.
The exemption of the automobile industry from wage and price
controls is a timely reminder that
other industries still are fettered
by Washington. Hopefully, the decontrol of the auto industry will be
broadened to others as soon as
possible.

Danish vote 'scary'
DENMARK'S recent election
resulted in surprising success for
a party whose leader is being investigated for tax fraud and
whose campaign was marked by
revolutionary proposals.
One promise made by millionaire Mogens Glistrup was to replace the military with a telephone answering service declaring in Russian, "I surrender."
Glistrup also pledged to work to
abolish the post of prime minister
and to get Denmark out of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization.

Glistrup failed to win power, but
his party picked up the second
largest number of seats in the
Danish parliament.
A wire servic reporter interviewed Glistrup'and assured his
editor that the candidate was serious in his proposals.
"He's not kidding at all," Richard Longworth wired United
Press International offices in New
York City. "That's a little scary."
EVEN MORE scary than the
Glistrup platform, however, is the
fact that a whopping number of
our Danish allies bought it.

No easy way out
TEN YEARS ago, New Rampshire, scrounging for funds to aid
'local school districts and relieve a
spiraling tax rate, authorized a
state lottery.
—Mee-then thi
proposed lb other elites as a
panacea' for "taX ills.
But the Education Commission
of the States pointed out recently

rd‘s- has .s-etin:

that in 1964 New Hampshire
ranked last among the states in
aid to education. Despite the
"cure" of the lottery, New Hempshire still clings to the 50th spot in
iiire-fatings today — and the tax
rate inches upward.
There are no miraculous alternitlires apparently to sane spending and responsible budgets.

10-oz.

ipttte
Iceberg

lettua
Red Emperor

Grapes
Florida

°rang(
Apples
Red or Yellow

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Agree Or Not
By S.C. Van Caron
FRANKFORT — The State
Board of Education last week
approved five steps to aid state
public schools during the
energy crisis but one important
factor to teachers was not explained.
One of the proposals is to seek
legislation to revise the
definition of a school day,
month and year, under
emergency conditions.
Under present law, 185 days
constitute a school year with 175
of these being classroom days
for children and the other 10
days are for in-service training.
One of the suggestions is for a
winter vacation of one month,
and Superintendent Lyman V.
Ginger suggested Christmas
vacation for a month as an
example. He didn't mean it for
this year for the legislation
cannot be passed until the 1974
legislative session.
This is what has caused some
of the 34,000 teachers across the
state to worry. Teachers don't
get paid unless they are in the
classroom.
In a telephone interview, Dr.
Ginger explained teachers
would be paid for an emergency
vacation time, but was careful
to point out this does not mean
extra pay above the yearly
salary schedule.
Now
Kentucky
school
districts have the option,
usually up to the teachers
themselves, to spread the annual salary over a 12-month
period or even 10 months.
Franklin County School District
offers this option to its teachers.
Many spread it over 10 months.
Ginger said emergency
conditions brought about by the
fuel crisis may be the sour to
reading the'aminil saIari out
over 12 montha in all school
districts the nexf school year.
-He offered that as a suggestion
only, but he did emphasize if
any emergency arises to halt

Thirty-eight Doves at the
feeder yesterday.

It appears that Christmas
school in January or February
shopping in Murray is going
that teachers will receive a
well. Cars backed up from here
monthly pay check—they
to yonder and parking spaces at
wouldn't be left entirely without
a premium.
income in such an emergency.
The present school calendar
We tackeled a tough job the
year, from early September to
other day. Cleaned out the 45
June, is largely a pattern
gallon aquarium Took all the
established in early years in
this country. The summer gravel out of it, washed it inside
months are hot and humid and and out, washed the gravel,
people from cities usually took a cleaned out the filters, filled it
vacation during that time to a with fresh water and now have
it regulated as to temperature.
cooler climate.
Think we'll just put an Oscar in
But with the advent of air it since they grow so large. The
conditioning, this life pattern Oscar is an ornery cuss and eats
isn't followed these days. everything in sight, including
People vacation at all times of his kinfolks.
the year. The only problem
about holding school during the
We figured since we have no
summer months is that pets in the house at all that we
only a few of the newer school would revive the aquarium
buildings are air conditioned We'll probably get another dog.
and would be extremely un- sooner or later, but probably
comfortable for pupils and later. Cats are out of the
teachers.
question at our house because of
The legislation Dr. Ginger is the many birds. Squirrels, etc.
seeking probably will be We like cats, but they are
flexible so a vacation period of natural hunters and would not
one month could be taken fit in with the ecology of our
during one of the coldest months place.
of the year and would not
A truck driver went into a
necessarily name such a month.
For example, January and restaurant for dinner and orFebruary are usually the two dered a steak. Before he could
coldest months of the year in eat it, a half-dozen hipsters
Kentucky. A month of vacation roared up on their motorcycles
could be tagen in the winter, and walked into the dining
and the other two months in room. They were dressed in
July and August, the two hottest dirty leather jackets and had
months of the year.
long unkempt hair.
Dr. Ginger suggested the
They took the man'N steak,
Christmas vacation season cut itinto six pieces and ate it.
because the school year could The driver said nothing He
be set for the vacation period to simply paid the bill and walked
come at the end of the first out.
semester of school—take a
One of the fellows said to the
month break and then go back others, "That man couldn't
for the second semester. In this talk; he didn't say a word,"
way, most of January would be Another said, "He couldn't
-113;ea as the Vackuon niapth7
tignf;lle
- Virhatever mergency plan
A waiter nearby overheed
that may have to be adopted and remarked, "I would say he
this school year, Dr: Ginger couldn't drive. On his way out of
assured teachers they would the parking lot he ran over six
receive pay during that time. motorcycles"

-Wraith
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Prices Good Dec. 20 thru
Dec. 26, 1973

INSTANT MAXWELL HOUSE

COFFEE

WE WILL BE

CLOSED

(with coupon below)

$ 1 29

..leading Holiday food Values!

PRODUCE
Thime,MiqLd

--Teretiect60,51414--*
PAPER
TOWELS O Morton
d ing 49c
)

Del Monte

PINEAPPLE

Iceberg

L

Large Heads

ettuce

Grapes

TV Dinners
oo 14 Pie Shells 2in 3pkg59.
LIQUID
ut
Cocon
a
IVORY
Yams
for
Jumbo Rolls 564

'
19

81,4 oz

Red Emperor
lb

HAIR SPRAY

Sliced or Crushed

19'
39

(e)B(celeuf

5
4

Pet Ritz

3foi$

pkg.

Frosty Acres Fresh Grated

Florida

CLOSE-UP

Toothpaste

Oranges
Apples
ArAir"-Av

125 Size

Frosty Acres Candied

Large Family Size
6.4-oz.
Reg. Flavor

Red or Yellow

5

Dishes

(with our
coupon below)

Green Beans

Del Monte

2-oz
/
151

2cans 89;

14 oz.

COLONIAL

25'

POWDERED
SUGAR

29

Yellow
Quarters

MARGARINE

RITZ Crackers
1 -lb. box
Mothers Best

FLOUR

MEAL

Super Value
BROWN 'N SERVE

Harvest Pride

Armour All-Meat

PORK STEAK

WIENERS

434

FRUIT CAKES

Si

23 ib.

89'

ROLLS
TaglalialtakilitiMIPLIMPF
Parker's Mkt Coupon
•
MOTHER'S BEST
se'

Parker's Mkt Coupon
MOTHER'S BEST

69'

59

5-1b. Bag
with this coupon
Good Only at Parker's

79

* 5-lb. Bag

Field Smoked

Good Only at Parker's
6 to 8 lb.
avg.

Offer Expires 12/26/73

Large 18" roll
With This Coupon
Good Only At Parkers
Offer Expires 12/26/73

MEAL

FLOUR
with coupon •

12-oz. pkg.

lb.

303 Size

59*

5-lb. bag
10th
14-lb. avg.

FRUIT
COCKTAIL

DEL MoNTE

Plain or Self-Rising
(with coupon below)

Self-Rising
(with coupon below)

Lean Tender

BABY

1-lb. cello bag

lb.

Mothers Best

Boston Butt - Almost Boneless

ENGLISH WALNUT

NABISCO

Blue Bonnet

Turkeys
Pork Roast

A-ICAVAVAVAVAICAVAV
DIAMOND BRAND

White

1 -lb box

The management and employees
at Porkers Mkt. wish each and
every one a very Merry Christmas
and a Happy and Prosperious New
Year.
Sincere thanks to all and we look forward to serving
you in the future.

Washing Powder
King Size
$1

39'

10 oz

ARMOUR
with Beans

20-oz
bag

Frosty Acres Mixed

Tomato
Catsup
CHILI

6 oz
pkg

••

„

Offer Expires 12/26/73

'PARKER'S COUPON

—

Field Worthmore
WITH THIS COUPON WHEN

YOU BUY A 10-0Z. JAR OF
/NSTANT

°COFFEE
MAXWELL HOUSE
MARKET

We Have All Sizes ...

AT

TURKEYS - TURKEY BREAST • OYSTERS - HENS - HAMS BONELESS HAMS and Everything to make this the

4

• 7r
•

%

%

•,

4-4'•

Lsnit one coupon per customer

Located in Downtown
Shopping Centers
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days-A Week

•

a

IINE COUPON PEI FAMILY • Offer Expires 12/26/73

MIKE
%

6.4-oz. Size ONLY

PARKER'S

\ 10-0Z JAR ONLY $129rem
I

„Nicest Christmas Ever!

WITH THIS. CM/

,11
1
" 4s
<Or ,-/'P.,;11
."•

Redeemable only at
Expires 1/2/74

__J

SHOP WHERE
YOU CAN
SAVE!!
'<PM"-

4177,11,
fir4Pr.P'
.
711
".•

%

•

Parker's Mkt

%

:
111
:0
"

11111
,
1111,9111
.
1 .111
4
"-.."-44•P
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el0IINSONS
We Reserve The Right To
Limit Quantities

McCormick

Vanilla Extract
Crackers
Chips
Red White
Coconut

20L

Red & White

1 lb

49'
35'

Open 7 a.m. to 8p.m. Mon.- Thurs.
7 a.m. to 9 p.m. Fri. & Sat.
Open Noon Sundays

Bakers

PROLla MOMENT—It sure is a proud moment when little
Freddie presents the present he scraped and saved to buy Aunt
Zelda—even it is only a pot holder.

Buying presents at
fifty cents apiece
If you think you have problems deciding what to buy
Great Aunt Zelda who has
everything, just wait until
your child decides he wants to
buy Christmas presents for
everybody with his very own
money. He rushes into the
kitchen one morning after
your gifts have already been
bought, wrapped and encloisure cards signed with his
name on them too. "Mom!"
he shouts, "I've got a great
idea!" "Yeah" you answer
warily. You remember the
last time he had a great idea
"I'm gonna buy all my own
gifts this year!" he announces. Then he whips out a
list he has compiled with 36
names on it. Wiping the fruitcake mix from your hands,
you come on like Scrooge:
"Wait just a minute, Diamond
Jim. How much money have
you got" He is still soaring
on the spirit of Christmas gofor-broke when he answers,
"Lots — eighteen dollars and
thirty-six cents and I'm gonna
spend it all" It is then your
heart softens( a lapse you will
live to regret and you say, "1

think that is wonderful of you,
Freddie." Nevertheless, you
are mentally calculating that
eighteen dollars into 36 people
comes out only .fifty cents
apiece. But you leave your
fruitcake preparations,
bundle up and drive him down
to the local five and ten.
There, you turn him loose
with instructions to watch his
budget and meet you in an
hour, after he has made his
selections. You can't help but
wonder how the kid is going to
handle it. You spend the next
hour loitering in the supermarket, then go back to pick
him up. But he is emptyhanded. "Where are all your
presents?" you ask. "I
couldn't find anything," he
answers. "For fifty cents the
five arid ten had nothing but
thermos corks and bath salts
that make you itch like anything. I need a two-year advance on my allowance. I'll
pay ya back — I promise."
His eyes are shining like two
Christmas stars and you realize there is nothing to say but
yes.

DEEP

49'
49' Towels

12oz

BASTED

Prices good thru December 24th

huft rKitiftlk I On VIC Ift

Red & White

14 oz.

Jumbo Roll

Red & White Sweet Midget

Pie Shells

Johnsons Graham Cracker

a.

Pickles
All
Cake Mix
49' Soup
Frosting
29" Tea Bags
69' Sugar
Oysters
Biscu
its
Cranberry Sauce
'
2/49Del
Marg
arin
e
Fruit Cocktail 3/99"
Mars
hmal
lows
2/89'
Cream
Cider
89'
Jelly
Grap
e
69
Orange Juice
Prese
rves
16
.
0z
.
5/$100
Green Beans
Peps
i
or
7
5/$10
0
-Up
_Cream
Corn
English Peas
3/89' Sugar
Potatoes
59' Fruit Cake
Milk
45' Rolls
°9
Cooking Oil
okins
Butter Receipe Golden Cake
Butter Receipe Fudge Cake
17-oz
White

Duncan Hines

EllitT
IRBA

Washing Powders

12-oz.

With coupon

Red & White

10%-oz.

Lipton

13-oz.

48 ct

Godchaux

Dark & Light Brown 1 lb.

8-oz.

Red & White

Red & White

15-°L

CI

Wi

1-1b.
bag

below $1.75

Red & White Tomato

Bull Head

29"
59'

8-oz.

2/25'
69"
3/79'
10'

INSTAN

CI
10-oz

Pettey

39'

1 lb.

K raft Miniature

Del Monte

111

2•1•2

v

23'
29'
49'

10%-oz.

Sliced or Halves 29-0z

Peaches

Kraft
Marshmallow

7-oz.

Little Brown Jug

46-oz.

Kraft

•

18 oz

„aldsweet Pure
/
1
2 ga l.

3 lbs.

Kraft Strawberry

Red & White Cut

10-oz.

Whole Kernel Yellow
Style White
Cream Style Yellow

18 oz.

69'
39'

Plus Deposit or Bottles
6 Pack

Red & White

16-oz.

HI

14-oz.

Godchaux

Red & White

10-lb.

16-oz.

1

SHO

Colonial

Red & White Instant

15-oz.

Eagle Brand

Golden Bake Brown & Serve

15-oz.

12 rolls

Red & White

RID g

goo.ciory

48-oz.

$

EiE011
WHITE JOHNSONS
Maxwell House
•

WHITE

Red & White 110-

•29'

40011,JrnhiC1•11
.0.04.8,243
,
1%

JOHNSONS.

JOHNSONS

Maxwell House

Instant COFFEE
02. $1

$149
$139
2/89'

R111
— 1

19

Expires 12-28-73

COFFEE
Ai

Expires 12-28-73

•

• All, 17

R40
nt

size
Expires 12-24-73

-JUmbo

GO

1 lb.
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Yule shopping
with the bard

We will be closed
Day

Christmas
•

I William Shakespeare was
a man who even recognized
uses for adversity, finding
tongues in trees, books in the
running brooks, sermons in
stones, and good in everything. Maybe he could have
some bright words for the
panic and chaos of Christmas
shopping by those who didn't
heed the admonition to shop
early. Let's listen to the conversation between the Bard of
Avon and the clerk.)
CLERK — Good morning
Mr. Shakespeare. You're the
first smiling customer I've
had today. How do you explain that?
WILLIAM
SHAKESPEARE — I count myself in
nothing else so happy as in a
soul remembering my good
friends.
C. — King Richard II. Maybe if you would give me some
idea of what you have in mind,
I could give you a suggestion.
W.S. — It blesseth hirn that
gives and him that takes.
C. — The Merchant of Venice. Are you looking for a definite price range?
W.S. — Rich gifts wax poor
when givers prove unkind.
C. — Hamlet. How about
12.0z.
'some men's apparel? See,
79
Pkg.
that gentleman over there is
wearing one of our new ensembles.
W.S. —I think he bought his
doublet in Italy, his round
hose in France, his bonnet in
lb.
Germany, and his behaviour
everywhere.
C. The Merchant of Venice.
Do you like it?
W.S. — Rich, not gaudy; for
the apparel oft proclaims the
Whole 99t.
man
C. — Hamlet.Say, you know
you're the first customer today who hasn't howled about
lb.
the prices?
W.S. — So far as my coin
lb.
would stretch; and when it
would not, I have used my
credit.
C. — King Henry IV. Credit
cards are a great conve89' nience.
W.S. — I can get no rmedy
against the consumption of
the purse; borrowing only lingers and lingers it out, but the
disease is incurable.
C. — King Henry IV, again.
79! Say,
if you're looking for
something for Anne Hathaway, how about a nice Mirror?
W.S. — There was never yet
fair woman but she made
mouths in a glass.
'
79
lb.
C. — King Lear. Well, if not
a mirror, how about some
gloves? Take a look at that
girl trying on a pair at the
next counter.
W.S. — See! How she leans
69'
lb.
her cheek upon her hand; 0!
that I were a glove upon that
hand, that I might touch that
cheek!
C. —Romeo and Juliet. Say,
after a remark like that I'll
bet there's life in the Old Bard
yet'
W.S -- My age is as a lusty
Winter, frosty, but kindly.
C — As You Like It. If I
may make another sugges6-oz.
tion, almost everybody likes a
musical gift. Here, blow a few
bars on this harmonica.
W.S. — As sweet and musi/$100
842. 4
cal as bright Apollo's lute.
C. — Love's Labour Lost.
Surely, you must have a
stereo there at StratfordUpon-Avon. How about our
new album, a revival of
Beatles favorites?
W.S. — How sour sweet music is when time is broke and
no proportion kept!
C. — King Richard II. You
are hard to please. How about

Johnson's will be Open all day
Sunday, December 23, for the
convenience of our Customers.
Swifts
Premium

Swift's ,
Premium

Featuring ..

TURKEY
BEEF
Frosty Mom

MAXWELL HOUSE
COFFEE

Bacon
Field's Fastcut Boneless

T9

With Coupon Below
1-lb.
bag

09

,,

Ham
Field's Fully Cooked

ii

14 to 17 lb. avg.

ams
(No center slices removed)
(No center slices removed)

INSTANT MAXWELL HOUSE

Shank Half
Butt Half

Swift

.

Turkeys
COFFEE

10-oz

Swift Gold Crest

Tu rkeys

10-14 lb. Size

$1 1 9
Hens

F.Baking
Fields

RED & WHITE

Smoked

SHORTENING

Picnic

* FROZEN FOODS *
Frosty Acres

3 lbs.

99;
HEINZ TOMATO

996
'1"

29t

Frozen Coconuts
BrA ocbcoli Spears
Liter Beans
Peas
Frosty Acres

Frosty Acres Tiny Green

this newest album by
Lawrence Welk?
W.S. — Lull'd with sounds of
sweetest melody.
C. — King Henry IV. Have
you visited our liquor department? I believe we're running
a special on Four Roses.
W.S. — At Christmas I no
more desire a rose than wish a
snow in May's new-tangled
mirth.
C. — Love's Labour Lost.
You know, Mr. Shakespeare,
you haven't even selected a
single gift yet?
W.S. — You shall seek all
day ere you find them, and
when you have them, they are
not worth the search.
C. — The Merchant of Venice, Please be frank, Mr.
Shakespeare; if it's a matter
of oceili-t, I'm sure we can
work something out.
W.S. — Neither a borrower
nor a lender be; for loan oft
loses both itself and friend.
C. — Hamlet. Please forgive me if I have acted impatient. I've been upset because
my assistant called in sick today, and you can see how
shorthanded we are.
W.S. — How has he the leisure to be sick in such a
jostling time?
C. — King Henry IV. I'm
convinced he hasn't completed his own Christmas
shopping, and simply wanted
some time off.
W.S. — Though this be madness, yet there is method in't.
C. — Hamlet. I am so doggoned tired I never want to
work k gain.
W.S. — If all the years were
playing holidays, to sport
would be as tedious as to
work.
C. — King Henry IV. Well,
Merry Christmas, Mr. Shakespeare.
W.S. — Now I am in a holiday humour. As You Like It!

Ham makes
a hearty
Yule feast
There is no law that says
you have to serve the same,
old traditional food to your
family and friends every time
Christmas day rolls around.
Fine food and drink at Yuletide draws the circle of human
relationship closer. But
Christmas has a heritage of
widely varying foods. Each
region of the country has its
own favorite dishes and each
ethnic group clings to homeland traditions.
What they all add up to is a
delicious variety of holiday
dishes for all-American
cooks.
Mind you, don't break any
family traditions — or hearts
— by not serving your farnily's favorite foods for Christmas this year. But it certainly
won't hurt to inject a few variations into what you serve, for
variety is the spice of food as
well as life. Try it, you'll like
the idea.
If turkey still suits your
taste and that of your family
or guests, plan a turkey day to
remember with twin birds
roasted to a warm, golden
brown. Let each be filled with
a different kind of stuffing, so
everybody can have his or her
favorite. You can choose from
corn, corn meal, oyster, wild
rice or your favorite special
dressing. Fix some with sage
and some without, for not
everybody is enamored of
sage in dressing.

CATSUP

* PRODUCE

14-oz.

19
39

33;
GODCHAUX POWDERED

$
9
INS

,1 7,,
4-73

SUGAR

Lettuce
Celery
Oranges
Walnuts
Pecans
Cralibeiiies Fresh

*

251'

Large Head

36 Size

Doz. in Bag

(It
1

Stalk

49`
69s
69s
th:45$

lb.

• •
o e

Rejoice and be happy! To
knoa you and to serve you is

our sincerd pleasure. Our
grateful thanks to you all

lb.

Murray Auto Parts

1
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Austin Pei
Wins Easil

MSU And Rhode Island
Meet In ORU Tourney
Hawks Snap Losing Streak
By Defeating The Bullets
:By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
- The Atlanta Hawks snapped a
five-game National Basketball
Association losing streak Tuesday night by defeating the Capital Bullets 98-91.
Walt Bellamy held the Bullets' Elvin Hayes to 12 points,
nine below his average, and
Pete Maravich scored 34 points
as the Hawks climbed to within
two games of the first-place
Bullets in the NBA's Central
Division
Elsewhere, the Los Angeles
takers edged the Milwaukee
Bucks 109-107, the Boston Celtics trimmed the Golden State
Warriors 125-106, the Seattle SuperSonics nipped the Chicago
Bulls 93-92, the Portland Trail
Blazers trounced the Phoenix

Suns 133-117 and the Buffalo
Braves downed the Cleveland
Cavaliers 100-93.
No games were scheduled in
the American Basketball Association.
The Bullets, playing their
second game in the new 616
million Capital Center in Largo,
Md., made a spirited rally.
They trailed 84-68 after three
quarters but trimmed the deficit to 90-89 with three minutes
left. But Hayes fouled out at
that point and the Bullets' defense collapsed.
Kevin Porter came off the
bench to lead Capital with 23
points. Lou Hudson helped Maravich with 28 for the Hawks.
Lakers 109, Bucks 107
Jimmy Price, playing for the

Hadl And Gabriel Picked
As Pro Bowl Q-Backs
NEW YORK ( AP: — John
Hadl, whose restrained passing
brought Los Angeles into the
playoffs, and Roman Gabriel,
whose aerial bombardments
made Philadelphia one of the
National Football League's
most explosive teams, have
been voted to quarterback the
National Conference in the annual Pro Bowl Game.
Five rookies also were named
to the 40-man NFC squad, announced today. They were tight
end Charley Young of Philadephia, running backs Lawrence McCutcheon of the Rains
and Chuck Foreman of Minnesota, punter Tom Wittum of
San Francisco and place-kicker
Nick Mike-Mayer of Atlanta

The Jan. 20 game at Kansas
City's Arrowhead Stadium will
be nationally televised by NBC,
starting at 2 p.m., EST. The
American Conference, which
won last year's game 33-28 at
Dallas, leads the series 2-1.
The only unanimous choice in
this year's voting by the NFC's
13 head coaches, who were not
allowed to vote for their own
men, was Dave Wilcox, San
Francisco's outside linebacker.

ailing Jerry West, made a 25foot jurnp shot at the buzzer to
give Los Angeles its victory.
Price finished with 16 points.
Teammate Gail Goodrich led
all scorers with 40. Kareem Abdul-Jabbar topped Milwaukee
with 37.
Celtics 125, Warriors 106
Jo Jo White hit six quick
points in the closing minutes of
the second quarter to start Boston on the way to victory.
The defeat, third in a row for
the Warriors, cut their lead
over Los Angeles to 12 percentage points in the Pacific
Division.
Sonics 93, Bulls 92
Kennedy McIntosh's got the
winning basket on a jump shot
with two seconds left after the
Sonics all but blew the game in
the final quarter after leading
by as many as 16 points.
Trail Blazers 133, Suns 117
Geoff Petrie scored 37 points
and John Johnson 28 as Portland pulled away in the final
period and beat Phoenix in
Portland for the first time in 10
tries.
Braves 100, Cavaliers 93
Jim McMillian and Garfield
Heard led a fourth-quarter
surge that enabled Buffalo to
pull away from a tie and defeat
Cleveland for the fourth time in
as many meetings this season.

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
No school has ever beaten
Oral Roberts University three
times since the Tulsa-based
institution has been playing
major college basketball.
And before this season,
Murray State University was
the only school to whip the
Titans twice until Jacksonville
handed the Titans a three Point
loss a week ago.
Last season, in a regular
season match, the Racers
almost took their third win over
Oral Roberts but a late Titan
rally provided a 79-78 win over
Murray.

Manhattan.
Murray State assistant coach
Fred Overton was present in
New York's Madison Square
Garden to watch Rhode Island's
81-60 loss to Manhattan.
According to Overton's
scouting reports, Rhode Island
is a ballclub with little offensive
emotion and against the 1-2-2zone defense of Manhattan,shot
only four or five times from
under the basket as most of the
attempts from the floor came
from the perimeter.
Overton said Rhode Island,
coached by former Villanova
head mentor Jack Kraft, has no
rebounding power but the
This weekend, the Racers strength of the team lies in their
might get another chance to defense.
-Rhode Island went with a 1become the third school to whip
the Titans but a first round 2-1 defense against Manhattan
match with Rhode Island with one of the guards playing
University is the first obstacle the man with the ball," Overton
in the path the Murray State said.
''Sometimes they look like
club must clear.
they
are playing a 2-3 zone but
The Racers will meet the 2-4
Rhode Island team in the actually the defense shifts to
opening game of the Oral where the man with the ball is,"
Roberts Classic Friday while Overton added.
Joe Charles, a 6-0 guard who
the host Titans meet Los
and
Angeles State in the nightcap. is the ballhandler
the
offense,
spearheads
is
the
The two winners will meet
Saturday evening for the leading scorer with a 14.0 point
per game average. Joining
championship.
Charles at the other guard spot
Murray State is now 4-2 after is Carlton Smith, a 6-4 former
corning off a convincing 102-68 junior varsity player who is
Saturday win again California scoring 9.8 points per game.
State.
Randy Hughes, a 6-3 center is
Rhode Island, who lost last averaging 10.8 while the fornight 48-46 to New Hampshire, wards,6-6 John Minnetti and 6-4
has defeated Boston University Steve Dolechi, are averaging 9.5
and Vermont while losing to and 4.0 points per game
Brown, Massachusetts and respectively.

Lou Sabin's Return Marked
Turning Point For Simpson

Those making the NFC squad
who did not make it last year
were Harold Carmichael of
By BRUCE LOWITI
Philadelphia, tackle George
Associated Press Sports Writer
Kunz and defensive end John
NEW YORK (AP) — O.J.
Zook of Atlanta, guard Gale
Gillingham and cornerback Ken Simpson remembers when he
Ellis of Green Bay, center Ed really became a running back
with the Buffalo Bills.
Flanagan of Detroit, defensive
end Carl Eller and linebacker
In Simpson's first three
Jeff Siemon of Minnesota, line- years, he'd never rushed for
backers Isiah Robertson of Los more than 742 yards. It just
Angeles and Lee Roy Jordan of wasn't part of Coach John
Officers for the newly formed Dallas and strong safety Ken Rauch's plans.
Jackson Purchase Rabbit Houston and kick-return spefhen Lou Saban, who had
Breeders Club have been cialist Herb Mul-Key of Washcoached the Bills during their
elected in a recent meeting
ington.
American Football League
Paul Bailey was elected
All three of the NFC's 1,000- years of 1962-65, returned for
President, Tom Reagan, Vicethe start of the 1972 season --President; Don Burchfield, yard gainers — Green Bay's
and 0.J., the former Heisman
Secretary and Thelma Reagan, John Broclungton 1,144), DalTreasurer All officers are from las' Calvin Hill (1,142) and Trophy winner from the UniMcCutcheon 11,097) — were se- versity of Southern California,
Murray
was rejuvenated.
Members of the Board of lected.
0.J. ran for 1,251 yards that
Among the repeaters on the
Directors include Elizabeth
Hiter, Benton, Charles Boyd, NFC All-Star team are defen- year, tops in the National FootPaducah and Alton Fortney. sive tackle Merlin Olsen of the ball League. And last Sunday
Rams, who has made it in all he climaxed an astounding 1973
Central City.
The formation of the club was of his 12 seasons, and Cowboys' campaign with 200 yards
supported by nine memberships cornerback Mel Renfro, a nine- against the New York Jets for
a record-smashing 2,003 yards
from Southern Illinois, the time choice in nine years.
for the season. He didn't just
K.I.A.M. Rabbit Breeders
Central Division champion break Jim Brown's record of
1,Association and members from Minnesota placed seven players
863 yards, he splintered it.
Nashville and Clarksville.
on the team, the most of any
For that performance, SimpThe club will sponsor a spring NFC club. Chicago, New Orand fall rabbit show and try to leans, St. Louis and the New son, who had been selected The
promote a youth show at the York Giants were not repre- Associated Press' Offensive
Player of the Week in the NFL
local county fair. Persons in- sented this year.
an unprecedented three times
terested in raising rabbits are
The AFC team will be an- earlier this season, was chosen
invited to join the club.
nounced Thursday.
today to share the honor this

Rabbit Breeders
Club Is Formed

FREE!
5-Year Light

• Needs no batteries
• Storage capacity — at least 5 years
• Retail value — $6.99
• Originally developed for moon astronauts

An exclusive — a first — for Growers only. Now you can have an enifrgency light that gives a brilliant beam wherever and whenever you need it
No fear of dead batteries! Keep it in drawer or glove compartment. Offer
limited to Growers only. Telephone or come in for full details on how
you can get the S-Year light absolutely FREE!

Authorized dealer for CIBA-GEIGY• — No. 1 Pesticide Producer-

West Railroad Ave. Phone 753-1933

time — along with center Mike
Montler, guards Joe DeLamielleure and Reggie McKenzie and
tackles Dave Foley and Donnie
Green, the members of the•Buffalo offensive line who helped
get O.J. there.
Other standouts were Simpson's teammate, Jim Braxton,
who rushed for 108 yards and
two touchdowns in the Bills' 3414 victory, Green Bay's John
Brockington, who ran for 142
yards in a 21-0 shutout of Chicago; Dallas' Roger Staubach,
who passed for three touchdowns, and teammate Robert
Newhouse, who ran for 124
yards, in a 30-3 romp over St.
Louis; Baltimore's Lydell Mitchell, who rushed for 142 yards
in an 18-13 triumph over New
England; Cincinnati's Ken Anderson, who threw three touchdown passes including 67-and
77-yarders to Isaac Curtis in a
77-24 squeaker over Houston;
Miami's Bob Griese and Paul
Warfield, who teamed on four
first-half touchdown passes in a
34-7 rout over Detroit, and
Washington's Billy Kilmer, who
threw four touchdown passes,
and teammate Larry Brown,
who caught three of them covering 14, 27 and 64 yards and

also rushed for 150 yards in a
38-20 victory over Philadelphia

Cedeno In Jail
Over Christmas
SANTO DOMINGO, D.R.
(AP) — Baseball star Cesar
Cedeno, charged with voluntary
homicide in the death of a 19year-old woman, apparently
will remain in jail at least until
Jan. 8.

Oral Roberts University is
now 5-1 following an 80-70 win
Monday over Eastern Kentucky.
Murray coach Cal Luther
calls the Titans "a fantastically
talented team."
Gone from the Titans this
year are super guard Richard
Fuqua who is now in the pro
ranks and 7-0 junior center
David Vaughn who transferred
to the University of Nevada at
Las ,Vaegas, who recently lost
one of the top freshman recruits
in the nation, "Jeep" Kelly.
Returning to the Titans from
the front line are 6-7 Eddie
Woods and 6-8 Greg McDougal.

By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
Georgia caught North Carolina State on the rebound ...
and it was too bad for the Bulldogs.
Still feeling pain from an 18point loss to top-ranked UCLA,
North Carolina State made
Georgia suffer for it with a 9460 beating Tuesday night.
-I was very disappointed
after the UCLA game," said
North Carolina State Coach
Norm Sloan, talking about Saturday's 84-66 loss in the battle
of college basketball giants.
But he evidentally felt a little
better after marching through
Georgia.
"We showed alertness, quickness and played better defense," said Sloan.
One of the reasons for those
qualities was forward Phil
Spence, who played 29 minutes
and finished with 15 rebounds
and 11 points
In other games Tuesday
night, sixth-ranked Marquette
turned back Northwestern 7763; No, 8 Louisville stopped
Clemson 74-70 and Florida State
upset No. 12 Memphis State 8880.
David Thompson, held to 17
points by UCLA, exploded for
28 against Georgia. The Wolfpack ran off a quick early lead

WeStern
ilia BnKenwl-tu-cky, which
lost
the NCAA Division II championship, finished third in the
balloting with 459 votes, whlie
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lead Austin Peay to a 97-64 victory over Bellarmine Ky.);
Luther Burden scored 17 points
to lead Utah over Ohio 71-68;
Bill Singletary scored 20 points
and grabbed 14 rebounds in
Mississippi State's 85-77 success
over Georgia Tech; Davidson
stopped Princeton 66-47 as John
Falconi and Greg Dunn teamed
for 33 points and Alfonso Brigham fired in a 12-foot jumper
with two seconds left to give
Los Angeles State a 69-68 victory over Wichita State.
Tony Jenkins had 26 points
and 12 rebounds as Harvard defeated Holy Cross 97-89; Roger
Banks hit a jump shot with 38
seconds left, leading Colgate to
a 42-41 decision over Penn
State; Greg Fountain scored 22
points to lead Army to an 80-55
romp over Kings Point; Chicago-Loyola ripped off 15
straight points midway in the
first half and rolled past Denver 95-63 and Toledo used a
tough zone defense to beat
Michigan State 79-51.

WALLIS DRUG
PHONE 753-1272
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY!!

I

We 'live II-We Will_Get It-Or It Can't Be Had

New
Shipment

Cedeno was being kept in
preventive custody in Santo Domingo's most modern jail. He
has a room of his own and two
baseball players who visited
him last weekend said he was
dancing to music in his room,
which they described as "not a
common cell."
Cedeno is charged in the
shooting death of Altagracia de
is Cruz, who died of a head
wound in a hotel room Dec. 11.

The Top 15 with first-place
votes in parentheses, season
records and total points Points
tabulated on basis of 20-18-16-14-

and kept hounding the Bulldogs
with a full-court press that
forced 32 turnovers.
Leading 43-27 at the half,
North Carolina State ripped off
a 26-9 advantage right after intermission and put the Bulldogs
— and the audience — to sleep.
Bo Ellis pumped in 18 points
to lead Marquette over Northwestern. Leading 37-31 at the
half, the Warriors broke things
open with a 20-8 edge over a 10minute period. Northwestern
went almost 3/
1
2 minutes without scoring a point in that span
Two free throws by Wesley
Cox with 37 seconds left helped
Louisville beat Clemson. Cox'
two points broke a 70-70 tie that
existed since the 3:12 mark
when Bill Butler scored a field
goal for Louisville.
Reserve center Zack Perkins
led a second-half splurge as
Florida State knocked back a
Memphis State charge and upset the power-laden Tigers.
Elsewhere, James "Fly" Williams scored 16 points and had
11 rebounds in 22 minutes to

*****************************************

District Atty. Maximo Henriquez Saladin indicated Tuesday
that the star center fielder of
the Houston Astros will stay in
jail while the courts go on vacation from Dec. 20-Jan. 8.

Wittenberg finished fourth after
beating Juniata in the Stagg
Bowl for the NCAA's Division
III championship.
Abilene Christian tied for
fifth place with Boise State.
Abilene Christian defeated previously unbeaten Elm in the
NAIA championship game at
Shreveport, La.
Grambling, 10-3, was seventh,
while Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo
was eighth, Hawaii, ninth and
F:lon, 10th.
Rounding out the top 15 were
South Dakota, Jacksonville
State, Delaware. North Dakota
State and Langston, Oida.

averaging the same figure.
Barrett, who was injured in
the first 30 seconds of Saturday's game, worked out in
practice Tuesday evening but is
a doubtful starter.
If Barrett is unable to play, 66 freshman guard Grover
Woolard, who sparked Murray
last Saturday with 16 points,
will get the starting assignment.
The next regular season game
for Murray will be a 5 p.m. New
Year's Eve match on the road
against the nation's 12th-ranked
team, Memphis State, last
year's NCAA runnerup to
national champion UCLA.

North Carolina State Whips
Outmanned Georgia Bulldogs
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MONTGOMERY,
— What does a hes
when his team falls
fourth-down play?
If he's Coach Jacl
sen, head mentor o
in Tuesday night's
football game, he
stadium and goes h
But not because
Christiansen had t
early flight back
and, besides, his

SPORTSWEAR

Tennessee State Is Top
Small School Grid Team
Tennessee State had to show
its credentials during the 1973
reaular season, then sit on the
sidelines during post-season
competiton hoping that no one
else would look too convincing.
No one did — and Tennessee
State, which went 10-0 during
the regular season, emerged today as the top team in The Associated Press' final small college football poll of the 1973
campaign. The Tigers received
17 first-place votes and 708
points from national sports
writers and broadcasters. They
edged Louisiana Tech, 12-1, by
two points. Louisiana Tech
collected more first-place votes.
21, but had a total of only 706
points.
This was the first time the
small college poll had been conducted after the playoffs.
Tennessee State was unable
to compete in the playoffs because several Tiger players
had used up their post-season
eligibility.
Louisiana Tech wound up
winning the NCAA college division playoffs with a 34-0 victory
-"Nern.<.. ri Aent'utity in Th

Leading the Titans in scoring
this season are guards Sam
McCants and Al Boswell, who
are averaging 24.0 and 21.0
points per game respectively.
For Murray, Mike Coleman is
galloping along with a 24.0 point
average and is pulling off 9.7
rebounds per game while center
Marcelous Starks is averaging
14.0 points per game and 9.8
rebounds.
One other Racer, Jesse
Williams, is averaging in double
figures with a 12.8 scoring
mark.
Guard Darnell Adell is
scoring at a 7.8 clip while the
other guard, Steve Barrett, is
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Austin Peay
Wins Easily
By THE ASSOCIATED
PRESS
Austin Peay slashed Bellarmine College 97-64 at Clarksville, Tenn. Tuesday night, as
Danny Odurns hit nine of 11
shots from the field and added
seven assists for the winners.
The Governors' impressive
sophomore, James "Fly" Wilhams, played only 22 minutes
but put in 16 points and led his
team with 11 rebounds. Wilhams' seventh point put him
over the 1,000 career mark. He
has a 31-point average in 34
games since he joined the Governors last year.
Austin Peay took an early
and sizeable lead, and went to
the dressing room with a 53-31
cushion.
Jim Hall led Bellarmine's effort with 18 points. The loss
was Bellarmine's second in five
outings. Austin Peay is now 4-1.
Kentucky State also had bad
luck against its out-of-state foe,
falling to Northwood, Ind., 92$4.
Kevin Snow had 25 points for
the victors. Paul Weeks and
Larry Weber added 24 points
each for Northwood, as the Indiana team scored a surprising
win over No. 2-ranked Kentucky State.
Kentucky's Cecil ReIlford had
a game high of 32 points. His
club cut into an eight-point
halftime deficit to trail only 4442 early in the second half.
But Lucas Mitchell's team
never tied its opponent, and
Kentucky State dropped to a 3-1
mark. Northwood is now 5-4.

Finley Files Suit To Prevent
Williams From Heading Yanks
By DAVE O'HARA . .
Associated Press Sports Writer
BOSTON ( AP) - Retiring
American League President
Joe Cronin juggled a hot baseball Lsituation today in a hearingitOakland Athletics owner
Charhe Finley, a long-time maverick who has gone to court.
Finley filed a suit in U.S. District Court in San Francisco
Tuesday, seeking to prevent
Manager Dick Williams from
working for any other pro baseball club for the next two
years. Williams was named the
only defendant.
The action came shortly after
Cronin deferred a decision in
Detroit's hiring of Manager
Ralph Houk by the Tigers. Cronin met for four hours behind
closed doors with the Tigers
and the New York Yankees.
The Yanks were left without a
manager by Houk's resignation
on the last day of the 1973 season.
In his court suit, Finley
asked that Williams, who
signed as manager of the Yankees last week, be prevented
from joining any other club until fulfilling his Oakland contract through the 1975 season.
Later, contacted in Chicago,
Finley said he would come out
fighting in his hearing with
Cronin.
"As I've always said, if they
(the Yankees) want Williams,
they can have him with my
blessings, as long as they are
willing to compensate me."

Finley reportedly has refused
a New York offer of veteran
second baseman Horace Clarke
and, later, a $150,000 cash deal
along with some minor league
players.
Asked what compensation he
would want, Finley said:
"Well, mostly players who
are good prospects. From our
law suit filed today, at least
they know we mean business."
Cronin, who will turn over
the league presidency to Yankees General Manager Lee
MacPhall Jan. 1, was faced
with one of his toughest decisions since accepting the job in
1959.
He met with General Manager Jim Campbell of the Tigers, Honk and Yankees President Gabe Paul for four hours
Tuesday. McPhail and attorneys for all, with a stenographer taking the minutes, were
on hand.

Houk had two years left on
his contract when he resigned
as New York manager on Sept.
30. He later signed with the Tigers, with apparent blessings
from the Yankees.
Williams quit with two years
left on his Oakland contract immediately after his A's won the
World Series. He thought he
had Finley's okay, but found
out within a few days he didn't.
Finley demanded player compensation, which the Yankees,
in turn, wanted from Detroit.
Cronin, calling the hearings
as an absolute judge under
what he called rules of the
baseball constitution, deferred
a ruling on the Houk case after
the long meeting with Campbell, Paul, McPhail, Houk and
the others.
"I have to weigh all the evidence," Cronin said, referring
to a meeting with Finley and
the Yankees.
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS points, including 13 first-place
Kentucky Wesleyan, which votes. But Kentucky State, 3-0,
beat Tennessee State in over- was only nine points back,
Family Pak of
time for the NCAA college diviTennessee State, 4-1, was in
sion crown last season, has third place with 365 points. The
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3 Wings, 2 Giblets
1973-74 season.
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of 12 starts, was second twice 9. Assumption (1) 3-2 118
one in a game in his life.
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2-2 115
And Christiansen had a pleas- and third once. He earned 10. Old Dominion
6-0
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ant flight home. The six-point $060,404 in 1973, raising his life- 11. Bentley
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2-1
lead held up over the last few time earnings to $1,316,806. He 12. Akron
Coupon
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Mel-O-Soft
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minutes to preserve the Blue's was retired to stud last month 13. Coe College (1) 4-0
3-3
67
20-14 victory over the Gray in under terms of an earlier 14. Roanoke
15. Wittenberg
3-1
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the 36th renewal of the college agreement.
Worth
all-star contest.
Christiansen had to leave
Toward purchase 2-lb.
Cramton Bowl shortly after his
20-oz. loaves $
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Blue Team Defeats
Gray 20-14 Tuesday
MONTGOMERY, Ala. ( AP
- What does a head coach do
when his team falls short on a
fourth-down play'
If he's Coach Jack Christiansen, head mentor of the North
in Tuesday night's Blue-Gray
football game, he leaves the
stadium and goes home.
But not because he's worried.
Christiansen had to catch an
early flight back to Stanford
and, besides, his team was

PARAMOUNT
10 TO 16-LB.

65c
69c

WISHBONE
18-LB & LGR

Kentucky Wesleyan Tops
Small College Cage Poll

U.S. GRADE A TURKEYS!
Toms
HENS
BUTTERBALL
LARGER

LB.

Sherwin-Williams And
Marshall County Win
Action resumed Monday night
in the Upper Division of the
Men's League with the Bank of
Murray taking a 71-60 win over
First Baptist Church.
The winners jumped to a 27-20
first half lead behind the
shooting of Jimmy Clapp who
had 16 of his 30 points in the first
quarter.
On two occasion, First
Baptist cut their deficit dawn to
six points but was never able to
overtake the Bank of Murray.
Tony Thomas followed Clapp
in scoring for the winners by
adding 16 while Steve Hale
pumped in 20 points for the
losers and Blue and Jones
added 12 and 10 respectively.
In the second game played
Monday, Jones-Barnett came
from an 18-15 halftime deficit to
win over Wallace's Book Store
56-44.
The winners outscored
Wallace's 21-13 in the final
period to insure the victory.
Larry Jones paced the winners with 13 points while Adams

WE WISH YOU ALL A VERY...

12

99; 79

RED
POTATOES

59c

5

79
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Notice
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4. Miscellaneous

1.lwx

32. Apartmentlf.

26. TV-Radio

ROBERTS REALTY wishes to RUMMAGE SALE Saturday,
Attest: William B. Milstead,
thank the people in Murray and Dec. 8, American Legion Hall. FIREWOOD FOR sale. Phone SPECIAL-SPECIAL--Special.
ADVERTISING
19" color TV sets, new, 199.95.
WHEREAS,said Trustees have Clerk, Town of Hazel, Kentucky
Calloway County for making 1973 Truck load, all must go from 8 til 753-8410 after 5:00 p.m.
DEADLINES
•
foregoing
above
and
Roby
The
Sales, Benton Kentucky
situation
the
evaluated
carefully
their
best
year
in
Real
Estate.
•
2.
ChihVood
2 All display ads, classified and are most willing to accept the Resolution was introduced at a
SHOE MART, going out of 42071.
60 AMP trailer pole, $75.00. Sears business sale. Lathes Shoes. All
responsibility for the raise to the regular meeting of the Board of
Love, Rennie
*display
and
regular
CLEARANCE-- Sale G.E. poi:
5. Lost And Found
•
1 HP multi-stage pump and all ladies shoes going at less than table Cassette Yecorder players.
•display, must be submitted extent that it can and still operate Trustees of the Town of Hazel,
the franchise in such a manner as Kentucky, on the 1st day of
by 12 noon, the day before
!LOST ADULT female German accessories, $150.00. Used five cost!! Casual-dress-summer- ‘VIIILE THEY LAST!
Reg. Sale
months. Call collect 615-387-2497. winter. Nothing over $8.00. Shoe
to be in position to take care of December, 1973, by Bobby LOANS AVALIABLE any
publication.
Price Price
Nlodel
type, Shepherd, black with white trim.
Holmes, seconded by Ralph any
the obligations that accrue.
a.m.
9:30
• All reader classifieds
open
Main,
Mart, 13th &
$29.95 $2.i.88
where, any size, 120,000 and Please call
N1-8433 .
the
THEREFORE Richerson, and the question Up. Mr.
IT
BE
N1-841,5
$39.95 $29.88
ust be submitted bye 4
ask for Ginny orPalace
Mae. 753-7992' FIREWOOD FOR Sale, Call 753- - 5:00 p.m.
Warren 502-368-1437.
Board
action
of
the
the
put
....
$42.95
$35.88
being
M-8445
of
Board
RESOLVED that the
.m. the day before
4147 or 489-2417.
$44.95 ert.se
M-8450
Trustees of the Town of Hazel, was unanimously affirmative
tpublication.
5.31:95 $3149Q
M-8451
6. Help Wanted
Phone 753- 711-6460
Kentucky, meeting in regular and said Resolution was assigned CARPET SALE all during the
X.6441.4f41,411•••••••••
$59.95 247.88
1MOBILE HOMES underpenned. FIREPLACE WOOD.
month
of
December,
of
the
Book
4,
Page
85,
Hughes
Minute
Live
to
SOMEONE
to
its
to
WANTED
rates
ROSY SALES
session, increases the
4147, or 436-2390.
P
Phone 753-3938 or 753-5461.
RESOLUTION
HIGHWAY 68 BENTON KY.
customers to the extent of 5 cents official records of the Town of Paint Store, 401 Maple Street, with elderly lady. Do light
Hazel,
Town
of
Murray,
WHEREAS,the
Kentucky.
housework. Phone 435-5771 after
per m.c.f., beginning the 1st day Hazel, Kentucky.
Kentucky, owns and operates its of January, 1974.
THREE USED wrist watches. IF CARPETS look dull and drear, 19" TELEVISION, Zenith,
This the 1st day of December,
4.00 p.m.
awn Natural Gas System by and BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED 1973.
Contact Marion T. McCarthy at remove spots as they appear with portable with telescope antenna.
through its duly elected, qualified that the action of said Trustees be William B. Milstead, Clerk,
Blue Lustre. Rent Electric Phone 753-4416.
WANTED MATURE woman to the National Hotel.
and acting Board of Trustees, made known by the posting of Town of Hazel, Kentucky.
shampooer $1.00. Big K, Belaire
keep school age children in my
and
Shopping Center.
home 8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
copies of this Resolution in ttott
DESIRABLE MOBILE Home lot,
WHEREAS, said Board of different locations and by
Saturday and afternoons begin at -103:7430.11111:41:10:011:11r
$20.00 per month. Water and
Trustees have the responsibility publishing this Resolution in the
2:30, from January 2 to April 16.
pickup
included,
CROCHETED ANIMALS and garbage
of fixing the rates to be charged newspaper in Calloway County
Light housework. Must furnish
Lakeway
Mobile
Home Court.
Natural
Gas
that
special
child
a
of
its
dolls.
Give
customers
to
and
transportation
own
having the largest paid cir753-8216 after 5:00 p.m
special gift. Phone 753-4474.
system as well as to discharge culation on two occasions, the
references. Phone 753-6251.
Stained and leaded glass
the obligations of said System, first insertion being no later than
OPENINGS AVAILABLE for
lamp shades for sale. No
and
of
12th
Wednesday, the
TRUCK LOAD TIRE SALE. "Pfille
, children ages 3-5. ABC Play
plastic. Can be seen at
• WHEREAS, the Board of December, 1973 and the final
they last, custom premium 73 27. Mobile Home Sales .
School, Phone 753-8807 or 753OFFICE POSITION
polyester 4 ply white walL Road
Trustees has been notified that insertion being no later than
Wallis Stained Glass
8905.
hazard and defective material HOUSE TRAILER, 12' x 65', one
Credit & Operating
Route 1, Murray or call 489the wholesale price of natural gas Wednesday, the 19th day of
guaranteed
year old. Phone 753-5717.
Assistant
2613.
fo be furnished to the Hazel December, 1973, and that on and
E78x14" or 15"-$14.82 4- Om
Female
Natural Gas System will be in- after the publication by posting
F78x14" or 15"-$15.39
$2.3'7
Goodyear service store
G78x14" or 15-$16.36 + $/.80
Creased 6.75 cents per m.c.f. on notices and by newspaper adII78x14" or 15"-$17.51 + 19.01 MOBILE HOME, 10'x50', two
has a permanent position
laid after the 1st day of January, vertising, said increase of the
1-6
J711:- or 15-$18.11 + $3.0L bedrooms. Priced $2,400.00 or
for a Credit & Operating
rates shall become final and
Chestnut St.
,L78x- or 15"-$18.88 + $3.31 best offer, Phone 753-0518, Fox
Assistant. Excellent salary
MURRAY
HOME
&
(Custom premium 2+2 fiberglass Meadows
effective
Phone 753-8850
paid weekly. Applicant
AUTO STORE
MAYTAG WASHER and dryer, }belted 78 series, white wall. Road
This the 1st day of December,
must
have
high
azard and defective material
school
"Building
avocado, approximately 1 year ;h
1973.
4uaranteed.
(Tim/W:4
education and successful
old. Good condition. $200.00 or E78x14" or 15"-$15.51 + $1.31 ,29. Mobile Home Rentals
Cy Miller, Chairman, Board of
A Reputation"el
work experience in Credit.
best offer. Phone 753-1414 before F78x14" or 15"-$16.12 + $2.50
Trustees of the Town of Hazel,
Shopping
LenttGoodyear benefits in- 5:00 p.m.
G78x14" or 15"-$17.36 + $2.73 MOBILE HOME furnished or
Service Is The Differenc
Kentucky
H78114" or 15"-$18.90 + VASS unfurnished. $125.00 per month
clude paid vacations, free
L78- or 15" - $19.60 + $3.31 plus deposit. Phone 753-9961.
hospitalization and inLIKE new Sears Coldspot Wide 70 series white wall 2+2 fibJUST
surance
plus
a
pension
IF1=1:1
SCRATCHiN6
refrigerator-freezer, 17.1 cubic erglass betted or nylon. Road hazONE TeliN6...
program. Reply in person
ml
ard and defective material guar- NEW TWO bedroom mobile
Brown
Sally
foot,
automatic ice maker, z nteed.
LA* CHEI5TatA5
00UTERANN6
to the Goodyear Service
home, all electric, carpeted,
Still
in
reversable
doors.
40U CAN
F70x14" or 15"-$17.50 + $2.61 $50.00
(6 ANOTHER!
Store, S. 12th & Glendale,
deposit. $125.00 per month.
SCRATCHICE I
G70x14"
or
15-$18.54
+
$2.88
warranty. Avocado green. Owner
Murray, Ky. No phone calls
00fi-T aANT ASK
H70x14" or 15"-$19.80 + $3.09 Water furnished. Phone 753-2377
753-2715
$150.00.
Phone
moving.
42150151NIS YEAR
Wide 60 series raised white let.
please.
(no Friday night or Saturday ters. Road hazard and defective
MOBILE HOME for rent or sale,
Roy Byrd,
materials guaranteed.
calls.)
G60x14" or 15-$19.13 + CIS 12' x 60', two bedrooms, set up
Store Manager
L60z14" or 15"-$23.52 + PAO and underpenned at Riviera
Mud and snow tires, white wart. Courts. Rent 8125.00 per month
SIIIMMININEMBIEL
Road hazard and defective ma.
BLONDIE
plus deposit. Phone 753-9981.
terial guaranteed.
LADY OR couple to live with KIRBY VACUUM (Christmas F78x14"
HE CERTAINLY DOESN'T
ITS T1-1E
'TIS THE SEASON
or 15"-$14.41 + $2.52
free
hose
and
Special),receive
elderly lady. Phone 436-5890 or
HAVE MUCH CHRISTMAS
G78x14" or 15"-$15.13 + $2.60 HOUSE TRAILER for rent or
TO BE JOLLY-.FA LA LA
MAILMAN WITH
attachments with the purchase of 11711x14" or 15"-416.17 + $2.75
436-5875.
ANOTNER LOAD
sale. 10' x 55' two bedrooms,
4
a new Kirby upright through Dec. 1.78x14" or 15"-$17.18 + $3.13
OF Cl4P1STMAS
PULL OR part time-Electrolux 31. Save $40.00. Phone 753-0359, Steel belted radial ply tires. Road' electric heat, gas cook stove.
MAIL I'LL <
now open for sales and service ask for Mike Hutchins, Bob :iazard and defective materials Water furnished. 875.00 per
CHEEP HIM
guaranteed.
month or take over payments. 44
personnel-be smart and star- Bryar, Hollis Clark, Lloyd Buller, FR70x14"
or 15"-$34.70 4- $2.88 mile from city limits on
UP
a.m.
Highway
10:00
to
a.m.
8:00
$$1$$$$.
or stop by and see a new or GR70x14" or 15"-$36.31 + 23.08 121.
Phone 753-7143.
HR70x14" or 15-$37.50 + $3.33
ne Paducah 443-6469. Equal rebuilt at 500 Maple Street.
LR70x14" or 15"-$39.47 + $3.70
opportunity employer.
Truck tires Road hazard and defective material guaranteed, 8' x 40' TWO bedroom mobile
Highway tread.
home,large lot. $45.00 per month
WANTED HANDY man to pick
670x15-6 ply - $13.37
$2.40 Phone 489-2595.
up a few extra hours before 8100 FREE FABRIC with pur- 700x15-6 ply - $16.55 +
+ $2.80
Christmas around motel Apply chase of the Singer Golden Touch 750x16-8 ply - $20.46 + $3.69
Truck
tires,
Inn.
tortion
type.
Road
Regal
8
at
and Sewing machine with y
hazard and defective material WE WILL have two to three
THE PHANTOM
choice of cabinet. East terms c
guaranteed.
trailers for rent after this
WANTED CASHIER-Book- be arranged at your local Singer 670x15-4 ply - $1763 4- S2.89
I'ONARE )ou ADDRESS
1H4F5 THE VACORESS ME
700x15-6 ply - $18.93 4- $3.33 semester. We prefer college
NNE LIKE THAT, YOU
ONLY REASON PROPERLY
keeper.
National
finance Sewing Center, Bel Air Shopping 750x16-8
ply - $2518 + $4.13 students-boys.Phone 753-1551 or
I'LL SOME
AS'ROYAL.
company is looking for a tem- Center.
ROBY SALES, Highway 68 .. 753-2930. Dill's Trailer Court,
AND EXALTED
HIS
Benton. Ky.
NiGHNE55."
porary girl for a three month
PADDY HE
located Murray Drive In Theatre
period or more. Office is located UP TO $100 off certain floor WOODFOR sale also will buy s entrance
SAVE
,OUR
LIVES!
in downtown area. Phone 753-1414 model Singer Touch and Sew standing timber. Call 753-4147 or
for appointment.
Machines with cabinet. Three 489-2417.
COACH ESTATES and Fox
only to sell at this fantastic
reduction.
Model
758
in
Maple,
FIREWOOD FOR sale. Phone Meadows Mobile Home Parka,
EMPTY HOURS, Empty Purse,
South 16th Street, Residential
Avon can help fill both. Start an walnut or fruitwood consoles. 05-ME
area, natural gas hook ups
Murray
Sewing
Center,
your
Avon business of your own by
local
Singer
dealer.
Open
until
9
POLAROID CAMERA, like new, available. Spaces from $27.50.
calling or 'Vrriting Mrs. Glenda
Phone 753-3855.
nights, 1-6 Sunday.
with carrying case and other
Dyke, Box 3247, Paducah Kenextras.
Phone
753-0490.
tucky, 443-3366
4**,41.4***•••-•••

1974, and

Call
753-1S

Many Christmas

THREE
ROOM
Apartment, also t
trailers. Phone 753

Herb

i
r

Relieves
Gas Pains

Plan Ahead
Carroll VW

TrIrsi inrinriz
;I Operation
Red Ball t
firtartrizzazUZTV

For Sale

Open Sundays

Milt

Vi-/I

cieLA_IA)-AL4n

TertWr""Cutpmerlt
•-

BEATLE BAILEY

SAMPLE LINE toys and knick
knacks, 15 to 50 per cent off,
MUST SELL pontoon boat for
INSURANCE: NEW mobile pleasure boat, duck blind or boat Tuesday and Wednesday, phone
753-0224.
home coverage to qualified risk, docks. $375.00. Phone 753-9349.
with or without deductible, low
CARPETS AND life too can be
rates, excellent claim service.
beautiful if you use Blue Lustre.
When you see me, don't think of
Rent electric shampooer 81.00.
insurance, but when you think of PIANO TUNING, repair
and Western Auto, home of "Wishing
insurance see me Harding rebuilding. Prompt service. Well
Gift shop.
.
Galloway Insurance & Realty, Rebuilt piano for sale. Ben Dyer,
phone 753-5842.
75341911.
HI NEIGHBOR! Tried Blue
Lustre for cleaning carpets? It's
LUDWIG DRUM set, blue tinted super! Rent electric shampooer
clear. New condition, but much $1. Kwik-Pik Market, Five
FIREWOOD-cut to order.
cheaper. Phone 753-7832.
Points.
'Phone 436-2382 or 753-5145.

--FOR OUR TEN s,(ILE HIKE WE'LL
TAKE THE
SCENIC ROUTE

22.'

NANCY
-THAT'S A
MERMAID --DO YOt1 KNOW
WHAT A
MERMAID is?

AUNT FRITZI,
HELP ME FILL
IN ,A WORD

YES, IT'S A LADY
WHO CAN'T WEAR
PANTYHOSE

LIL' ABNER
THANK VO',OLE
HENRY-MAN `/O'
LIVE IN PEACE FO'
Ti-3
'
/4 REST0'',ORE
NATCHERAL LIFE!!

SHE I-%P.S
-CHUCKI-EfPONAANTIC
PLANS
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• -,•15%,
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NEATLY FURNISI
two bedroom apartn
seen at Kelly's P
located 100 South 12

CLEAN ATTRAC
nished apartment, r
couple prefered.
two boys, no childr
-^'T.-all after 5:00 p.m

SlakinshrR

SLEEPING ROO?
heat,
Private
refrigerator, 2
Apartments, S. :
Phone 753-6609.

FURNISHED ROOI
women. Kitchen fa(
per month including
block from camp
immediately. 753-08

37. Livestock - Si

EAR CORN. Jap
registered yorkshin
Phone 435-3173

IL I l..

,
111,

5i-4E 60T
HER m47 E
N.10‘e/ HE
CAiN'T
DESTROY
NO0 YAM110.

FURNISHED AP
electric heat, o
bedrooms. Zimmei
ments, South 16th
6609.

'
'
1 -V-4

41
4
P
1, 6
,
•••••1.11
*
,
-e

g AND HE WOULD -EXCEPT FOR 681lE,6011ky
MONNV

fIlIEWpOD CUSTOM
delivered. Pfo5ne

FOR RENT
Nice furnished
2 bedroom apartment
for college students.
Phone 753-5865
of 753-5108

.‘

MINIATURE POOL
old. Would make nil
gift Phone 436-5573
FOUR 2 year old
hounds. Good gun
753-5869.

OPENII

ARM
KENN

Professional gra
Barbara Snyder
years experies
and show groom
Pick up and d
your door.

753-41

• Pet Wo
Bypc

Chan
i have

attended Sunshine Nursery School. I miss you.

Management
Larry Sewan

Lucy Featherstone
2430 South Delaware
Springfield, Mo. 65804

See us fol
fishing eq

0
Help Needed.

BEL1
as your ex(

0
•
Must be able to lift 100 pound sacks.
0---nritpply in the mornir1 idled ite5iTey

AFGHANS,
LLY'S TERMITE and Pest
CROCHETED
Barbie don
large.
trot, phone 753-3914, 100 South
and
baby's
drones, capes, shorts and tops. 13th Street. "Every day you
p.m. delay lets bugs have their way."
Phone 753-8982 after 6:00

MALE DACHSHL
years old, red. Ala
boxer, shots and wt
753.0330 after 5:00

i•••••.....
•
•
•Don't Forge
Pet On Chi
•
•
Choose F
•
Toys-Doggie
•
•
Sweate
•
•
At
The
•
•

Mem ('hristmas and a Happy Prosperous New
Year to all my friends in Murray. Special good
wishes to all my chfldren and their parents who

0Part-Time

23:Extermtnating-

GERMAN SHEPHI
for sale, Predomin
Phone 753-0182.

AKC REGISTERE1
Pinscher pups. For
call 4924491 after 5

pVIIMILIIIMM.WWIMMWOMIVIIIMIAILMILWILIIMILW
Children's Records-largest
10
soeulaedcrtoiopnhonicin Rectoorwdns,
for atins
new Quad sound. Just in tim
for Christmas
- 0
As Of The First Of The Year
0
CHUCK'S MUSIC CENTER
0

cut,

BOXER PUPS, AKI
fawn with white. I
Tennessee 901-642-91

121
lia•••••••••••1

MUSIC LESSONS: Band inCHRISTMAS ISN'T that far
struments, piano, guitar,
away! Let Avon help you make
beginning violins, Experienced
'holiday money. As an Avon
Representative, you can earn teachers with masters degree.
Phone 753-1470.
extra cash-and it's easy and
Duke,
write
Glenda
or
Call
furf!
CLEARANCE SALE G E Record
P.O. Box 3247, Paducah, Ky. Players
Reg. Sale
42001, 443.3366.
Price Price
Model
V-211
$18.95 $1688
534.96 $2468
WANT TO BUY young Hamp- V-639
V-936
$55.95 344 88
shire boar. Phone 753-2817
946
$59.95 $47 88
T-361
$79.95 $5988
WANT TO BUY hay. Phone
ROSY SALES
2,
Route
HIGHWAY
68
Shoemaker,
BENTON,
KY.
George
Hazel, 436.5898.
UNUSUAL CHRISTMAS Gift for
and ink
that special person. Pen
portrait, no sitting involved.
budget.
Priced for anyone's
p.m.
Phone 436-2107 after 5:00

Vabowaisilims
.

*Pets- Suppl

0

-

121 North on B
net.Gasoline
Stereo Tap(

-

Ledger & Time
103 N 4th

You
4
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•
•••
Call
753-1916

sell It With A Classified Ad

:11916

*•*4W•10
•

38 Peb141111.Ilikutomotive Service

32. Apartments For Rent

Another View

51. Services Offered

THREE
ROOM
furnished AKC REGISTERED Toy poodle COMPLETE RADIATOR service
Apartment, also two bedroom puppies. WW hold till Christmas. and heater repair. Sholar Auto
Repair, 209 South 7th Street.
trailers. Phone 753-4017.
Phone 753-6379
Phone 753-1751.

SEAMLESS GUTTERS, baked
on enamel finish, guaranteed 30
years. For free detailed estimate
phone Atkins Gutter service,
Murray 7534407 or 153-8992.

43. Real Estate
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, 150 ACRES located southeast .)f 49.
Used Cars & Trucks
electric heat, one or two Murray, mostly timber but about
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- 60 acres tillable, partially fenced. 1968 BUICK Special, 71,000 miles,
ments, South 16th Street, 753- MOFFITT REALTY, 753-3597. four door, good on oil and gas
6609.
GUY SPANN REALTY for all mileage, automatic, $900.00. 767handle all types 4408 after 5:00 p.m.
NEATLY FURNISHED one or your needs. We
two bedroom apartment. May be of Real Estate. We need listings.
Phone 753-7724, 901 Sycamore,
seen at Kelly's Pest Control,
FORD TRUCK-1959, used, V-8,
Murray
located 100 South 13th Street.
1-ton pickup, new tires. Good
ndition. Phone 436-5392.
45. Farms For Sale

GAS '
zzLER-12

'1;A' 11
Alli
lW 1
1000000900
4
A,

and
RESTORED
BIBLES
Charity,
repaired. United
Mayfield Kentucky,P.O. Box 511,
Phone 247-3215.

iCC(
.
1'

•
CHRISTMAS TREES
LIVE AND CUT
'•
Live—Red Pine, Scotch Pine, and Norway Spruce
Cut—Balsam Fir, Ponderosa Pine, White Pine, Red Pine
• Eastern Pine, Scotch Pine, White Spruce, and Norwa
Spruce
FOUR SEASONS NURSERY, located Hwy. 641, Riviera
Trailer Cl., on Ritz craft Ct., Lot No. 82
••
753-9941, 753-0790 (Call Anytime)
Open 8-6 Mon. - Sat., 1-6 Sun.

GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
seamless gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Larry
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimate.

CLEAN ATTRACTIVE, furJERRY'S REFINISHING
230 ACRES sowed and fenced, 70 1968 BLTICK Special, four door,
nished apartment, near campus,
& Custom Built furniture, 6 miles
Good on oil and gas mileage,
tillable, $215.00 per acre.
couple prefered. Will consider
south of Murray on Hwy. 641.
25 acres, three bedroom brick, automatic, $900.00. Phone 767)4
two boys, no children, or pets.
Jerry McCoy owner, 492-8837.
2,
1 baths, family room with 4408.
"Call after 5:00 p.m. 753-1817.
fireplace, 7 miles south.
SIGNS PAINTED Phone 436-2107
12-.
,9 0 ,IP,3 ter U.* Fe...* S••••:•••
Wilson Real Estate 753-3263. 1973 CORVETTE Coupe, am-fm,
after 500 pm
Loretta Jobs-753-6079, Ron 350, automatic, all power and
"2001•4 "ZOOM ROAR, ROAR,'ZOOM!"
Pea-435-5792, Wayne Wilson 753- options, leather trim, only 3,500
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
4
SLEEPING ROOMS, electric 5086.
miles (like new) Call Dan
Electric
offers
24
hour
51. Servicis
heat,
Private
entrance,
Thomas, 522-8106, Cadiz, Ky.
emergency service for well
FORD GALAXIE-1964, $250.00. BLUE
refrigerator, Zimmerman
GRASS Builders. Year pumps, plumbing and electrical
Phone 7534447 after 5:00 p.m. end
Apartments, S. 16th Street, TWO FARMS. Phone 435-3173. DATSUN-1972, vinyl top, facspecial-2 car garage, as low problems. Phone 753-5543
Phone 753-6609.
tory air, 26,000 miles. Minor body 11111110:600141111111111 as $1895.00. Aluminum siding or
additions. For the price, you
work needed. 81925.00. 753-8252
46. Homes For
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN, can't afford to wait. Phone WILL GLAZE and simonize any
FURNISHED ROOM for men or
car. Reasonable. Phone 753-9429.
with Having trouble getting those Mayfield collect 247-7672.
women. Kitchen facilities. $70.00 DOUBLE WIDE mobile biome on VOLKSWAGEN-1964,
per month including utilities. One large lot at Panorama Shores, radio. Phone 753-7856 or after small jobs done? Call Ernest
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter shop
White, 753-0605.
block from campus. Available completely furnished and offers 5:00 p.m. 436-2147
(old ice plant). Complete B C CONSTRUCTION, Complete
area.
living
square
feet
of
1200
immediately. 753-0832.
•
repairs, basements, ready to live in if
remodeling
and
MOFFITT REALTY, 753-3597. 1957 CHEVROLET. Excellent
garages,
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN. cabinets, paneling, doors,fo
patios,
r-wanted,
condition,
will
sacrifice.
Phone
HOME
or
Incom
BARGAIN
sidewalks, retaining walls
Having
trouble
getting
those
carpentry,
mica
work,
finish
37. Livestock - Supplies
753-8892 between 5:00 and 7:00 small jobs done? Call Ernest contracting. Phone 753-4124 or driveways, etc. Also backhoe
Rental property, five bedr I I
EAR CORN. Jap seed. Also and full basement on corner lo • p.m.
work. Call 437-4734 or 437-4765.
White 753-0605.
753-0790 nights.
registered yorkshire feeder pigs. (Or 115,000 if sold this month. See
Phone 435-3173
at 1700 Miller then call Owner a
753-9773. May finance at ha
rate with reasonable down
Pets - Supplies'
payment, or will consider trade
_
for Mobile Home, car, truck,
BOXER PUPS, ARC registered, tractor or other personal
fawn with white. Phone Paris, property.
Tennessee 901-642-9142.
ON LARGE lot 142 miles frorr
GERMAN SHEPHERD puppies Murray on 94 East, we have
for sale, Predominately Black. three bedroom brick for only
Phone 753-0182.
ROBERTS
820,000. Phone
REALTY 12th & Sycamore, 753MALE DACHSHUND, three 1651
years old, red. Also 8 week old
boxer, shots and wormed. Phone TWO BEDROOM house
Kirksey. Call 527-7878.
753-0330 after 5:00 p.m..

,4f:
0%107% '

•

SPECIAL
December 19 through Christmas—
Grade School — High School — College Students
Only

3 Games $ 1 25
Free Shoe Rental
Hours: 9-5
CLOSED WEDNESDAY,
DECEMBER 19,
From 5 p.m. to 11 p.m.

$gle

Corvette Lanes, Inc.
Ph. 753-2202

1415 Main

WRAP UR ••

p.

...HERE!

MINIATURE POODLE,12 weeks FOUR BEDROOM home sets on
old. Would make nice Christmas one acre in country with garage.
gift. Phone 436-5573.
All in good condition, only 19,500.
MOFFITT REALTY, 753-3587.
FOUR 2 year old male beagle
IMMACULATE THREE
hounds. Good gun dogs. Phone
bedroom brick, central heat and
753-5869.
air Fenced—landscaped yard.
Robertson school district.
Financing available.
Four bedroom,two bath frame,
one acre lot, north of Murray,
$14,000.00.
Wilson Real Estate 753-3213.
Loretta Jobs —753-6079, Ron
Pea-435-5792, Wayne Wilson753-5086.
Professional grooming by
Barbara Snyder
- years experience in pet
FOR SALE
and show grooming
Brick home on large lot, 90' x
315',
back
yard fully fenced,
delivery
a
Pick up and
at 809 Olive St near Middle
your door.
School, college and shopping

As3
lit
241:
It

OPENING

• ARADISE
KENNELS

753-4106
ARC REGISTERED Doberman
Pinscher pups. For information
call 4924491 after 5 p.m.

center 6 bedroom, 2, 2 baths,
large den and kitchen, for --mal living room & dining
basement
room
Full
finished for play room and
kitchen Basement wall 10"
concrete outside
poured
entrance. Steel I beam sub
gas
& electric heat
structure,
and air conditioning Plaster
walls interior Must see to
appreciate - - Immediate
possession
Ralph McCuiston — 753-4417

i•••••OOOOO OOOOOO
:Don't Forget Your
:Pet On Christmas!: BARGAIN HOME or Income
•
Rental property, five bedrooms
•
• and full basement on corner lot
Choose From
•
• for $15,000 is sold this month. See
• Toys-Doggie Beds •
• at 1700 Miller then call Owner at
753-9773. May finance at bank
•
Sweaters
• rate with reasonable down
At The New
• payment, or will consider trade
•
•

e •
Be Prepared for
Christmas 1974
OPEN YOUR

CHRISTMAS CLUB

Bank of Murray
Member F.D.I.C.

NOTICE
I have purchased Murray Bait Co.
Management and operation will be by
Larry Seward, Tony Gardner & Dan Gardner.

Fred Gardner
See us for wholesale minnows and
fishing equipment.
Announcing the appointment of
BELL & PRESCOTT FINA SERVICE
as your exclusive Fina dealer of the Murray Area
Two locations to serve you better
121 South, 618 S. 4th St.
121 North on Bypass
JC)i'
Candy at..Cold Drinks
Cigarettes
Stereo Tapes
Co•ht,ivirg
a new & Different
, Convenience
Your Business is Appreciated

Shopping
Days Left!

DRESSES and
SPORTSWEAR
1/3 Off

.•

idollege Shop

•

Across From MSU Library
*Coors *Sweaters*Slocks
*Shoes *Sport Coots

••

*Gift Items *Accesrai‘-•

Use Our Lay-Away Plan Fret C ift Wrappins.N_ Free

TODAY

•

Change of Ownership

Christmas

:141111
jr,
All Fall and Winter

for Mobile Home, car, Truck,
• tractor, or other personal
•
121 Bypass
;•••••••••••••••••••t property.

; Pet World

)4.

It
VI
5
X
4
1
.81, 3
2

Town & Country Dress Shop
1304 Chestnut
Dixieland Shopping Center
Store Hours: 8:30-6:00 Daily

.••.'•

•

•

Free Gift

ONE

STOP
•

Alladdin Steel

Wrapping

A
FOR INF ENTIRE FANNY

TWIN LAKES
OFFICE PRODU
S
Inc.
Your Headquarters for Office
Eguioment .and Supplies
See our complete line of gift item;

• Wallace's
Book Store
Living Bibles
Reg 59,95 $795
15th Street

:164,,NatrDPW:• 753-7334

VACUUM
BOTTLES
Pint Size 4301/A943B
$

1 288

uart Size 4302/A94413

444
MURRAY Tamil/
"HOME AND
$1

Norttiside Shopping Center

fof home and office.
iF

753-2571
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Auditors Conclude Nixon ShojId
Have Paid For Some Of Hoñe Work

Deaths and Funerals I
Rites Thursday For
H. J. Fenton III
At Local Church

Franklin Cloys
Dies; Funeral Is
Being Held Today

The funeral for Harry Joseph
Fenton III will be held Thursday at ten am. at St. Leo
Catholic Church with Rev.
Martin Mattingly officiating.
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery with the
arrangements by the J. IL
Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call. Prayers will
be said at the funeral home at
seven p.m. tonight (Wednesday).
The Murray youth, age 18,
was pronounced dead on arrival
at the University Tennessee
Hospital, Knoxville. at 1:40 a.m.
Tuesday after suffering injuries
in a motorcycle-truck accident
on Interstate 40, Knoxville.
Mr. Fenton was a member of
St. Leo Catholic Church and
attended St. Mary's High School
and Murray High School. He
was born in 1955 to Ed Fenton
and Martha C,ail Fenton, who
survive.
He is survived by his
parents, Mr. and Mr. Ed
Fenton, 315 South 13th Street,
Murray; three sisters, Miss
Becky Fenton and Miss Kathy
Fenton, both at home, and Mrs.
Matt Frances 1 Haug of Des
loge, Mo.; two brothers, Ed
Fenton, Jr., and Jimmy Fenton,
both at home, grandparents,
Harry Fenton, Sr., of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Call of
Charlotte, N. C.

Franklin ( Bill) Cloys, age 60
formerly of Farmington, died
Monday at 12:30 a.m. in Detroit,
Mich. He was an employee of
Chevrolet Motors.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Charlyne Cloys; three sons,
Billy, Frank, and Tracy Cloys,
all of Detroit, Mich.; one
daughter, Miss Melina Cloys of
Detroit, Mich.; one brother,
Haley Cloys of Graves County;
two grandchildren.
Funeral services are being
held at two p.m. today at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with Bro.
James Shockley officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Rodney Newsome, Porter
Mangrum, John Galloway,
Charles Huie, Steve Coltharp,
and Jrrry Coltharp. Burial will
be in the Farmington Cemetery

Services Are Today
At Local Chapel
For Bruce Ferguson

Funeral services for Bruce
Ferguson of New Concord are
being held today at 1:30 p.m. at
the chapel of the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. L.L.
Jones and Rev. Gerald Owen
officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Bobby Meador, Kelly Smith,
Willie Smith, James Wilson,
Frank Montgomery, and
Charlie Stubblefield. Burial will
be in the New Concord
Cemetery.
Mr. Ferguson, age 84, died
Elmus Parrish of Murray Tuesday at five a.m, at the
Route Three died Tuesday, at Murray-Calloway County
11.15 a.m. at the Benton Hospital. His wife, Carrye, died
Municipal Hospital He was 72 in 1953, and he was the son of the
years of age.
late Dick and Eliza Miller
The deceased was employed Ferguson. He was a member of
in Detroit Mich., for several Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
years and moved back to A.M., and was a guard at the
Calloway County nine years state penitentiary from 1933 to
ago. A member of the Palestine 1955. He is survived by one
United Methodist Church and sister, Mrs. Vida Shackelford of
Murray Lodge No 105 Free and of New Concord_
Accepted Masons, he was born
November 7, 1901, in Calloway
County. He was the son of the
late William Parrish and
Josephine Jones Parrish.
Mr. Parrish is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Margaret R. Parrish
The Puryear Baptist Church
of Murray Route Three; three will present its annual
sons, Dale Parrish of Warren, Christmas Cantata,"The Story
Mich., Norman Parrish of of Christmas," by John W.
Dearborn Heights, Mich., and Peterson,on Sunday. December
George Parrish of Chicago, Ill., 23, at 7:00 p.m. at the Puryear
two stepdaughters, Mrs. Shirley Baptist Church, Puryear, Tenn.
Dye of Garden City, Mich.. and
The Cantata will be under the
Mrs. Gene ( Peggy) Westerfield direction of Mrs. J.T. Dale with
of Lavonia, Mich.; one brother, Mrs. Michael Gallimore conWillie G. Parrish of Murray ducting. Soloists will be Mrs.
Route Three; eight grand- John White, Miss Donna Atchildren.
chison, Mickey Orr, and Mrs.
The funeral will be held Michael Gallimore.
Thursday at two p.m. at the
The narrator will be Ewell
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman Orr, and the accompanists will
Funeral Home with Rev. John be Mrs. Gary Gamlin and Mrs.
Churchwell officiating. Burial Onedia White.
will be,. in the Palestine
The public is invited to attend,
Cemetery. Friends may call at a church spokesman said.
the funeral home.

Elmus Parrish Dies
Tuesday Morning;
Rites Are Thursday

Puryear Church To
Present Cantata

(Continued from Page 1)
the show is sponsored each year
by local chapters of two
professional music fraternitiesSigma Alpha Iota and Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonia-with proceeds
going into a music scholarship
fund. Richard W. Farrell,
chairman of the music
department at Murray State, is
the faculty adviser.
The show will include a
singing chorus, a stage band, a
dancing chorus, and the Murray
Men quartet, along with individual cast members.
Held for the first time in 1938,
"Campus Lights" has become
widely known across the
country and has won acclaim as
one of the best shows of its type
on the nation's campuses.
Curtain time in Lovett
Auditorium for each performance Feb. 21-22-23, will be
8:15 p.m.

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service December 19, 1973
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 8
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 661 Est. 850
Barrows — Gilts $1.00 higher
Sows steady to 50 cents higher.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 42.00-42.50
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., .40.25-41.25
US 3-4- 260-280 lbs., 39.25-40.25
Sows
1.1.,S 1-2 x'iOroff-Ifit.., 511(9F.4:3
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 30.50-31.50
few 32.00
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 29.50-30.50
Boars 24.50-26.50

GIRL SCOUTS of Murray and Calloway County pree4 James C. Williams, center, publisher of
the Ledger & Times from January 1944 to September 1473, with a gift of appreciation for the support
the newspaper gave to Scouting during his tenure. With Williams are two Girl Scouts, Kim Whitten
and LuAnn Loberger, who made the presentation to him at his home on Doran Road on behalf of the
Scouts. The gift was purchased through a special fund raising project by some of the Scouts.

Agnew Asks Not
To Be Disbarred
ANNAPOLLS, Md. (AP) —
Former Vice President Spiro T.
Agnew has asked three judges
to only suspend him from practicing law.
Agnew, who faces possible
disbarment by the State of
Maryland, appealed to the panel of circuit court judges Tuesday to reject the request for his
disbarment from the Maryland
Bar Association. He asked for
some suitable suspension" for
his no-contest plea in federal
court in October to one charge
of income tax evasion.
'"That's a reasonable solution
to the problem. It's a reasonable protection for the courts
and the bar," Agnew said.
Agnew told the judges that
their job was to consider how
he had practiced law in the
past and how he would practice
law in the future, not further
punishment on the tax evasion
charge.
"Should I be permitted to resume my practice, I would conduct myself in a way that
would not bring discredit on the
bar, the legal profession or the
courts," he said.
Alfred L. Scanlan, a lawyer

Eli Alexander, Murray High
School principal, announced
today reserved chair seats
tickets for the Thursday night
session of the Mayfield Invitational basketball tournament will be on sale until
noon Thursday at Scott
Downtown and Wallis Drug.
Reserved chair seat prices
are two dollrars.
At the gate, adult general admission will be $1.50 while
students with identification will
be admitted to general adMinim SOMA,* orie_db1iar The 7 p.m. Thursday game
will find Lowes meeting
Syrnsonia while Murray High
plays Bowling Green at 8:45.

DRESDEN, Tenn.,—The trial
of a Dresden man charged with
murder in the death of his
former wife was postponed until
March 28 Monday by Weakley
County Court Judge Phil
Harris, Defense attorneys had
argued that they needed more
time to prepare and that a trial
scheduled so close to Christmas
might influence a jury.
The trial was scheduled to
Judge Shirley B. Jones of
Baltimore, head of the three- begin Thursday.
judge panel, said a recommenA motion filed Monday by
dation would be made as quick- Paris defense attorney William
ly as possible to the Maryland R. Neese said more time was
psychiatric
Court of Appeals, which will de- needed
for
cide what disciplinary action to evaluation of the defendant,
take against Agnew.
Herman Harrison Jr. of
There was agreement among Dresden.
the lawyers and Agnew that the
A motion for continuance
no-contest plea amounted to
stated further that time
conviction of a crime of moral
required to -fully try the issued
turpitude, which is a cause for
may
the
jury
cause
disciplinary action against lawdeliverations to continue on and
yers.
into Christmas Eve and that
But in a 12-minute appeal,
such might interfere with
Agnew said:
reasoned deliberation."
"I had very good reasons for
Harrison, 43, is charged with
pleading the way I did. Some
killing his ex-wife by shooting
reasons must remain, for the
her at her trailer home near
foreseeable future, locked withDresden.
111 me."

for the Maryland Bar Associ1
2-hour
ation, asked during the 2/
hearing Tuesday that Agnew be
iisbarred.
He said both the grievance
c‘^nmittee and the board of
go ernors of the state bar associat 11-1 had recommended disbarment and he said that penalty was justified by Agnew's
plea.

No Indication Given Of What
Will Be Done With Terrorists

KUWAIT (API — Kuwait officials gave no indication today
what they would do with five
Palestinian terrorists who
killed 32 persons in a two-day
spree at airports in Rome and
Athens.
The five guerrillas flashed V.
for-victory signs and said they
were proud of what they had
done as they were taken in
handcuffs Tuesday night to a
military air base for questionBusiness & Professional
ing. They had freed 12 hostages
unharmed and then surrenClub Plans Dinner Meet dered after flying here in a hijacked West German jet.
Officials of Lufthansa, the
The Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club will West German airline, said the
have a potluck dinner meeting Kuwaitis promised the terrorat the University Branch of the ists safe passage to an undisBank of Murray on Thursday, closed destination, but Kuwaiti
officials said the surrender was
December 20, at 6:30 p.m.
Mrs. Alberta Korb will be unconditional.
The German pilot of the hiprogram chairman for the
Christmas meeting. Members jacked plane went to a hotel
are to bring a dollar gift, also room and told the switchboard
one dollar, and money for the not to put any calls through to
sale of the fire extinguishers. him. Five Italian policemen
Hostesses for the Christmas who were among the hostages
dinner will be Marjorie Dunn, went to the night club at the
Willina Hall, and Myrtle Cayce. Kuwait Hilton.

Tickets For
Cage Tourney
Are On Sale

Murder Trial
Is Postponed

4 44

The guerrillas k.Wed 30 persons by firebombing.,,,,s‘Pan
American jet Mondir at
Rome's Fitunicino airport and
shot an Italian policeman to
death. They killed another Italian among their hostages in
Athens and threw his body out
of the plane.
But reports from the plane
that four other hostages had
been murdered were false, concocted by the guerrillas in a futile attempt to get the Greek
government to release two
Black September terrorists
awaiting trial for murder.
At least 14 of the victims of
the Rome firebombing were
Americans, and a 16-year-old
American girl who survived,
Robbie Haggard, was in critical
condition with burns over much
of her body.
The guerrillas tol1 newsmen
they considered themselves
guests in Kuwait and believed
they would be well treated.
"We are Palestinian Arabs.
proud of what we did," one
said. "We are not criminals.
The criminals are those who

bomb Palestinian
refugee
camps in Lebanon."
West German Ambassador
Hans-Helmut Freundt said the
hostages would be flown out of
Kuwait today. They included
the five Italians, an Ethiopian
ground employe at the Rome
airport, West German, French
and Austrian stewardesses, and
'the three crewmen of the Lufthansa Boeing 737.
The three stewardesses sat in
the Hilton lobby, surrounded by
roses, and told of their ordeal
with tears and smiles alternating.
"We were scared to death in
the beginning, but they did not
mistreat us," said Claude Poinsard, 22, the French girl. "They
kept saying, 'We are not criminals and we don't want to kill
you.' But they never spoke
about Palestine."
The tall, blonde Austrian, 20year-old Helen Hanell, said the
Italian killed in Athens was a
journalist who "made a move
which made the hijackers think
he was trying to escape, and
they shot him."

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Nixon should have paid
personally for some of the $1.4
million in work done at federal
expense at his homes, government auditors have concluded.
In a 99-page report to Congress issued late Tuesday, the
General Accounting Office
stopped short of recommending
that Nixon repay the federal
funds spent on the projects it
cited.
But the watchdog agency said
Congress should tighten controls over such federal spending and consider limiting the
number of private residences at
which presidents can receive
permanent security facilities.
The report was sharply critical of the "casual attitude" it
said was displayed by federal
officials and agencies in authorizing work at Nixon's San Clemente, Calif., and Key Biscayne, Fla., homes.
According to the auditors,
Nixon himself was at times
personally involved in approving some of the projects. They
said others were ordered or approved by White House aides,
his personal lawyer or architect, or his close friend C. G.
"Bebe" Rebozo.
The White House did not
make an immediate, detailed
response to the GAO report, referring instead to previous assertions that the work on Nixon's property was required for
security or administrative reasons.
Nixon himself referred on
Dec. 8 to the federal spending
in an extensive report an his
personal finances. He described
as "grossly inaccurate" what
he termed the widespread belief "that the government improvements ( at the homes)
have vastly enriched me personally."
He contended that only $68,000 was spent on his San Clemente home itself and $635,000
on the surrounding grounds.
The GAO report, while not
breaking down figures in that
fashion, did come up with a
spending total closely coinciding with that reported several
months ago by the General
Services Administration.
The comprehensive audit reported that $886,900 spent for

such major security projects as
walls and fences, lighting and
alarm systems,command posts
and bullet-proof glass at the
two residences "do not provide
significant benefits to the President apart from protection."
But it ticked off other, smaller projects and suggested Nixon should have paid for them
personally because they offered
"nonprotective benefits" to
hun.
For example, the report said,
"it appears that the government did some landscape
maintenance at both residences
which should have been done at
the President's expense"

For

HEADS L
pathologist,
stitute recent
UK Vice Pre)

Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon today, furnished
to the Ledger & Times by I. M
Simon Co. are as follows:
Airco
16% -%
Am. Motors
8% UNC
Ashland Oil
234*s +%
A.T. & T.
50% +/
1
2
Boise Cascade
14% +ill
Ford
41% +IA
Gen. Motors
411%
Gen. Tire
13% +/
1
2
Goodrich
15/
1
2 -/
1
2
Gulf Oil
20% +11/4
Pennwalt
20 +1/4
Quaker Oats
29% +%
Tappan
6% UNC
Western Union
14/
1
2 +1%

Quint T. Gukr

'Never Too Old
To Learn' Says

Dr. Byrn Appointed
Coordinator

It said he now pays for the
bulk of the grounds maintenance, but that at one time the
government was paying for five
fulltime landscape maintenance
men at San Clemente and one
fulltime worker at Key Biscayne,
According to the report, the
Secret Service proclaimed the
San Clemente home's heating
system "a major fire hazard"
even before Nixon bought the
property.
But it also said that Nixon's
architect wanted to replace the
system anyway as part of a
general reconditioning of the
Spanish-style villa, adding that
it questioned "whether the government should pay the entire
($13,500) cost of the new system when the President intended to install one anyway."

Area

Dr. James M. Byrn of Murray
has been appointed to serve as
co-ordinator for this area for the
51st
Annual
Southern
Educational Congress of Optometry, February 15-19 at the
Marriott Motor Hotel in
•
.
In this capacity the local
optometrist will serve as an
advisor and as liason with the
Southern Council of Optometrists, sponsor of the event
which is expected to attract
some 3,000 registrations from
40-odd States.
The program will feature
some 114 hours of lectures, on
such topics as contact lenses,
children's vision, and ocular
pathology. The Congress will
also include some 190 exhibits.

Moyer Appointed As
Head Of Hospital
In San Francisco
James R. Moyer, son of Mr.
and Mrs. R. E. Moyer of
Murray, has been appointed as
administrator of the San
Francisco Psychiatric Hospital,
San Francisco, Calif., by
Community Psychiatric Centers, Inc.
Moyer left a position with
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in
Los Angeles, Calif., to join the
Community Psychiatric Centers, Inc., organization earlier
this year.
The San Francisco hospital is
a 126 bed facility located in the
picturesque mission district of
San Francisco. It provides
programs of treatment for both,
acute psychiatric and long term
care patients. The hospital was
recently acquired by the parent
company which operates the
largest chain of private
psychiatric hospitals in the
United States.
Moyer, his wife, Martha,
daughter of Rev A. V. Havens,
formerly of Murray, and their
son, Brian, make their home in
Concord, Calif., a suburb of San

tw-00,1=4,- -• The- newly appointril At-attack at Rome airport are lined up on grand stiOngside the Pan American World Airways plane ministrator, Moyer, is a
which they firebombed with loss of at least 32 lIves before hijacking a Lufthansa Tr Plane which was graduate of Murray High School
ultimately flown to Athens, Syria, and Kuwakt.
and the California State
(AP Wirephoto) 'Polytechr.iical College, Pomona.

Quint T. Guier

Veterinary . . .

-You're never too old to
learn," says Quint T. Guier of
Murray, who will be 91 years old
Dec. 22.
A retired farmer since 1965,
Guier has just completed a
three-hour evening course in
biblical literature at Murray
State University, and is
carefully studying the schedule
for "something to take in the
Wing."
Although he has never
graduated from college, Guier
attended Valparaiso (Ind.
College "years ago," and has
participated in the Jessee
Writing
Stuart Creative
Workshop at Murray State.
He lives with his daughter,
Miss Martha Guier, director of
placement at the university, at
1607 Magnolia Drive in Murray.

(Continued from Page l)
her of students who return to
practice in the state," he said.
In response to student interest in the veterinary field, Dr.
Bryans said the Council on
Public Higher Education has
prepared a study on the feasibility of establishing a veterinary school in Kentucky.
The study was issued to
school administrators last
week, but has not yet been
made public.
The study examines the key
questions, Dr. Bryans said:
whether the establishment of a
state school would result in better veterinarian service to rural Kentucky. and if so, whether the cost to the state can be
justified.

Th

214 No.

Bill Would Force Newspapers
To Publish Circulation Totals
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
All Kentucky newspapers would
be required to print their circulation totals under a bill prefiled Tuesday for consideration
by the 1974 legislature which
convenes Jan. 8.
Also pre-filed was a bill that
would require trial within 60
days for defendants in all Kentucky courts.
The bill involving newspapers, pre-filed by Rep. Thomas B. Givhan, D Shepherdsville,
would require each paper to
print on the front page the
number of copies printed on the
corresponding day of the previous week.

The figures would be broken
down to show how many papers
were paid copies and how
many nonpaid.
A $500 fine would be levied
for failure to comply and prison
terms and fines would be levied
for publication of figures exceeding the true totals by more
than 10 per cent.
The speedy-trial bill, pre-filed
by Rep. Robert Hughes, D
Louisville, would cover defendants in all levels of courts.
If trial were not held within
60 days, a defendant could seek
dismissal of the charge against
him. Dismissal in such a case
would be mandatory.

Crossword Puzzler

Answer to Yestnrday s

WOO ON000 OMO
MOO OOMOM @MO
NO0000 OOMOMM
MOO C0000
MEMO MOB DOOM
MOO NOM DOOM
00 NO0 ONO CO
=MIR MOO MOO
0M019 BOO IMMO
MOM° OOO
00M000 =MOOD
MOO MOOD MOO
001000 OHO
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8 Foreboding
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13 Mourn greatly
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Jim Adams Stores To Merge Into One Corporation

HEADS UK TOBACCO INSTITUTE—Dr. John P. Wyatt (left0 a distinguished Canadian
pathologist, was named director of the University of Kentucky's Tobacco and Health Research Institute recently by the UK Board of Trustees. With Dr. Wyatt, who will assume his new post April 1, is
UK Vice President Alvin Morris, who has been interim director of the Institute.

Court Of Honor
Held By Troop

THE

'FIRST
NOEL
The radiant Star of Bethlehem
shines brightly as ever, symbol of
the true meaning of Christmas
Our greetings and thanks to all of you.

Boy Scout Troop 45 held a
Court of Honor at the First
United Methodist Church with
Scoutmaster James Bogard
presenting the awards.
New Scouts presented were
Scotty Orr, Mike Gunson, Keith
James Baer,Stanley Meadows,
Dave Hopkins, Creg Morton,
Keith Boyle, and Doug Johnson.
Scoutmaster Bogard
presented Bill Harris with his
assistant scoutmaster patch
and praised him for the outstanding job he is doing with
the troop.
Advancement committeeman
Talmadge E. Fannin was introduced and he presented Kent
Eversmeyer and Jeff Reed with
their Second Class rank, and
Bob Hopkins, with Star rank.
Assistant Scoutmaster Harris
presented merit badges to the
following: Chris Parker—
conservation
nature
of
resource, home repairs, personal fitness, nature, soil and
water; Robert Hopkins, home
repairs and skiing; Jeff Reed,
home repairs; Craig Wildey,
firemanship and printing; Joey
Rose, pet care and music.
Several Scouts who earned
awards were absent.
Scoutmaster Bogard expressed appreciation to Ransom Stout and Grant Kodman,
Universty
Murray
State
recreation majors who had
helped with the troop during the
summer and fall.
meeting
Following the
refreshments were served to
the Scouts, parents, and guests.
The troop meets each
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
First United Methodist Church:
The troop plans to attend the
Scout Camporee in the early
part of January at the Boy Scout
Reservation.

The two Jim Adams IGA
stores located in Murray will be
merged with three others in
three cities in Tetmeasee into
with
corporation
one
headquarters in Paris, Tenn.,
employees of the stores were
told Sunday night at a dinner for
the Jim Adams enterprises.
The dinner, which was at400
tended by appr
held
employees and guu:sirtS!
i
at the Student Union Ballroom
at Murray State University.
Jerry Bowden, partner with
Jim Adams in these stores
master
as
acted
the
of ceremonies. The invocation
was given by Jim Tipton.
Jim Adams was introduced
by Bowden, and he thanked Joe
Dyer and his staff for the
delicious buffett dinner served
by them.
the
Adams
announced
merging of the five stores into
one corporation, which would be
in force by January 1, 1974.
Adams said that this merger
would bring about more and
better benefits to all employees
such as stock in the corporation
and bonuses and that it would
also bring better service to all of
IGA customers. Adams thanked
all of his employees for making
this possible.
He announced that there will
be a training school for all
personnel now employed with
the IGA stores and also that
each new employee would,
when first employed, be sent to
the training school. It will also
create new jobs in the various
locations, he said.
Adams also said that IGA
would be leaders in their
the
during
communities
national energy crisis. Their
stores that are now open 24
hours a day will open at 5:00
a.m. and close at 12:00 p.m. in
order to save energy in this way
and in other ways.
Etowden then introduced John
Brisendine of Owensboro,
president of J. Zinmiester one of
the main suppliers of IGA. He
paid tribute to a fine
organization
and
wished
everyone a joyful holiday. Toni
Brisendine, executive vicepresident of Zinmiester was
then introduced and gave a
short talk, expressing his appreciation for the enthusiasm of
the stores and stressed enthusiasm in all of their employees.
Other special guests inBryant
were,
troduced
Williams, representing the
Paris Post-Intelligencer,
Charles
Frazier
also
representing
the
PostIntelligencer and Dorothy
Phillips, representing the
Murray Ledger & Times.
Dr. Tom Haaggi the main
guest speaker was then introduced. He expressed his
delight in the merger and
predicted a great future for the
IGA Corporation. His main
topic was on the United States of
America, and how that we
should all be so glad to be a part

of this great country. He said
that to him everyone should at
some time during the day just
simply say "God Bless
America." Haaggi has spoken
in twenty different countries
and speaks to about 300 groups a
year.
Door prizes were given to
guests. Some of those receiving
the prizes distributed by the
assistant managers were:
Jackie Harts, Julie Smith,
Michell Morris, Debbie Barron,
Newton Milarn, Carol Cage!,
Janice Smith, Lynda Cooper,
Pam Tipton, Mrs. A.M. Finley,
Paul Holden, Mrs. Wayne
Stone, Allen Cunningham, Louis
Adams, Mrs. Ada Fornter, and
Dot Phillips.
Those attending from the
Mineral Wells store in Paris,
were manager, Roy Lackey,
Mrs. Lackey, Mr. and Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Myers, Ronald
DeBariett; Gary Pinson,
Tommy Gray, Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Holden, Mr. & Mrs. Martin
Snow, Mr. & Mrs. O.L.
Dickinson, Mona Jackson,
Vivian Jackson, Irma Milliken
James Burton, Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Stubblefield, Mr. and
Mrs. Curtis Dail, Randy Norwood, Linda Weiher, Mr. and
Mrs. Don Speight, Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Odom, Cindy Adams,
Bobby Ward, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Crouch, Tony Patterson, Sheri
Holmes, Anthony Sanders,
Pixie Kinney, Mr. and Mr.
Ronnie Stonking, Mr. and Mrs.
Gary Grooms, Danny Robbins,
Cindy
Norwood,
Donald
Freeman, Bonnie Wright, Steve
Miles, Mr. and Mrs.., Randall
Wagner, Randy McNutt,
Michelle Morris, Julia Smith,
Steve Edwards, Mr. and Mrs.
Gilbert
Hastings,
Dale
Hastings, Anita Merrell, Patty
French, Richard Wagner,
Randy and Sheryl Wagner,
Johnie and Rozelle Watts, Ina
and Wilburn Wynn, Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Fly, Charles Love,
Mr. and Mrs. William Bishop,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vanderwriff,
Carlton
Moore, Kenitha
Brouring, Thomas Young,
Rhonda Crouch, Joe French,
Beverly Vowel, Jan Stephens,
Larry Crowder, Gilbert Blan,
Grace Reynolds, Ruth Merrell,
Mildred Frency, Rebecca
Chilcutt, Carol Perry, Mary Jo
Vinson, Barbara Bazzell, and
Bill Lindley.
Jim Adams Foodliner, Inc.,
West Wood Paris., manager,
Herman Carter, Mrs. Carter,
Ann Guinn, Richard Wade,
James Teague. Mr. and Mrs.
Terry Hardin, Mike Shankle,
Shelba Hastings Judy Webb,
Ronnie Green, Mr. and Mrs.
Vadin Herman, Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Adams Fooriliner, Inc.
West Wood Paris, manager,
Herman Carter, Mrs. Carter,
Ann Guinn, Richard Wade,
James Teague, Mr. and Mrs.
Terry Hardin, Mike Shankle,
Shelba Hastings, Judy Webb,
Ronnie Green, Mr. and Mrs.
Vadin Herman, Mr. and Mrs.
Herman, Johnny
Ronnie

OWNERS AND GUESTS—Dr. Tom Haaggi, center, was guest speaker at the Jim Adams banquet
for employees held here Sunday. With him, are, from left, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Adams, Dr. Haaggi,
Mrs. Jerry Bowden,and Jerry Bowden,an executive and partner in the Jim Adams enterprises.
Presson, Mr. and Mrs. Berry
Morris, Elroy Bridges, Sharon
Bridges, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Stewart, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Orte, Jerry Harper, John Crass,
Ricky Rhodes, Cindy Lewis,
Gary Odom and Paula McClain.
Jim
Adams Cafeteria,
Mineral Wells, Ave. Paris,
manager; Mrs. Louis Adams,
Mr. Adams, Phyllis Sykes,
Jackie
Hartsfield,
Faye
Etheridge, Loretta
Tharpe,
Clara Johnson and Mary Sue
Williams. Nan Robbins Dress
Shop at Paris, was represented
by Co-owner Mrs. Wales Robbins, Mr. Robbins, Bob and
Kathleen Caldwell, Mrs. Adele
Webb, John and Louis Perry
and Harlon and Lola Holden.
The A.C. Variety Store in Paris;
Co-Owner Mr. Tommy Clayton,
Mrs. Clayton, Mr. and Mrs.
Glen Hubbard, Minnie Rogers
and Mr. and Mrs. Joel Phelps.
store
Camden
Tenn.,
manager; Dwight Younger and
Younger,
Lynda
Mrs.
Buchanan, Teresa Farrar,
Debbie and Dwight Baldwin,
Danny Markham, Kelly Dunn,
Peggy England, Mr. and Mrs.
Barry Bain, Mr. and Mrs.
Darrell Beasley, Gary Jones,
Johnny
Jackson,
Billie
Townsend, Debbie Jones,
Jimmy and June Townsend,

Mr. and Mrs. David Baker and
Mr. and Mrs. James Wright.
Tenth and Chestnut St. Store
in Murray attending were:
Manager, Mr. Jimmie Edwards, Debbie Tabers, Donald
Cherry, Mr. and Mrs. Jessie
Garland, Steve Harper, Kathey
Higginbotham, Mr. and Mrs.
A.M. Finley, Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Cathey, Mr. and Mrs. Newton
Milarn, Bruce Milam, Carol
Cagle, Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
Cothran, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Roper, Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Bogard, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Morton, Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Cooper, Randy Chapman, Mr.
and Mrs. Wiley Mayfield, Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Cooper, Mr. and
Mrs. Orlan Hurt, Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Bell, David Livers,
James Yates, Phyllis Coleman,
Dennie Burkeen, Eutonia
Darnall, Randy Wright, Ronnie
Baker, Linda, Mr. and Mrs. Wes
Spillman, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Melloy, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Tipton, Mr. and Mrs. Gary Covey,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Lamb,
John James, Randy Williams,
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Tucker,
Steve Hobbs, Janet Mercer,
John McKee, Jeannie Hendon,
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Smith,
Donnie Peal, Rexie Stalls, Mr.
and Mrs. Steve Peal, Jerome

Vowels, Jesse Steinbeck, Ted
Braddock, Mr. and Mrs. John
Hutchens, and Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Cooper.
Twelth & Story Avenue, store
Murray: manager, Harris
Howard and Mrs. Howard,
David Smotherman, Pat
Futrell, Anna Thomas, Mr. and
Mrs. Solem Morgan, Mr. and
Mrs. Glen Gibbs, Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Stone, Mr. and Mrs.
Allen Cunningham, Mr and
Mrs. Jim Hart, Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Bogard, Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry
Sheppard,
Lindle
Howard, Ilene Wells, Norma
Wells, Larry Phillips, Susan
Williams, Tripp Jones, Cindy
Arbough, Mike Hendon, Randy
Jackson, and William Stallion.
Other special guests attending were: Mr. and Mrs.
Dave Wilcox, Dr. and Mrs. W.G.
Rhea, well known Paris
surgeon, Mr. Charles Wilson,
president of the Commercial
Bank & Trust Co. of Paris, Mr.
and Mrs. Dick George of the
George Egg Co. of Murray,
Mrs. Tip Bowden, and Mr. and
Mrs. Ricky Nash.
Other guest from the J.
Zinmiester Co. were Mr. and
Mrs. Barry Franklin, Mr. and
Mrs. Mike Medkiff, Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Tate, Harold Wells
and Carroll Crenshaw.

AmmiNft
I.

ihe ever-lasting meaning of the
Christmas season lives in a
single word — peace As we all
celebrate with merriment of the
season, let us pause also to
recall its timeless message of
peace and good will toward men
And let' 4 thank You for your
kind pairOtiqqe all year )ong..

WA. RD-ELKINS

Please accept these
best wishes for
a Merry Christmas.
We attach our thanks/

ay your holiday be filled with
wonder and all your wishes come
true. Many thanks for your loyal,
continued support.

Seasoils Greelings
and
Best illfisties
MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
401 Olive

Phone 753-5312
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Voting Irregularities Reported
The Times said discovered names appeared on registration
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP —
The Louisville Times says 166 the illegal registrations while records, and all admitted they
persons with criminal con- probing possible irregularities were registered. Some said
they were unaware it was illevictions were illegal registered in voter re-registration.
State law and the Kentucky gal for them to do so.
to vote in Jefferson County this
The Times check did not rule
year and ballots were cast in Constitution forbid registration
and voting by those convicted out the possibility that someone
the names of 50 of them.
In a copyrighted story Mon- of felonies unless their civil might have registered for some
of the convicted felons without
day, The Times said the Jeffer- rights have been restored.
Those who re-registered ei- their knowledge.
son County grand jury is inther were on parole from state
Of the 166 who were regisvestigating the matter.
The newspaper said its own or federal prisons or on proba- tered, 122 are Democrats, 31
check of voter registration tion following their convictions. are Republicans and 13 are inJefferson County officials dependents.
records turned up the names of
Of those who voted, 35 are
166 persons with criminal con- said they knew nothing of the
victions who were registered in registrations until contacted by Democrats, 11 are Republicans,
the re-registration program re- The Times. They blamed their- and 4 are Independents, the
regularities on shortcomings of Times said.
quired under new state law.
Signatures on city and county the state's new voter registraDRINKING DRIVERS
precinct records showed that tion law which took effect in
[kinking is indicated to be a
ballots were cast Nov. 6 in the December, 1972.
JUST LIKE MOMMY—One thing little girls cannot resist is to dress up like Mommy. Here Teresa
factor in at least half of the
A Times newsman questioned
names of 50 of those registered
Storey, struggles to put high heel 'hoe on at Murray State's University Kindergarten. Then Teresa
fatal motor vehicle accidents.
15 of the convicted felons whose —
Illegally, the newspaper said.
and Cindy Dunn,5, check each other's dress out.
CNS
(Photos by Wilson Woolley

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The lights of Christmas decod
rations aren't blinking so often
or so brightly this year as
Americans conserve energy.
An Associated Press survey a
week before Christmas showed
that cities, businesses and private citizens in all areas of the
country have curtailed or elirni-

nated electricity-burning holiday displays.
The Chicago Merchandise
Mart, which has 4.2 million
square feet and bills itself as
the largest wholesale buying
center in the world, eliminated
its
traditional
illuminated
Christmas display for the first
time since World War II.

In past years, the block-long 'diipty lights are turned on befacade along the Chicago River tween 6:30 and 9 p.m., Monday
featured a variety of displays, through Saturday. Previously,
including a 1972 "Peace on they were left burning all night,
Earth" sign that was kept seven nights a week.
lighted for two months to serve
Mayor Joseph J. Zahorec of
as an announcement of the end Lorain, Ohio, directed that decof fighting in Vietnam.
orative lights at six of seven
In Norwalk, Conn., the Cham- city parks be eliminated. The
ber of Commerce downtown lights at the seventh were left
on because that's where Santa
makes a traditional holiday appearance.
William E. Simon, head of
the federal energy office, has
okayed the use of lights on indoor decorations, saying that
eliminating Christmas tree
lights would be beyond the call
May the true meaning of Christmas bring
of duty. But he urged Ameriyou gifts of the spirit ... peace, love, hope,joy
cans to eliminate outdoor
trimmings that use energy.
... and bless your life with treasures
Several groups that sponsor
Christmas lighting contests
that grow richer with time.
dropped the programs or
We appreciate your confidence and trust.
changed the rules. The HotnessI.aBar Insurance Co. of Billings, Mont., for example, said
that judges for the firm's annual decorating contest would
not consider displays using
electrical energy.
Gov. Jim Holshouser of North
Carolina presided at a treelighting ceremony without
lights. "The spirit of Christmas
will have to light the tree this
year," Holshouser said as his
daughter placed a dove-shaped
ornament on the branches of
the tree outside his office.
At least one Christmas cutback wasn't intentional. City officials in Tempe, Ariz., noticed
that the Christmas star atop a
small mountain wasn't shining.
When they went to investigate,
they found the electrical wires
had been cut. A note attached
to the wires read: "There is an
energy crisis."
The city officials were undeterred. The wiring was fixed
and the star is shining again.

Merry Christmas

wish you

aseS9

TO each and every onis of our
good friends and patrons, we extend
with sincere appreciation, warm
wishes for a moat memorable holiday

Campus Casual

Western Auto & The Wishing Well
Phone 753-3864
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A computerized technique
for measuring the breathing
process and lung activity of
an anesthetized patient has
been developed at University
Hospitals of Cleveland (Ohio).
The "predictive diagnostic"
technique uses a computer to
correlate and record instantly
data obtained by taking samples of the patient's exhaled
air and from intravenous
catheters. — CNS

808 Coldwater Road - Near 5 Points - Murray. Ky. Phone 753-3164
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-5:30: Saturday 7.30-5:00
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Computer system aids
anesthetized patients

EWING TIRE SERVICE
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From our family to
yours.. wishes for
a joyous holiday. Hope
it's filled with
friendly good cheer.
We appreciate
patronage shown us.

405 Maple

In
Sc

May the radiant light
that shone over Bethlehem
continue to enlighten
the minds and hearts of
men everywhere. May
the blessed memory of that
First Christmas bring
joy and love to everyone.
We add our expressions
of thanks to all we have
been privileged to serve.

BABY BOOM
World Bank figures show
that population growth rate is
now about 1 per cent a year in
the industrial nations but
ranges as high as 3 to 4 per
cent in the developing countries. — CNS

Like the Wise Men, let us
honor the Christ Child. And present Him gifts
of love and devotion. To our.
•
good friends, gratitude.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
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Investigators Suspect Housing Fraud
Schemes In Federal Housing Programs
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congressional investigators suspect
government prosecutors have
only skimmed the surface in
uncovering massive schemes to
cheat the poor in federal housing programs. And this despite
about 300 recent indictments in
20 cities across the country.
Justice Department investigators claim steady headway in
an attack on the biggest crooks.
But the department's approach
has been just that—"go for the
big guys and make believers
out of the rest."
Now the Legal and Monetary
Affairs subcommittee of the
House Government Operations
Committee plans hearings early
next year on Justice Department progress in attacking
housing fraud.
The Justice Department attack first centered on Philadelphia, Detroit, Chicago, Newark, N.J., and Brooklyn, N.Y.,
and soon was expanded to 15
other cities.
"What we found was just a
massive series of unconnected
fraudulent schemes. Everybody
seemed to be in the same
game," said one Justice official. ''What we find in one city,
we're finding in other cities in
almost the same pattern of activity."'
In simply terms, the schemes
affect subsidy programs to help
poor people buy homes with
down payments as low as 6200
and to help private contractors
and nonprofit associations develop rental complexes.
Committee investigators say
they are most interested in
what the department has done
about alleged fraud in the management of dozens of housing
projects controlled by the Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD).
Spurred in part by the subcommittee's 1972 hearings, the
department took the unusual
step of assigning a task force of
Washington investigators to assist U.S. attorneys around the
nation in ferreting out housing
frauds.
The task force attack so far
has led to 1973 indictments
against 906 defendants, said
three department officials who
asked not to be identified for
fear that some judges might
consider it improper for them
to discuss the investigations

Complete
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SUBSCRIPTIONS
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A Gift Card will be sent

and dismiss cases for that reason.
The officials said they have
obtained 107 convictions,
Charges against some minor
figures have been dismissed
and other cases are pending.
They said government prosecutors have lost no cases
against major fraud participants.
The scandals involve programs administered by the
Federal Housing Administration and its parent agency,
HUD.
The Justice Department "focused on what would take us as
high up in the business community as possible and as high up
in the FHA as possible if anyone in FHA was on the take,"
said one department official.
"This was our project — to
go for the big guys and make
believers out of the rest," he
continued.
A number of low-level FHA
officials have been indicted and
the director of the Philadelphia
insuring office of FHA, Thomas
J. Gallagher JR., was convicted of taking bribes and sentenced last Oct. 10 to three
years in prison and a 640,000
fine.
The Justice officials indicated
that current investigations may
involve other higher-ranking
housing officials.
"We don't really know. We've
got some vibes about it but
nothing really substantive that
we can say," one investigator
reported.
But they emphasized that
HUD Secretary James T. Lynn
and the highest FHA officials
are cooperating and encouraging the Justice probes.
In the case of single-family
dwellings, the scheme commonly works this way:
A real estate speculator buys
up dilapidated houses for a pittance, makes cosmetic reapirs
to conceal the extent of the
ruin, and often persuades or

bribes an FHA appraiser to
jack up the appraised value.
The speculator then peddles
the heap to a trusting and inexperienced buyer who obtains
a mortgage guaranteed by FHA
at the inflated price. The
schemes sometimes involve
false statements about the buyer's financial status and ability
to meet even the low payments
made possible by the federal
subsidy.
The disillusioned buyer soon
finds the house crumbling
around him. He doesn't have
enough money. to pay for repairs and to continue to meet
mortgage payments. The mortgage holder forecloses and demands that the government
pick up the mortgage.
The speculator has reaped a
fat profit on the sale and the
mortgage holder has shared in
the bonanza. The buyer has

LINED UP FOR GAS—Minlbuses line up for gasoline near a station in Saigon as motor fuel supplies became scarce in South
Vietnamese capital despite government rationing. A main oil storage depot was hit by rockets, destroying the supply and causing
the shortage.
(AP Wirephoto)
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Hospital Report
DECEMBER 13, 1973
ADULTS. 114
NURSERY..6
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Dorothy Mae Sheeks,
1323 Main St., Murray, Mrs.
Cons 0. Holcomb, Route 5,
Murray, Brent Mason Allen,
Route 5, Box 2365, Murray, Mrs
Rosalie Eleanor Card, Route 6,
Paris, Tenn., Miss Peggy Jo
Edwards, 743 Nash Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Aggie Lee
Paschall, 1113 Circarama,
Murray, Mrs. Brenda Kaye
McCLsin & Baby Girl, 1401 Vine
St., Murray, Mrs. Marilyn
Weatherford, 304 Wooklawn,
Murray, Mrs. Linda Gail Allen,
303 S. 15th St., Murray, Master
Lonnie
Dale Henderson,
General Delivery, Dexter,
Johnnie Tubbs, Route 5, Benton,
Mrs. Waeda Sue Beane, Route
1, Box 242, Dexter, Mrs. Betty
Sue Gentry, Route 4, Murray,
Guy Wallace Feezor, Route 1,
Kirksey, Mrs. Bettye Bridges,
Route 1, Murray.

been cheated out of his next
egg. And the government has
been bilked for the inflated sale
price and has become the custodian of still another ramshackle dwelling
The Justice officials said that
in the case of multi-family developments, scheming contractors jack up construction
costs and developers persuade
the FHA to guarantee vastly inflated mortgates.
The developers realize they
can never meet the mortgage
payments but they stall the inevitable foreclosure as long as
possible in order to reap their
profits through tax write-offs
The losses of the subsidized
housing project allow the developers to escape heavy taxation
on more profitable enterprises.
When the developer finally
submits to foreclosure, HUD
becomes the project manager.
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Take it anywhere Dust cover top, carry-
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AM-FM
CLOCK
RADIO
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and batteries
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Snooze alarm, sleep

R. R. Ave, Murray,
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GIRLS
Ladies
k

PANTY
HOSE
BODY SUITS

,/ Petite, Average, Tall

Reg. 2/$1.00

v Sizes S-M-L

32,

Limit 3 Pr

y Perfect for Jeans
A/ Sizes 4-12
i" Permanent Press

Ladies

A/ Great Fashion Shades

Reg.

'5.99

BUST OUT
Tops
Large Ast. of Colors & Style

Asst. Colors

'3.93

2P5

4

MINI-WHEEL

AM F BOYS and GIRLS
26"

by Marx

BICYCLE

Reg. '7.97
A/ Molded Plastic
A/ For Ages

Reg. '49.94

44

3

$3988.
A/ Lightweight/Coaster Brakes
Candyapple red & Peppermint Pink

BIG JIM SPORTS CAMPER

ELECTROPHONIC
8-TRACK STEREO AM/FM RADIO

All The Accessories To Take Big Jim Camping
•18" Camper plus 15" Boat
•Side Props for Sleeping Area

TAPE DECK

BarbiesCountry Camper

,/ Air Suspension Speakers

Great for Barbie & Her Friends

Reg. '154"

•Table & 2 Chairs •Sleeping Bag
•Slide Out Door

$
Reg. '10.96

Your Choice!

$888

1 2800

A41.-444.-

BENZ-O-MATIC

TORCH KIT

CHAIR
VALET

y Pressure Regulating Valve Body
A/ Ventura Intake System

1

•Cushion Seat •Metal Trim
A mos useful accent piece.
Handsome wood grain and

Lifetime Guarantee

44

Reg. '8.99

LEMAN

SIMONIZ

leather look. Use as chair
or valet.

CHRISTMAS GIFT PACK
The Perfect Gil for the Man Who Loves His Car

Reg. '24.88

Includes vi x,iinterfor--cleaner, vinyl top cleaner
wax, chrome cleaner, and tar remover.

Lightwei tiL.compact.

COLEMAN

CATALYTIC
HEATER

CAMP Si
v Compact. economical
ependable o

Your C

Reg. 29.7'

Reg.
'!14.88
.tit

r

-PR

MICAIWYMen
,

76

88

Reg.

'15.47
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Central Shopping Center

Open Nitely 'Til 10 P.M.
1 - 6 Sun

ELECTRIC BLANKET

;IRIS

AUTOMATIC

r'OUT

r Machine Washable
r Non-Allergenic

Reg.

BATH TOWEL

Jeans

Mothproof

8

138

18.88

ASSORTMENT
ress

BUFFET SKILLET

$947

Reg. '12.87

NORELCO 40 VIP

2;

Limit 3

Complete with battery, holster
and base.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

Reg. 99'

1 1 97

Walkie Talkie

r Automatically Adjusts to Room Temp

r Solids, Prints and Stripes
Large, Soft and Thirsty

'dolors 8( Styles

APOLLO

r Choose From Several Lovely Colors

Reg. '21"

$ 1488

Perfect for Buffet Serving

Tripleheader Shaver
r Adjustable for close comfortable shaves
r Self-Sharpening blades
r New improved pop-up trimmer
Reg.

MENS

PANTS

Polyester

WESTM ARK

PERCOLATOR

r Cuffed r Sizes 29-42

Double Knit

$2884

32.77

v Solids v Perma Press

r Fully automatic
r 9-cup capacity

Reg.

v 60" Wide

'7.94
v Large Variety of Colors and
Designs to Choose From

r No-Drip spout

4

6

3 decor colors

Reg.
'1092

PLASTIC
BOWL
SETS
COLEMAN

•8-Piece

FUEL

•Colorful

specian99;

REGENT

REGENT

CAN OPENER

MIXER

•Quick, Quiet, Easy
Operation

•Complete with
Stand and Mixing
Bowl

•Fully guaranteed

•Three decor colors:
white, gold, avocado

•Comes apart for easy cleaning

•Lids Included

94

Special!

your

BANKAAIERICARO
welcome

Reg. '10.96

88

Your Choice!

"WHIRLWIND"

moiONNICRIRM*-"W„,

VACUUM CLEAN R
LEMAN LANTERN

KODAK

KODACOLOR-X

r Canister model

FILM

r Swivel top

126-12
CARTRIDGE

Lightwei It, compact, windproof, single mantle

CAMP STOVE
••• Compact, economical

Your Choice!
'1:547

'Arztroiriltrtic

r Padded
Seat

2 Burner Camp Stove

$/ Dependable operating features

Reg.

• Cleaning tools

$..

BAR
UTILITY
STOOL

r Fully guaranteed
r Sturdy
Chrome
Legs

Reg. '27.88
Limit 2

76

Reg.,

Reg.

99'

6.99
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Report Shows Energy Crisis
Will Have Big Impact On Poor
Weinberger, speaking about
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The energy crisis will have the report Monday, said the
an enormous impact on the poor more than most will feel
poor, according to Cabinet Sec- the effects of reduced purchasretary Casper W. Weinberger. ing power brought on by unemA 10-page report by Weinber- ployment and inflation and the
ger's Health, Education and lack of health services resulting
Welfare Department says the from transportation and budgpoor will suffer most from the etary restrictions.
In an interview in his chilly,
growing shortages resulting
drafty office which he mainfrom a lack of fuel.

May this holiday be rich in
brotherhood. We're grateful to you.
MURRAY

/1144b4 SERVICE

Guaranteed Mufflers at Economy Prices!
7th & Maple St
Phone 753-9999

B

est wishes for old fashioned

Christmas joys ... andthank you for
the pleasure and privilege
of serving you, our valued friends.

Sanders & Purdom
Motor Sales
1406 Main

Phone 753-5315

tains at 60 degrees, Weinberger
said he anticipates increased
demands for welfare, higher
welfare payments and more social services as unemployment
and inflation take hold next
year.
He said he will encourage
states to watch carefully for a
possible need to raise welfare
help
dispayments
to
advantaged families cope with
such things as rising prices for
home heating oil.
Those with respiratory problems may also suffer more if a
bill amending the Clean Air Act
becomes law. The measure,
passed 85 to 0 Monday by the
Senate, postpones for one year
enforcement of the law requiring a 90 per cent reduction of
harmful Mato exhaust fumes.
Differences between that bill
and a similar House-passed
measure must be worked out in
postbefore
conference
ponement of the regulations until 1977 is enacted.
Another conference committee is trying to agree on a
stripped down emergency energy bill free of such controversial issues as Vietnam
and school busing.
One bonus from the energy
crisis, an Associated Press
study shows, is fewer traffic fatalities on the nation's highways as a result of lowered
speed limits and ga.sless Sundays.
The survey showed fewer
traffic deaths in at least 15
states since President Nixon
asked motorists on Nov. 25 to
slow down and in the three
weeks since stations began
closing on Sundays.
The National Safety Council
said Monday it has revised its
Christmas death toll prediction
downward because the fuel
shortage has caused a reduction in weekend driving.
In other energy-related developments Monday:
—Allegheny Airlines announced it will lay off 1,238 of
its nearly 8,000 employes because of the fuel shortage. Allegheny President Leslie 0.
Barnes said 36 of the firm's 590
Convair airliners will also be
idled.
—The West German government is considering a fuel-saving scheme that would ban Germans from driving three days a
month on rotation.
—In Britain, which faces its
worst economic crisis since
World War II, the government
imposed a credit squeeze to discourage buying and cut public
spending. Oil, heating fuel and
electricity shortages, in addition to price rises and strike
threats, have forced the government to put industry on a
three-day week at the start of
the new year. Shoppers already
have begun hoarding, fearing
shortages soon of food, cigarettes or liquor.
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Santa rings out
Christmas tidings, for it's the
merriest season of all I To that,
add our best wishes. Thanks,
loyal customers, one cuid all.
•

Fashion Mart
CONCENTRATING ON CHESS—A fallorite passtime for many of the fifth grade students at the
Murray Middle School is the game of chess. The Thinker, top left, Doug Henry, 10, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Don Henry. Toes Lovett, top right, 10, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.,Billy Joe Lovett, plays a game
against James Morgantl, 10, bottom, *on of Mr. and Mrs. John Morganti. Looking on are Sue Bogard
1Photos by Wilson Woolley)
(second from left( and Tammy Hutson
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Experts Predict
GON Year
For Farmers

In the glow of
this happy season,
we thank you for
the loyalty
you have shown.
Joy to all.

•
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Government experts predicted
Monday that farmers will have
a very good year in 1974.
"I think U.S. farmers can
look forward to generally
strong prices for their 1974
crops, even with increased output," Asst. Secretary of Agriculture Carroll G. Brunthaver
said at the department's annual
National Agricultural Outlook
Conference.
William E. Simon, head of
the new Federal Energy office,
said farmers are getting top
priority for fuel because "agricultural is vital to the health of
the nation."
Agriculture Secretary Earl L.
Butz, who followed Simon at
the opening session of the
three-day conference, said he
was pleased by the treatment
of farmers under the government's proposed fuel allocation
regulations.
However, Butz said be VMS
disturbed by the goal of energy
self-sufficiency proclaimed by
President Nixon and reiterated
by Simon at the conference.
Butz said the announced goal
of making the United States independent of foreign energy
sources appears to conflict with
a free-trade approach in farm
export policy.
Butz said the Agriculture Department has been assuring
many countries that they did
not have to .be self-sufficient
grküftwafl a$could depend
on American farmers for grain
and other agricultural impOet
• needs.
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The true meaning of Christmas stems
from the message,that heralded His
birth .....Peace on Earth,Good Will to
All Men-. We wish a generous share of
spiritual happiness for you.
And we take this opportunity to thank
you for your friendly good will.
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

,
cts

FOR THURSDAY,DECEMBER 20, 1973
Look in the section in which VIRGO
your birthday comes and find (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
what your outlook is, according
Pay no attention to those who
to the stars.
express jaundiced viewpoints or
those who obviously nurse
ARIES
unwarranted grudges. Coun(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
You grasp ideas easily, see teract ill-will with your innate
benefits to be gained where good humor and sense of logic.
others only note the obstacles. LIBRA
Use your instincts NOW -- and i Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Stretch a point where it will
go forward!
pay off later. A vote of conTAURUS
fidence is sometimes necessary
Apr. 21 to May 21)
to secure the cooperation you
Do not judge the actions of need.
others lightly — or with
suspicion. Study all factors SCORPIO
carefully and you will arrive at
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
more reliable conclusions.
Pull down
undesirable
barriers; recognize real obGEMINI
stacles to your progress. With
(May 22 to June 21( Ilaiti
rreverything in clear focus, you
The old saw about the pen
can plan your strategy more
being mightier than the sword
has not lost its validity. Now's effectively.
the time to use your innate gift SAGITTARIUS
for writing — and get what you (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
With your personality and
want.
persuasiveness, you can be an
CANCER
effective influence in areas
(June 22 to July 23)
where stumbling blocks have
Your inherent foresight
been raised. Your spirit of
nearly always places you in an
advantageous position. Put enterprise stimulated.
your best thoughts to work now, CAPRICORN
and you can outwit any and all (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Avoid tendencies toward
competition.
haste, emotionalism. Study
LEO
proffered plans, proposals. New
July 24 to Aug. 23i
Make no important decisions advances indicated, but don't
until mid-afternoon. Too many lose interest in current projects.
AQUARIUS
unnecessary
doubts and
anxieties could cloud per- (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You will face competition
ceptiveness during the early
now, but it won't stymie you.
hours.
Rather it will prove a
stimulating challenge. Get in
there — and win!
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
444.•
Some complications indicated
in personal and ( or) money
matters. Don't let false pride
keep you from asking advice if
you're unable to cope.

Most Items Available
At All Big K Stores'

LADIES
DOUBLE KNIT
ACRYLIC/SILK

LADIES
COTTON KNIT

nVet•

TOP

PANTS

oo

)rvJ

733

100°-€ cotton knit top
with scoop neck, elastic short sleeves, and
embroidery trim on the
front.
In while, red,
navy, pink, or blue.
In sizes 5, M, L.

et)

Flare leg pants are a
blend of 85% acrylic/15%
silk. Button or zip fly
front, tab over or mock
pockets, and cuff.
In
assorted colors. Sizes
10 to 19.

.12

difirris
cpcmgr

A Gift In GoodThite
For Grandpa
Grandpas Uncles Cousins
too Jerry s has a special
gift for you! Older folks
with time on their hands
love to spend it at Jerry's,
give Jerry s S5-01 Si gift

certificates to all those
special senior
citizens on
your list'

•

si. unk Street

YOU BORN TODAY are
highly intelligent and creative,
progressive in your ideas and
methods, and keenly analytical
and logical in your reasoning.
You have a gift for healing and
would make an outstanding
physician — in both the physical
and mental fields. You have a
deep religious streak too, and,
while many other Sagittarians
use their innate gift of words as
an avenue to success in the
writing or legal professions, you
may choose to use yours in the
pulpit or as an educator or
lecturer. Music or poetry, which
you may pursue avocationally,
will be highly inspirational and
moving.

Neon, meaning
the new
one,- was discovered in 1898 by
two British scientists, Sir William Ramsay and M. W. Tray-

SHAVER
LADIES BULKY CARDIGAN
100% acrylic long sleeved Vneck or crew neck cardigans.
Cable, robin, or fancy stitch
front. Flower embroider ied
sleeves on some styles. Two
pocket style available. In
assorted colors. Sizes S.
M, L.

SUPER-RANGE _
OUTFIT
DELUXE SUPER RANGE OUTFIT
NCLUDES
•
Model 100 eieldrns torch-Weldirg carpecOi

Model 430

16

•
Tyre 13 milthog nom*, Sum 0 2 and 4-b
with lgrece swaged elbow Pp and incandmi
Semi Miser
•
Moder CA1350 cuthop ott.nroorO - Cutt/n
0111/00/11/ TO 0.
•
SenesS.101 cutting bp Sae -Chrome-pletad
TO, generd propos me
121.120 hoobrog r1O00O Sao 5-001 men•
Peahen
•Mode, 801200C safety Nogulefor -0,0 050950
to/O
0515.9,4•Icor -For acetylene
1400111/ SR210A.
mir
•
Wee-75 11 >4' Dueling "8 VWWeeds
GROOfee MandIghter insamption booidet
Standen/ Sumer-RafMe-Does nor include Imee
prow.and ligmer

•

GENERAL
ELECTRIC 1888

Reg. 77'

IRON
Self cleaning spray, steam, and
dry iron uses most tap water,
Helps to prevent clogging and
brown spotting.

4

Uncut & Widewale Pinwale
Values to t597

2/s1

While They Last!

Corning Ware
FLORAL BOUQUET PATTERN

CORNFLOWER PATTERN
Contains: 1, 14-2 qt. Sauce Pan,
2 glass covers and 1 plastic
storage cover.

,
4

_
Alga

s

PLUSH SLIPPER
Soft, manmade uppers with comfortable, cushioned insole. These slippers come in assorted colors. Sizes to
10.

Freeze-Cool-Serve

1 99

Freeze-Cool-Serve

9 I
99

Reg.
18.84

BOYS HANDSOME

Gift Boxed

50
BOXED JEWELRY
Boys-Girls-Mens-Ladies

Braid trimmed vinyl uppers with a
handy front zipper.
In assorted colors.
Sizes 2 to 8.

EMERAUDE

SPRAY PERFUME
roTy

50

Christmas Sets
REDUCED

25%

Great Gift For That Special Person!

1-6 Sundays

Gift Boxed

INFANTS
COLLAR BOOTIE

Reg. 1.99

7534117

21.84

99
.12

Soft suede uppers, with side
snap pocket. A
super lug sole.
In black, to size
10.

All over vinyl material.
Brown imported boot has a
snout toe and cowboy heel. Sizes 81
/
2
to 3.

9-9 Mon.-Sat

Reg.

Womens

HARNESS BOOT
377

DELUXE JOURNEYMAN OUTFIT INCLUDES
•
Model 315 5/11100; tiNtA -orolebng capacity su
14.
•
TYCe N weldmg notrlas Smee 1 3 and IT Emn
enn 1-Oreire ertellell elbow 1m and Mdmodual
SOW WNW
•
Model CA 1050 cutting•I tacPosent-C utt Og
0•00000 10 a'
Co111110 AO 1.111t• -Cntornessatnn
S..«
•
R.
,gem.el Proem* um
•
Type II 1/4/Anno nO‘tle S/te - For 04019 Amin/
memo
•
Model S94000 safety regulator - For oxy/A/o,
JAI
•
Mode/ 8014100
reiguNlor For soonelono
Las
•Hose----2g 11 n'T Omens 8 Vv* - le amen,
Goggles soarldienter instruction booldel
Standard Jorarromen - Does not neflude nom
imillges and Weer

Phone 753-3841

Contains: 1, 14-2 qt. sauce pan,
2 glass covers and 1 plastic storage
cover.

TEENS & WOMENS

JOURNEYMAN
OUTFIT

Junes-lron & MetaR. R. Ave, Murray,

Corduroy Slacks

All Fashion Colors
No. 763 No. 783

Mode I
F1 10WH

Reg. 5.88

The Deems Journeymen often•comolide tacsege
or homy thAy /1010101.1p cuittrl and 1/1/111118 finnonye, fob IMMIMIO and conNvernal 00. E...wv
componenl Mon Imaorsonlin int %Ado' wad",
%monsand asneWealeaIMOtam ma nus s'aisatry
standard far to Insil
Sb.Alumgriro OWN Mil MAO.. a corneriete
'RV* Or Oar Inolsaina welding branng solder
ins betdiscring Mit rbesling and prinung
streigNermg demernang merfing and cumng A
nmsolete selection 019w.., XV nordee Pee and
Mecnnuste•I evartelces /or added nanallelY

Assorted Style Ladies

Panty Hose

with Bowls
21.88

100% poly woven
pants with extended
tab, 2 button waist,
and mock cuff flare
legs.
In several
fashionable colors,
sizes 8 to 18.

Lathes

Mixe
Stand

VICTOR

vor

88

766

The perfect gift for the
man on your Christmas
list! A flexible, ultrathin head gives a really
close and comfortable
shave.

HAMILTON
BEACH

Reg.

PANTS

22"

SWEATERS

1St

erS.

VICTOR

TINA Deium Super-Range Matures a complel•
werfion of n90.01000010 trOutortient perlionnoncemskted TO cover • lull rano. o/ own WOO 1/111
.
1 111111/1 Rsii Mee and Me fletreinty SI
.
/1 101 TO
.
0
smell lobs Super.Range is Ine Ms? buy ir •
nedlusid-ddly general 1./00010 Oorld
TAO 90AM111111.• 01 Me J01.111/11,11.0. 1/1/0O been
incorporated InIo the°MOW Surier-Rangs oothl,
C0111000Ont• are 0001truCle0 0 gool you t$.
durability snd 100 pertonnence needed for me
roughest lobs
A cen11011111/011111o000n oi SMAIIII 100 ApI1 and nOu1of
aveMbie /or erimnring Me work range even
hotter

LADIES DOUBLE KNIT
POLYESTER WOVEN

SCHICK FLEXIMATIC

isE

Equal Opportunity Employer

For her Christmas
stocking. . .2 oz. of
enchanting Emeraude.

VELVET
PICTURES
24"x48"

17.88

14"x24"

3.88

lovely velvet pictures to enhance any decor. 3 dimensional, in two sizes.

A 4•

SHOPPING*CENTERAcres of Free Parking
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

3-DIMENSIONAL

BANKAMERICARD
te4.Y.riir Arse
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Southside
Shopping
Center
1 2th fit
Story

JIM ADAMS
FOOD MKTS.
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students
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not easy
for its 64
Presidi
time wa:
and injur
stricken
which
recoverei
The fol
Dr. Can
poignant
months is

Tenderized, Smoked

Our carts are just brimming with
lots of Christmas wishes . . . joy,
peace, contentment, and a heartfelt thanks for your patronage.

Shank Portion

of the
SeasonClosed
Christmas Day

ts
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Ham 89,„
One-Quarter

Turkeys79
1016 lb

Sliced Into Chops

Center Cut

Po
rk
1°
9
I1U5

Pork
Loin

Christmas Eve

'lb.

July n
MSNS.

July 30
Assumed
City Boar
Sept. 16
Methodist

We Have A Large Selection of

-100% Pure
Brown 'N Serve

v BUTTERBALL TURKEYS
v CORNISH HENS
1,- DUCKS and
V HENS

Nat
To

By
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Maxwell House
Dick George

79t

Martha White

Flour
5-1b. Bag

Pepsi
7-Up

Large

Campbell
Del Monte

Blue Bonnet

Tomato

No. 2 can

1-lb. Qurter

Margarine35

Cut Green

Del Monte

16-0z.
8-Bottle Carton

Pears
No. 303 can

Northern

Napkins

160 Ct. Pkg.

TISSUE

Scot Towels Big.„ 33
Hunt's

Philadelphia

Large Stalk

Family Scott

46-oz. can

8-oz

39;

4 Roll Pk.

Ir
9
AGRI

Ocean Spray

For the I
When he
this mon
really rai
Jerry s g
book — h
really gt
get the t
the next
to say It
to you,

Cranberry
Sauce
No. 300 Can

29'
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Report Shows More 18-Year-Old
Men Registering For The Draft

First Christmas At Normal School Observed 50 Years Ago
By L./. Hord]:
Students and faculty of
Murray State Normal School
were planning their first
Christmas 50 years ago—in
December, 1923. And Dr. John
Wesley Carr, Murray State's
first president, was observing
his 64th birthday on Dec. 13 of
that year.
The "new Normal" had
opened its doors on September
24, 1923, in the Murray High
School building with about 130
students and five faculty
members. The road ahead was
not easy for the new school or
for its 64-year-old president.
President Carr, at Christmas
time was plagued with illness
and injuries and his wife was
stricken with paralysis from
never
fully
which
she
Murray's First
recovered.
President
The following excerpts from
Dr. John Wesley Carr
Dr. Carr's "diary" tell the
Sept. 21 - First faculty
poignant story of the first 3 or 4
meeting of the M. State Normal
months of his presidency:
School. Five members of the
1923
July n- Elected President of faculty.
Sept. 24 - Opening of the
MSNS.
MSNS. Principal address, Supt.
July 30 - Arrived at Murray
George Colvin. Enrollment first
Assumed official duties. Met day 178.
City Board of Education.
Sept. 30 - Mrs. Carr and I
Sept. 16- United With Murray arrived in Murray at noon.
Methodist Church.
Came from Frankfort to

Murray in car in two and half
days-293 miles. No good roads.
Oct. 6 - I was taken to the
Mason Hospital. Flux. Injured
foot. Later eye trouble.
Oct. 21 - Mrs. Carr stricken
with paralysis on left side at the
breakfast table. I was in the
hospital at the time but went to
visit her.
Oct. 24 - Mrs. Carr taken to
the hospital.
Oct. 28 - My son Dr. Charles of
New York City arrived. Mrs.
Carr still in the hospital. After
careful examination of his
mother and after he had spent
some days vrith her, he said that
she was receiving as good
treatment as she would have
received if she were in N. Y.
City.
Oct. 31 - I entered the
Deaconess
Hospital
in
Louisville, Ky. Abscess on the
cornea of left eye.
Nov. 6 - Returned home. Eye
better. Mrs. Carr still in
hospital. Resumed official
duties. Fields elected Governor.
Nov. 24 -Sent out 700 letters to
the teachers of West Ky.
Nov. 30 & Dec. 1 - Attended
FDEA at Paducah. Made brief
address on Saturday. Subject:
"The Murray Normal." This

Nation's Schools Taking Steps
To Combat The Energy Shortage

I,,

at

By NICK TATRO
Associated Press Writer
To the 1,000 students at Big
Bend Community College in remote Moses Lake, Wash., the
energy crisis means a four-day
class week and two extra
weeks of Christmas vacation.
In Grapevine, Ark., grade
schoolers keep one eye on the
thermometer and one on the
clock. Officials let classes out
early on any day that temperatures fail to reach 45 degrees
by 10 a.m.
The definition of "school
day" is being rewritten in
South Dakota so secondary and
elementary school pupils can
study at home when the school
house is closed for lack of fuel.
Colleges and kindergardens
alike are snapping off lights,
extending vacations and juggling class hours to cope with the
shortage of oil and natural gas
for heating and gasoline for
school buses.
Contingency plans are being
written and computers are
being enlisted to help find ways
to conserve energy.
But public high schools and
elementaries cannot trim too
many days from the schedule
because laws in most states require 180 days of classes a
year.
Colleges in New Jersey,
Washington, New York, Connecticut, Maine, VErmont, New
Hampshire,
Massachusetts,
South Carolina, Arkansas,
Texas and Florida have announced longer vacations or
shorter class weeks.
In Schenectady, N.Y., Union
College has canceled the first
two weeks of classes in
January and postponed or canceled wrestling, swimming and
freshman basketball competitions.
Smaller schools have opted
for the four-day week, such as
West Arkansas Community College at Fort Smith, Ark., Lake
City Community College in
North Florida and Mary-Hardin
Baylor in Belton, Tex.
Maryland Gov. Marvin Man-

del directed all public and private schools to remain closed
until Jan. 6, stretching vacations an extra two or three
days.
The New Jersey Board of
Education took similar action
and tacked on energy-saving
measures such as curtailing
student driving courses and
limiting extracurricular activities.
Oklahoma City asked a federal judge to lift his integration
order requiring busing of half
the district's 70,000 pupils.
School officials claimed mandatory busing consumed 55 per
cent of the gas supply allocated
for the school system.
Portland, Ore., schools and
all those in Delaware will not
reopen after Christmas until
Jan. 7.
Los Angeles area schools are
turning out every other light,

closing windows and canceling
field trips. A four-day week is a
possibility.
At Midland, S.D., the 270 residents don't worry about a fuel
shortage in the schools. The
city's artesian well produces
water preheated by nature to
158 degrees.

..The "Normal School Building," (pictured above) now known as Wratber Hall, was erected
in 1924
by the citizens of Calloway County. Funds totaling $117,900 were donated by these citizens to erect
the
building and to acquire land for the campus. Dr. Rainey T. Wells, founder and second president
of
Murray State was instrumental in securing the necessary legislative enactment, in raising
the funds,
and in the selection of Murray as the site of the new school.
The photograph was probably made in 1924. Dr. John W. Carr, first president of Murray
State,
noted in his personal diary the following dates about the building.
1924
July 25 - Held first assembly in Normal Auditorium. Address by Mr. Wells.
Aug. 29 - Moved office to the new Normal School Building. The first year, the Normal School
was
operated in the High School building.
Sept. 22- Dedication of Normal School Building. Barrett, Colvin, etc., present. Begin fall
semester.
The Normal School at this time opened on its own campus.
was My first address to this
organization after I became
president.
WRITER'S NOTE: Dr. Cart's
first Christmas in Murray may
have been rather bleak, for he
had no more entries from Dec. 1
to Dec. 31. Mrs. Carr was in the
hospital. His diary resumed an
Dec. 31, 1923:
Dec. 31 - Mrs. Carr returned
to our home from hospital. She
was some better but Still an
1924
Jan. 1 - Office work all day
The school was not in session

Dr. Carr's second Christmas
in Murray, 1924, was a bit more
cheerful. Mrs. Carr had come
Its routed through the 13 home from the hospital on Nov
classrooms, a library, a lunch 30 "better but by no means a
room and a gymnasium-audito- well woman." Then or
rium at a cost of $10 a month.
December n, he underscored
this note in his diary: -moved
into new home near the Normal
School building. Supper was the
BRITAIN'S BUBBLY
first meal in the new home.''
In 1972 the British drank
Their son Dr. Frank Cartsome eight million bottles of
visited them on Dec. 28-29. The
French champagne out of a
entry: "We became established
total of around 35 million bottles exported, but this is sober in our new home during
Xmas holiday. Rachel still ill."
fare compared with 1897,
This home,on 16th street, now
when 9.5 million bottles
owned by Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft,
crossed the English Channel.
was truly the beloved home of

"Zezidi
EtIrS4C-DALNir

Murray State's first president.
He liked to talk about the
campus as his "front lawn."
Dr. Carr was born on a wintry
day Dec. 13, 1859, in the hills of
Lawrence County, Indiana. At
the age of 7 he walked to a oneroom country school.
For 87 years he was in a
school of some kind—as a pupil,
17-year -old Hoosier schoolmaster, principal, superintendent,college student, college
president, dean, president
again, historian and president
emeritus.
In his later years at Murray
he was cared for by Prof. and
Mrs. Glenn C. Ashcraft.
Professor Ashcraft was the
nephew of the first Mrs. Carr.
When Dr. Carr was 19 he
married Rachel Ashcraft, who
had been one of his students in
the eighth grade where he
taught.
"Without her," he often said "I
couldn't have made it."
They had four children, all of
whom are deceased. The last
survivor of his family was
Harry Carr, broker and
financier of New York City, who
died May,1973.
On April 22, 1927, Dr. Carr
made this entry in his own

handwriting, underscored and
enclosed in a handdrawn box,
"Dear Rachel died at 2:40 p.m.
after a long illness of 34
years—paralysis."
Dr. Carr served as president
from 1923 to 1926 and again 193336. He stepped down from the
presidency in 1926 to make way
for Dr. Rainey T. Wells, founder
of the college, who became its
second president. Dr. Carr
entered this note in his diary:
"April 1, 1926. Meeting of the
Board of Regents. At this
meeting I resigned as president
and Mr. Wells was elected as
my successor to assume his
official duties May 1, 1926. At
the same time I was elected
Dean of the College, effective
May 1, 1926."
He later recorded the fact
that "the faculty gave a
banquet at night in honor of
President Wells and Dean
Carr." And his entry in the
diary on this occasion summarized his life philosophy:
"We pledge our loyalty."
Known as the Grand Old Man
of Murray, Dr. John Wesley
Cart died February 18, 1900 two
months after he was 100 years of
age. He had lived through 100
Christmas

Stop, Shop
and

We Reserve The Right To
limit Quantities

Peds
FLUFFY FLEECE

POLAROID FILM
SALE
Reg. '5.75
$n79
Sale a

PAW
PAMPERS
Fluffy, fleece bootie
socks, assorted
colors
Reg. 79'

9

sol3

Sylvania

FLASHBULB SALE

Type 108 Color

3.40

Sale $229

Type 107 Black & White

Reg. '4.19

Type 88 Color

Sale $

88

When he stops to collect
this month let him know he
really rates' Give him a
Jerry s gift certificate
book — hell think you re
really great,(He might even
get the paper on the porch
the next day—
to say thanks
to you'

0.'1.65 Flashcubes
3 Cubes,
12 Flashes Sale77

Selective Service is predicting that 1,907,000 will register during the current fiscal
year that ends next June 30. In
the fiscal year ending June 30,
1971, there were 1,990,000 registrants and in the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1972, registrants totaled 1,991,000
In the fiscal year that ended
last June 30, the number fell to
1,854,000.
Selective Service is not supposed to send the FBI or the
Justice Department cases that
do not seem clear violations of
draft law.
Pepitone explained that the
registration enables Selective
Service to maintain a current
inventory of the nation's military manpower to assure an effective response to a national
emergency.

CANNONBALL OPENS
MANNE HOLE
LOS ANGELES API — Cannonball Adderley opened a new
jazz club here, Shelly's Manne
Hole. Singer Carmen McRae
also was on the bill.
With Adderley were his
brother, Nat Adderley, on cornet, Walter Booker on bass, Hal
Galper on keyboards and Roy
McCurdy on drums.
The old Shelly's Manor Hole,
which closed some time ago,
was on Vine Street in Hollywood. The new one is on Wilshire Boulevard.

•
•
Merry Christmas!!

BOB'S TV SERVICE
Will Be Closed Dec. l9-Jon,
2.
Thank You tot your patronage this year.

Happy New Year!!

4-Way

HAIR COLOR
LOTION

NASAL
SPRAY

1
Reg. sl 08

Reg. '2.00
Lady Sunbeam Electric

KODAK FILM

AFTER SHAVE
LOTION
6-oz. Chariot Decanter

/ Beautifully sculptured
contour shape, double
edge slanted shaving head,
built-in light, white.
Model LS8C. In Beautiful Gift Case

SoIe

Rolaids.

188 Reg. 15.00 sale$

ROLAIDS
ANTACID
TABLETS

Gillette

1/3 More FREE'

Reg. '2.09

Reg. '1.25
C126-12

ROMAN BRIG

SHAVER

Reg. '19.00 $ 11

$ 1 09
sl.39 Hi Power Flash
Cubes
2 Cubes, 8 Flashes
Sale/
'6;
For the Paperboy

"Generally,local boards have
taken the erroneous thinking
into consideration and allowed
the young men to register late,
especially if registrants do not
exhibit having wilfully intended
not to register."

Clairol Silk & Silver

2.35 MagicubesType X 3 Cubes,
12 Flashes Sale

I

months of the year, a large
percentage of young men have
been registering late," Pepitone
said.

Washes silvery beauty
into grey hair.

East Side of The Square
Ileste

By JERRY T. BAULCH
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API — Selective Service says more 18year-olds are registering for
the draft than last year when
presidential authority to draft
men expired.
Byron V. Pepitone, Selective
Service director, credited the
switch to a publicity campaign
he ordered to let the young
men know they still have to
register. Registrations were
lagging appreciably in the first
half of 1972 because so many
thought the draft was dead entirely.
"Some pockets of resistance
still remain, particularly in the
industralized areas of New
England, although the situation
is improving," he told a reporter
According to Justice Department figures, there were 8,893
pending cases against draft law
violators through Nov. 1, in addition to 7,933 convicted since
1964.
Meanwhile, Pepitone said he
plans to hold the annual draft
lottery early in March for this
year's crop of 18-year-olds. This
will assign to those born in 1955
callup numbers in case the
drafting of men is resumed.
Men keep their same numbers
as long as they are eligible to
be called, normally age 26.
He said registrations lagged
considerably from January until July of last year before his
publicity campaign to remind
young men they break the law
if they fail to register within 30
days before or after their 18th
birthday.
Although draft authority did
not expire until June 30 nobody
was inducted between January
and July, the period when registrations dropped.
"Because of the erroneous
thinking that the draft was
dead during the first six

9V3-oz. can

Color

Reg. '1.59
GENERAL
ELECTRIC

MIXER
3 speed fingertip
control. Ideal for whipping,
stirring and mixing. Model M24

Christmas

-Karate

GIFT WRAP
Gay holiday designs.
Choice of 6 Roll Foil
28 sq. ft or 6 roll
paper 60 sq. ft
No. 2275
Solo

T

AFTER
SHAVE
LOTION
Reg. '1.75

General Electric
Steam & Dry

IRON
Switches from
25 steam vents, steam to dry at
the push of a button.
Model F-63
49;

Luden's Fine
Assorted
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BEL AIR
SHOPPING CENTER

We Reserve The Right To Limit

}'age 23

vAVV'Zi'

BIG 32 OUN

Treasure
Chest
Th.s
Week
$10Win

Prices Good thru Dec. 25th

Last Week's Winner: George V. Nichols,
Murray, Ky.

Limit 4

with •/.50 additional purctii.2. exciudin

PE

Fr. Cocktail

CHR1STMA

3ans89
14-oz.
C

wtfse"*

8:00 A.M Ti! 6:0

School Day

Stokley

Ihole White

GRN.BEANS 5 =s
HYDE PARK

Sal. Dressing
‘
vdi *
la

Qt
Lao

59

Yellow Cream Style

Green Giant

CORN

4

17-oz.
Cans

HEINZ

KETCHUP

28

14-oz. Bot.

Mint

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
1

Folger's

. COFFEE
10-oz.
Jar

4
u9$ '
Expires 12-25-73
Good Only at Storey's_
VVVVVVVVV

COUPON
Limit 7 Per Family
Soft Weave

TISSUE
2 Roll Pkg.

4/31w-

1
COUPON
COUPON
limit 1 Per Family
Limit 1 Pet Family

Mint

VEL
32-oz. Bot

.,. 39
. ,

Expires 12-25-73
Good Only at Storey's

Expires 12-25-71
Good Only at Storey's

VVITZTVIZVV

VIZUVVVTIV

22-oz. Bot

VEL

ar.

COOL
WHIP
9-oz.

limite°1UPPOerNFanaly

Expires 12-25-73
Good Only at Storey's

Timm

Concentrated

ZEST
Reg. Size

2;199; 2/L9
. ../^

COUPON
Family
N
limit

ALL
-69t

49-oz. Box

c

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

LUCKY
WHIP

Imperial

4oz.

—

box

-

'

Expires 12-25-71
Good Only at Storey's

Expires 12-25-73
Good Only at Storey's

Expires 12-25-73
Good Only at Storey's

vim/in/1m

inizrinniu

V VIr717174'R

MARGARINE
4-4Citkl---

49c.

Coupon No. 74399
Limit 1 Per Family

CHIPOS
12-oz. Box
- — $

29.

27 1

F.xpireS 12-25-73
Good Only at Storey's

Expires 12-25-73
Good Only at Storey's

V WIZ-RIM

TIVZrZrizi7zrz

Coupon No. 42183
Limit 1 Per Famil3,
General Mills

SNACKS

2/69c
Expires 12-25-73
.2(4722
1 -VzPi247
°S.ittt

VV1rXr V
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storey's
Foodalaut

Morrell or Hunter
Fully Cooked Shank Portion

BIG 32 OUNCE

OKES

HAM
Whole
Hams
19 lb & Up

Plus
Deposit

F

88'b.
Whole
Hams
16 to 19 lb
C lb

.50 additional purdli.,e, excluding tobacco and dairy products.

98

OPEN
HRISTMAS DAY
Hooter 3 lb

/
1
4 Loin
Pork Chops
8:00 A.M Ti! 6:00 P.M.

15-oz
cans

'1" HAM

COFFEE

lb.

9

Prk. Sausage
Hunter's
Thrifty Brand
Wieners
1p2k- gni
9c

Field's Old Fashion
PORK
Y2 Gal.

"7&b

5

(With Coupon Becn)

.BE R

$169
HUNTER'S

FCLGERS

z. Jar

2-lb. Roil

9.79

49 SAUSAGE
GROUND BEEF

LARGE STAL V

ELM'

Pattie Mix
Boneless

Metzger
Riverside

44#1

69c LB
ARMOUR TESTENDER

nipon No. 4218.3
mit 1 Per Family

General Mills

,SNACKS
6-94„bpx

Faravirvlif

SIRLOIN STEAK

IT-BONE STEAK

0.

........011•110110.,N.Negme..........

lb.
ggirinrvirzrzonrazi/VIrTrItlanirTiVIIVVVV7IMITVuTtRITT/ Tar

69„.
ARMOUR TESTENDER

2/69'

xpires 12-25-73
I Only at Storey's

Center
Sliced

Bologna

Ea.

II4

Col. Lee's Whole
COUNTRY

hole White

TATO S

C4

78c

lb.
vinrizz-trintlivirg
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Here Are Three Mouth Watering Ways Of Kentucky No-Fault Divorce
Law Hasn't Upped State Rate
Serving Country Ham For The Holidays
By SALLY DuFORD
Christmas dinner is the
highlight of the season, so this
dinner calls for festive foods.
Many homes will have a country
ham featured on their table.
Encluded this week are three
methods of preparing this
delicacy.
Fried country ham is the
easiest and most common
method of preparation. The
other two take longer but also
have their merit in taste. The
orange raisin sauce is an
excellent accompaniment for
country ham.
While waiting for all the
guests to arrive, a cranberry
punch is nice to serve.
Decorated with a frozen ring
mold it will look beautiful and
stay cold for a long time. Ice will
dilute the drink while the frozen
juice will not.
Happy Holidays!
FRIED COUNTRY HAM
1
4 inch thick.
Slice ham los to /
Trim off rind, also trim the dark
outer edge from the side of the
slice. Fry the slice of ham in a
medium hot skillet turning
several times to brown it evenly.
Tenderness of the ham will
determine if it should be
covered or have added water
Over-cooking causes the ham to
become hard and dry.
Leave grease and residue
from the ham in the skillet to
brown. When well browned and
hot, pour excess grease into a

:‘,Lt

bowl, leaving residue in the
skillet. Put 1,4 cup hot water Li
the skillet. Stir to dissolve the
residue, then add one to two
cups water (can be part coffee)
into the grease. This makes the
Red Eye Gravy.

meat. Add boiling water if
necessary.

When the ham is so tender
that it is easily pierced with a
fork (approximately 25 minutes
per pound) remove from heat.
The internal temperature
COUNTRY
HAM
IN
A should reach 150 degrees. Let
the ham stand in the water until
BLANKET
Wash ham. Put ham in a cloth it is quite cold. Drain well and
bag and tie securely for ease of trim the fat and skin off neatly.
removing the ham from the Stud the ham with whole cloves.
water. Place ham on a rack in a Pour a quart of cider over it and
large pot. Cover with water. let it soak for six hours, then
Bring to a boil and cook for 30 wipe it dry and brush it all over
minutes. Remove pot from heat. with beaten egg.
Cover it with a mixture of fine
Immediately, wrap the pot with
several thicknesses of blanket bread crumbs and brown sugar,
using equal quantities of each.
or
many
thicknesses
of
newspapers. This holds the heat Then place it in a dripping pan.
sufficiently to complete the Pour the cider around the ham
Got a question or a comment about homemaking? Address
cooking. Leave the ham in the and bake in a slow oven from
water and wrapped in papers or one to two hours, according to It to "The Aaket Basket," in care of Mrs. Sally DuFord, P.O.
blanket for 24 hours. Remove the size of the ham, basting it Box 1283, Paris.
ham from the water. It may be with the liquid every hour. Serve
served as it is or scored, spiced, the ham on a platter, decorating
Dear Sally,
glazed, and baked just long At with holly.
I have heard about a cake called "The Sock-it-to-Me
Make
a
gravy
the
of
cider,
enough brown lightly.
seasoning it with paprika. Carve
Cake." Can you tell me what it is and how to make it?
in thin slices.
COUNTRY HAM, BOILED
With a blunt edged knife,
Mrs. Judy Nuttall
scrape the ham. With a small ORANGE RAISIN SAUCE FOR
stiff brush, scrub the ham HAM
Well, readers, have any of you heard of such a cake
thoroughly with hot water Then 3,4 C. raisins
C.
1
orange
juice
soak it 24 hours in cold water.
ring mold if using one.
C. sager
Rinse it well and place it in a
to serve. Urunold. Place the
FROZEN RING FLOAT
The. cornstarch
large kettle of fresh water. 3
frozen punch in the punch bowl
44 tsp. salt
Choose a ring mold that will fit and fill with punch.
Bring slowly 'to the boiling
your punch bowl. Fill the mold
Variations: Plastic holly and
point and skim well. Add 6 whole 1 C. water
with punch ( you may need tx
black pepper corns and 6 whole 1 C. orange sections
holly berries can be substituted
Soak raisins in the orange double the recipe). Float fresh for the cranberries. Half fill the
colves; lower heat so the ham
will just simmer. Keep the juice for 10 minutes. In a sauce cranberries on top and put the mold with red sherbet, then fill
water level two inches above the pan blend sugar cornstarch and mold in the freezer until ready
with punch before freezing.
salt; stir in water until smooth.
Add raisin and orange juice
mix. Bring to a boil over
medium
heat,
stirring
CHANEL
constantly. Boil 2 to 3 minutes.
Add oranges and serve at once.
No. 5
You can make sauce in advance,
then heat and add oranges just
Spray Cologne
before serving.

MERRY
*---cHRIsTmAS

Flickering candlelight .. a
scent of Christmas green,... the nearnes
s
of dear ones make the holidays bright
We bops
to continue serving you in the future

David Morris
202 Main Electric Co.

Phone
753-7205

Relief workers in Addis
Ababa report that the
Ethiopian famine crisis is
abating slowly, but about 50
people still die of starvation
every week.
The epidemics induced by
malnutrition rather than
actual hunger are the overriding problem in the crowded
refugee camps now. — CNS

MORE
FOR YOUR MONEY!
JEUREKAt
NORM 3
4 HIGH
5
LOW
6SHAG
EUREKA AUTOMATIC UPRIGHT WITH
DIAL-A-NAP* MADE EVEN BETTER
FOR MORE CONVENIENCE
6 Position dial lets you clean
flat pile to deep, dense shag!

any carpet from low,

•

-

2-Cruert rit—liAn Wilinfons
aid libiwatti Coy-

BY
REVLON

Color

Tear Drop
Spray Mist
oz

108 Polaroid

$400

*El 69 Elsewhere

Diamond Facet
Spray Mist

575
oz

Central Shopping Center
Quantity Rights Reserved

Prices good thru Dec

24,

Gift Wrap Paper
26

1973 While Quantities Last

ITS NEVER
TOO LATE j
nli

Kid Wrap
Gift Wrap Paper

110 so ft

Gift Wrap Foil
30 20 ft
111 29 Eleawhote

Elsev•hers
39C each

. ,

900

III

79;

Christmas Stockin

GIFTS

$495

Lite Fantastic

Make-Up Mirror
'14.95 Value

12

CLAIROL C 20

Instant Hairsetter

HAIRSETTER
by Clairol
'27.99 Value

$21 88

'30.99 Value

$26"

AT
CHRISTMAS
TIME

Old Fashioned
Christmas
Candy

2 Pound

In

77'
225 to s per'

sot 41'

69C Elsewhere
91l
99C Elsewhere

49 Elsewhere

97'

Replacement
Bulbs P..« of 5

424
544

English
Leather

The Skin Machine or

El

automatic cleansing brush
your choice
1115 99
Elsewhere

Eveready
Batteries
Pack of 2
60C Elsewhere

37'
FABERGE

Cologne
Extrordinaire

GENERAL

Chic Super

ELECTRIC

Hair
Styler

Cordless
Detangler
$2198

Elsevilw re

At I
noun(
lion b
from
Unite
lines
fuel
Janu
Sir
that

MOREL CO

Professional
Hair Dryer

blefi
Ken
he 1
S114
legt
cod
Thi
dux
thei
rerr
Ii
sor
Wel
ind
CELT1
per
pt.
(
del
est
sa
bill

$28 95 Elsewhere

to
thi

$299

Record Matic

Christmas Tapes
and Albums
45 6 33 RPM

Cheetah
With New Power Dove
System$1999

.0111.1061
'
h

WAS
el
asked
to limi
gallon!
But
any nu
tion at
He
pliano
would
unnect
will ni
how
be aiii
their C
start 1
motto
mond
Sim
bility
could
were
soda
systei

$1699 $129$ 9999

2 oz

ricri

95 Elsewhere

44

$12

After Sbeita

roo

Beauti Air Personal
Hair Dryer

LADY

Fruit Cake

26 oz
89( Elsewhere

g We...here

CHIC

14 small rollers 6 large rollers
$16 99 Elsewhere

PL
To

C,

Pius 4 Attachments
$1496 Elsewhere

Kindness

ICI
snow.
Murr

Su

For Women

$1047

Vol.

St1

scHicx
Styling Dryer

True To Light II

'14.66 Value

Maleck
Wood Crafts

63

39'

Make-Up Mirror

by

12 bottles
Elsewhere

594 Elmewher•

Value 98
'1.1

$1"

Spice
Rack

Bag of Bows
Extra Lars awn

26"

$2 49 Elsewhere

4 FOR

99' Valu•

6 Roll Pack

Giant
Cutting Board

Coffee Mup

New 40% Heavier

26

Cards Tap
and Seals

Phone 753-1586
212 E. Main - Murray

INTIMATE

C 126-12

$1 40 Eliewhen

$5995

Murray
Appliance

The consensus is that provisions of the law relating to
maintenance of child support
and property division are fair.
The law provides for child
support to be paid by either or
both parents, without regard to
marital misconduct.

Cologne

•Adjustable 3-position handle•Fast, easy
conversion for above-the-floor cleaning (tools
optional)
• Tapestry-look vinyl brocade dust
bag
clean with a damp cloth • Convenient on/offwipes
foot
switch • Full wrap-around vinyl bumper
protects
furniture

JUST

Lexington divorce lawyers
say the law prevents a husband
or wife from lying or exaggerating their marital problems on
the witness stand in order to
obtain a divorce.
"I don't really think they had
to lie to begin with: They had
grounds but there was more
dirty linen brought out in public," said Walter L. Tackett, an
attorney who handles divorce
cases. "They still have
grounds—but now they don't
need to bring them into court."
Tacked said it is a better sit-

tuition because it creates less
bitterness between husband and
wife.
"This new law has cooled
down a lot of bitterness that
might have been when you had
to air problems—the bitterness
isn't brought out into public
and it's better for the children
that way," he said.
The law was enacted to
"strengthen and preserve the
integrity of marriage and
safeguard family relationships.. and to mitigate the potential harm to spouses and
their children caused by the
process of legal dissolution of
marriage."
Some attorneys feel, however, that the law has made it
too simple to dissolve a marriage where there are children
involved.
"It's a fine thing where there
are no children," said Wheeler
B. Boone, an attorney who handles divorce cases, "but it
makes it too easy where children are concerned."
Tackett said however, that if
two people are "going far
enough to get a divorce, they
would go ahead" despite the effect on their children.

Color Pack Film

Asst Styles

EUREKA GIVES YOU

"irretrievable breakdown of the
marriage relationship."
If the two partners agree that
their marriage is irretrievably
broken and there is no question
of maintenance, then no other
grounds are needed.
If however, one spouse denies
that the marriage is irretrievably broken, then the court is
required to consider all relevant factors, including the circumstances that gave rise to
the filing of the petition for divorce and the prospect of reconciliation.
The judge can either continue
the matter, suggesting to the
parties that they seek counseling, or he may order both
spouses to attend a conciliation
conference.
The law states that a finding
of irretrievable breakdown is a
"determination that there is no
reasonable prospect of reconciliation."

Film

CRANBERRY PUNCH
2 C. cranberry juice cocktail
1 C. orange juice
1,4 C. Innen juice
1 C. pineapple juice
44 C. sugar
2 C. water or ginger ale
Combine ingredients except
ginger ale. Chill. Just before
serving add ginger ale and the

Disuse in Ethiopia
adds to famine toll

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky no-fault divorce
law hasn't resulted in a soaring
divorce rate, contrary to some
predictions.
Its opponents predicted that
the "easy out" afforded by the
law would weaken the institution of marriage and warp
the social fabric.
It's too early to tell whether
those predictions have any bis,
but it is apparent that since the
law went into effect 18 months
ago the divorce rate has risen
only slightly.
One notable exception was
the month the law took effect,
June, 1972. Fayette Circuit
Court records show that in Lexington and Fayette County 108
divorces were granted that
moonth—up 40 from the preceding month.
Since June is a month when
traditionally people think of
marriage, perhaps it follows
that they also think of divorce.
In any event, this year June
again topped the list for the
number of divorces filed-144,
compared to 79 the month before.
Statistics fluctuate month to
month, and while the divorce
tally after the passage of no
fault is somewhat higher than
in pre-no fault days, it does not
indicate a trend toward marital
breakdown.
Under the legislation adopted
by the 1872 Kentucky General
Assembly marriages may be
dissolved on the sole basis of

With Animal Awl Designs

Scotch Highlander
Cassettes
-titorthige rape
Cases
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